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Notice by the Editor

The first section of this Special issue sets out the memberships of certain committees and other bodies. The majority of these are included because their terms of reference and membership are defined in Statute or Ordinance. The exception is the group of Other Committees of the Central Bodies, which are bodies founded by, and sub-committees of, the Council and/or the General Board. The second section of this Special issue lists the representatives of the University; these are members of the collegiate University who have been appointed by the Council to the boards or governing bodies of external organisations (1), including linked trusts (2), and to the Board of Cambridge Enterprise (3).

The majority of listings in this Special issue were compiled during Lent Term 2022. Although a number of updates have subsequently been received and included, changes to memberships made in Easter Term 2022 may not be reflected in the listings. Membership information is supplied annually by the relevant committees, Faculties and other bodies; specific queries on the membership details listed should therefore be addressed to the Secretary (or Assistant Secretary) of the body concerned. Editorial errors, such as incorrectly assigned College affiliations or misspellings, may be reported to Roll.Enquiries@admin.cam.ac.uk.

Notes

(i) The mention of a year after a name or a set of names means that, unless otherwise specified, retirement from membership is due on 31 December of that year.

(ii) Colleges are indicated by the following abbreviations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christ’s</td>
<td>CHR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churchill</td>
<td>CHU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clare</td>
<td>CL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clare Hall</td>
<td>CLH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corpus Christi</td>
<td>CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darwin</td>
<td>DAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmanuel</td>
<td>EM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitzwilliam</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girton</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonville and Caius</td>
<td>CAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homerton</td>
<td>HO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes Hall</td>
<td>HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus</td>
<td>JE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King’s</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy Cavendish</td>
<td>LC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magdalene</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray Edwards</td>
<td>MUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newnham</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pembroke</td>
<td>PEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterhouse</td>
<td>PET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens’</td>
<td>Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Catharine’s</td>
<td>CTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Edmund’s</td>
<td>ED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St John’s</td>
<td>JN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selwyn</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidney Sussex</td>
<td>SID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinity</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinity Hall</td>
<td>TH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolfson</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MEMBERS OF UNIVERSITY BODIES

Nominating and appointing bodies: Abbreviations

C University Council
CSAH Council of the School of Arts and Humanities
CSBS Council of the School of the Biological Sciences
CSCM Council of the School of Clinical Medicine
CSHSS Council of the School of the Humanities and Social Sciences
CSPS Council of the School of the Physical Sciences
CST Council of the School of Technology
FC Finance Committee of the Council
GB General Board of the Faculties

Faculty Boards etc., as follows:

AHA Architecture and History of Art
AMES Asian and Middle Eastern Studies
Biol Biology
BM Business and Management
CI Classics
CompST Computer Science and Technology
Div Divinity
Econ Economics
Educ Education
Engg Engineering
Engl English
ESG Earth Sciences and Geography
HPS History and Philosophy of Science, Board of
HSPS Human, Social and Political Science
Hst History
Law Law
Math Mathematics
Med Clinical Medicine
MMLL Modern and Medieval Languages and Linguistics
Mus Music
PC Physics and Chemistry
Phil Philosophy
Vet Veterinary Medicine
X Co-opted, or appointed by the body concerned

Septemviri

Ms Eleanor Veronica Elizabeth Sharpston, K (Chair), 2025; Prof. Sabine Bahn, LC, Prof. Brendan Joseph Burchell, M, Mr John Tannatt Dix, D4R, Dr Minna Sunikka-Blank, CHU, 2022; Prof. Judith Margaret Lieu, R, Prof. John Scott Rink, JN, 2023.

University Tribunal

[Panel (a)] Mr Jonathan Scott, CTH, 2022; [Panel (b)] Prof. Franklin Imo Aigbirhio, M, Prof. Patrick Jacques Nicole Baert, SE, Prof. Jude Mary Browne, K, Prof. Simon Conway-Morris, JN, Prof. Martin John Dixon, Q, Prof. Loraine Ruth Renata Gelsthorpe, PEM, Dr David Arthur Good, K, Prof. Mari Catrin Jones, PET, Ms Karen Pearce, W, 2022.

Council

The Chancellor and the Vice-Chancellor (Chair); [Elected as Heads of Colleges] Ms Heather Jane Hancock, JN, Prof. Philippa Jane Rogerson, CAI, 2022; Prof. Dame Madeleine Atkins, LC, Dr Anthony Nigel Stanley Freeling, HH, 2024; [Elected as Professors, Readers or Professors (Grade 11)] Prof. Richard Vincent Penty, SID, Prof. Jason Scott-Warren, CAI, 2022; Prof. Anthony Peter Davenport, CTH, Prof. Manucha Lisboa, JN, 2024; [Elected as members of the Regent House] Dr Ruth Lisa Chadwick Charles, N, Dr Nicholas John Holmes, T, Dr Philip Michael Knox, K, Dr Andrew Sanchez, W, 2022; Dr Zoe Louise Adams, K, Dr Ann Kaminski, ED, Dr Michael Joseph Sewell, SE, Dr Pieter Jacob van Houten, CHU, 2024; [student members] Mr Zak Coleman, JE, Ms Anjum Nahar, MUR, Mr Freddie Poser, CAI, 30 Jun 2022; Ms Zaynab Ahmed, N, Mr Sam Carling, CHR, Ms Amelia Jabry, LC, 30 Jun 2023; [members in class (e)] Ms Sharon Emma Flood, Mr Mark Lewisohn, CHR (Deputy Chair), 2022; Ms Gaenor Anne Bagley, TH, Prof. Sir David Greenaway, 2024; Secretary: the Registrary.
Statutory Committees of the Council

Audit Committee
[Member of the Council in class (e) appointed by the Council] Prof. Sir David Greenaway (Chair), 2024; [members of both the Council and the Regent House appointed by the Council] Dr Ruth Lisa Chadwick Charles, N, Prof. Richard Vincent Penty, SJD, 2022; [external members appointed by the Council] Dr Nneka Abulokwe, Mr Gary Ernest, 2023; Mr David Germain, Ms Elly Hardwick, 2024; [X] Mr Robert Gardiner, CAI, Prof. Anthony Richard Green, Q, 2022; Secretary: Dr Elle Bateman; Assistant Secretary: Mr Ian Jones.

Finance Committee
The Vice-Chancellor (Chair); [elected by representatives of the Colleges] Mr Steven John Morris, M, 2022; Mr Ian Nicholas Molyneux Wright, PET, 2023; Mr Jonathan Spence, Q, 2024; [appointed by the Council] Ms Sharon Emma Flood, Dr Richard Foster, CHR, Dr Nicholas John Holmes, T, 2022; Ms Mihiri Jayaweera, 2023; [appointed by the General Board] Prof. Anna Philpott, CL, 2022; [appointed by Grace of the Regent House] Prof. David Anthony Cardwell, F, 2023; Prof. Dame Theresa Marteau, CHR, Prof. Richard William Prager, Q, 2024; [X] Mr Ben Alexander, Mr Nagaub Kheraj, 2022; the Director of Finance, the Academic Secretary, the Chief Financial Officer, the Director of Estates, and the Director of the Governance and Compliance Division attend; Secretary: the Registrar.

General Board of the Faculties
The Vice-Chancellor (Chair); [CSAH] Prof. Richard Andrew William Rex, Q, 30 Sep 2022; Prof. Christopher John Young, PEM, 2022; [CSBS] Prof. Anna Philpott, CL, 31 Jul 2023; [CSCM] Prof. Patrick Henry Maxwell, T, 2022; [CSHSS] Prof. Kristine Black-Hawkins, 30 Sep 2022; Prof. Timothy Norman Harper, M, 30 Sep 2024; [CSPS] Prof. Nigel Peake, EM, 2023; [CST] Prof. John Stephen Dennis, SE, 30 Sep 2022; [appointed by the Council] Prof. Ann Alicia Copestake, W, Dr Nicholas John Holmes, T, 2022; Prof. Dame Madeleine Atkins, LC, Prof. Graham John Virgo, DOW, 2024; [student members] Ms Zaynab Ahmed, N, Ms Amelia Jaby, LC, 30 Jun 2022; Ms Neve Atkinson, MUR, Ms Savannah Phillips, M, 30 Jun 2023; Secretary: Dr Michael Glover; Assistant Secretary: Mr Alistair Bochel.

Other Committees of the Central Bodies

Committees of the Council
(Membership is to 31 December of the year shown unless otherwise stated)

Benefactions and External and Legal Affairs, Committee on
The Vice-Chancellor (Chair); [member of the Council in class (a)] Prof. Dame Madeleine Atkins, LC, 2022; [members of the Council in class (b) or class (c)] Dr Ruth Lisa Chadwick Charles, N, Dr Andrew Sanchez, W, 2022; [member of the Council in class (d) (student member)] Mr Zak Coleman, JE, 30 Jun 2022; Ms Amelia Jaby, LC, 30 Jun 2023; [member of the Council in class (e)] Mr Mark Lewisohn, CHR, 2022; [X] Mr Paul Ritchie, 31 Mar 2023; Ms Lara Oyesanya, 31 Mar 2024; Secretary: Dr Regina Sachers, CTH.

Business Committee
Dr Ruth Lisa Chadwick Charles, N, Dr Anthony Nigel Stanley Freeling, HH, Dr Nicholas John Holmes, T (Chair), Dr Michael Joseph Sewell, SE, 2022; [student member] Mr Freddie Poser, CAI, 30 Jun 2022; Ms Zaynab Ahmed, N, 30 Jun 2023; Secretary: Ms Ceri Benton.

Committee Membership and External Nominations, Advisory Committee on
The Vice-Chancellor (Chair); [member of the Council in class (a)] Dr Anthony Nigel Stanley Freeling, HH, 2022; [members of the Council in class (b) or class (c)] Dr Zoe Louise Adams, K, Dr Nicholas John Holmes, T, Prof. Jason Scott-Warren, CAI, Dr Michael Joseph Sewell, SE, 2022; [member of the Council in class (e)] Ms Gaenor Anne Bagley, TH, 2024; the Registry and the Academic Secretary attend; Secretary: Dr Regina Sachers, CTH.

Honorary Degree Committee
The Vice-Chancellor (Chair); Ms Sonita Alleyne, JE, Dr Ann Kaminski, ED, Mr Mark Lewisohn, CHR, Prof. Manucha Lisboa, JN, Prof. Jason Scott-Warren, CAI, Dr Pieter Jacob van Houten, CHU, 2022; the Registry (or Director, Governance and Compliance), the Head of the Vice-Chancellor’s Office, and the Ceremonial Officer attend; Secretary: Dr Clara Anne East, W.

Human Remains Advisory Panel
[C] Lord Smith of Finsbury, PEM (Chair), 30 Sep 2022; Prof. Marie-Louise Stig Sorensen, JE, 2023; Prof. John Robb, PET, 2026.

Investment Board (under transitional arrangements)
Ms Johanna Kyrlklund, 2022; Mr Dave Novak, Ms Kristen Eshak Weldon, 2023; Mr Suranga Chandratillake, Ms Sarah Fromson (Chair), Mr Mark Slater, 2024; [X]; [Attends] the Vice-Chancellor; the Chief Financial Officer, the Chief Investment Officer; Ms Honor Fell, Ms Anne-Marie Fleurbaaij, Mr Timo Fritzinger, Mr Mark Lewisohn, CHR, Mr Benoit Ramsay, Mr Ross Reason, R, Mr Sam Sturge; Secretary: the Director of Finance.
Remuneration Committee

[C] Ms Gaenor Anne Bagley, **TH (Chair)**, 2024; [C] Prof. Anthony Peter Davenport, **CTh**, 2024; [C] Dr Andrew Sanchez, **W**, 2022; [C] Dr Neil Churchill, 31 Aug 2023; Prof. Dame Madeleine Atkins, **LC**, 2024; the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (University Community and Engagement), the Director of Human Resources, and others as required, attend; **Secretary:** the Registry.

Supervision of the Student Union, Committee for the

[C] Dr Dominic Arthur de Cogan, **CHR**, 30 Sep 2022; Mr Robert Gardiner, **CAI (Chair)**, Dr Ann Kaminski, **ED**, Prof. Jason Scott-Warren, **CAI**, 2022; [Senior Tutors’ Committee] Dr Holly Corianda Camuto, **CTh**, 2023; [Bursars’ Committee] vacancy; [GB] Dr Ammariya Motrescu-Mayes, **CLH**, 2022; the President (Postgraduate), the President (Undergraduate), the Chief Executive Officer and the Deputy Chief Executive Officer of Cambridge Students’ Union, the Junior Proctor, the Junior Pro-Proctor, the UAS Finance Manager and a member of the Legal Services Division attend; **Secretary:** Ms Ceri Benton; **Assistant Secretary** Mr Alistair Bochel.

University Combination Room: Committee of Management

[C] Prof. Simon Colin Franklin, **CL (Chair)**, 2022; the Proctors, the Pro-Proctors and the two additional Pro-Proctors; **Secretary:** Ms Zoe Claire Allwood.

Sub-Committees of the Finance Committee of the Council

**Assessment Committee**

(Assessment of College income for the purposes of Statute G II).

Mr David Ball, **CL (Chair)**, 2022; Mr Nick Allen, **SID**, Ms Lesley Margaret Thompson, **LC**, 2022; **Secretary:** the Registrar, or deputy.

**Business Sub-Committee**

Prof. David Anthony Cardwell, **F (Chair)**; Prof. Anna Philpott, **CL**, Mr Jonathan Spence, **Q**, 2022; Dr Nicholas John Holmes, **T**, Mr Ian Nicholas Molyneux Wright, **PET**, 2023; **Secretary:** the Director of Finance.

**Financial Investments Sub-Committee**

[External member of the Finance Committee in class (c) or (f)] Mr Naguib Kheraj **(Chair)**, 2024; [member of the Regent House] Mr Rory Buchanan Landman, **T**, 2024; [member of the Finance Committee in class (h)] Dr Richard Anthony, **JE**, 2024; [external member of the Finance Committee in class (f)] Mr Ben Alexander, 2024; [external member] Ms Mihiri Jayaweera, 2024; [X] Dr Richard Foster, **CHR**; the Chief Investment Officer, the Director of Finance and the Head of Investment Appraisal attend; **Secretary:** the Head of Group Treasury.

Committees of the General Board

(Where no year is shown membership is until the first meeting of the Lent Term 2023)

Change and Programme Management Board

The Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Enterprise and Business Relations (Chair); [the Pro-Vice-Chancellors who are sponsors of a change programme] Prof. David Anthony Cardwell, **F**, Prof. Anne Carla Ferguson-Smith, **DAR**, Prof. Kamal Ahmed Munir, **HO**; [Colleges’ Committee (Head of a College)] Ms Alison Rose, **N**; [GB (Heads of Schools)] Prof. Timothy Norman Harper, **M**, Prof. Patrick Henry Maxwell, **T**, Prof. Nigel Peake, **EM**; [GB (Head of a Non-School Institution)] Prof. Beverley Jane Glover, **Q**; the Registrar; the Director of University Information Services; the Director of Human Resources; [GB (External)] Ms Mihiri Jayaweera, vacancy; the Academic Secretary and the Head of Investment Appraisal attend; **Secretary:** the Head of the Change and Programme Management Office.

**Discipline Committee: Panels**

[Panel (i)] Prof. Catherine Sarah Barnard, **T**, Dr Markus Wilhelm Gehring, **HH**, Mr Leslie Kosmin, 2024; [Panel (ii)] Dr Kirsty Anne Allen, **W**, Ms Nicky Blanning, **JN**, Dr Gemma Lucy Burgess, **N**, Prof. Ian Michael Hutchings, **JN**, Dr Matthew Russell Jones, **DAR**, Dr Penelope Jayne Watson, **EM**, Prof. Nicholas White, **EM**, 2024; [Panel (iii)] a Proctor, Deputy Proctor, or Pro-Proctor.

**Discipline Committee Appeal Committee: Panels**

[Panel (i)] Prof. Catherine Sarah Barnard, **T**, Ms Nicky Blanning, **JN**, Dr Markus Wilhelm Gehring, **HH**, Mr Leslie Kosmin, 2024; [Panel (ii)] Dr Kirsty Anne Allen, **W**, Prof. Catherine Sarah Barnard, **T**, Ms Nicky Blanning, **JN**, Dr Gemma Lucy Burgess, **N**, Prof. Ian Michael Hutchings, **JN**, Dr Matthew Russell Jones, **DAR**, Dr Penelope Jayne Watson, **EM**, Prof. Nicholas White, **EM**, 2024; [Panel (iii)] a Proctor, Deputy Proctor, or Pro-Proctor.
Education Committee (Educational matters)
The Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) (Chair); [GB] Dr Patrick John Barrie, EM, Prof. Kristine Black-Hawkins, Dr Deborah Longbottom, R, 2022; Prof. Richard Andrew William Rex, Q, Dr David Keith Summers, CAI, Dr Paul Oliver Wilkinson, EM, 2024; [Senior Tutors’ Committee] Dr Marina Fraasca-Spada, CC, Dr Jacqueline Anne Tasioulas, CL; [Postgraduate Committee] Prof. Loraine Ruth Renata Gelsthorpe, PEM, 2025; vacancy; [member of the Examination and Assessment Committee] Prof. Christopher John Young, PEM; [member of the Student Health and Wellbeing Committee] Dr Diana Frances Wood, ED; [Cambridge Students’ Union] the Undergraduate Access, Education and Participation Officer; the Postgraduate Access, Education and Participation Officer; [X] Dr James Gazzard, W; Secretary: Ms Alice Margaret Benton, W.

Sub-Committees of the Education Committee of the General Board

Academic Standards and Enhancement Committee
[Education Committee] Dr Patrick John Barrie, EM, Dr Deborah Longbottom, R (Deputy Chair), Prof. Richard Andrew William Rex, Q (Chair); [Institute of Continuing Education] Prof. Corinne Boz; [Senior Tutors’ Committee] Dr Michele Gemelos, MUR, Prof. Alexandra Turchyn, TH; [Postgraduate Committee] vacancy; [Cambridge Students’ Union] the Undergraduate Access, Education and Participation Officer; the Postgraduate Access, Education and Participation Officer; [student representative from a Council of the School not otherwise represented] vacancy; [X] Dr Timothy Thomas Weil, PEM; Secretary: Dr Emma Louise Dollard.

Examination and Assessment Committee
[Member of the General Board and of the Education Committee] Prof. Christopher John Young, PEM (Chair), 2024; [GB] Prof. Gavin Robert Alexander, Prof. Colm Durkan, G, Prof. Mark Christopher Elliott, CTH, Prof. Mark Gurnell, SID; Dr Dee Scadden, DOW, Dr Oliver Shorttle, CL, 2024; [Senior Tutors’ Committee] Mr Massimo Maria Beber, SID, Dr Robert Edward Hunt, CHU, 2024; [GB] Mr Tim Oates, CHU, 2024; [a member of the Proctorial body nominated by the Proctors] Dr John Kenneth Fawcett, CHU; the Chair of the Examination Access and Mitigation Committee, ex officio, 2024; [student members appointed by the Education Committee] Ms Zaynab Ahmed, N, Ms Anna Ward, EM; [X] Ms Natalie Acton, Mr Michael Cresswell, Mr Richard Hey, W, Ms Gina Warren, 2022; Secretary: Ms Emma Mary Paulus.

Examination Access and Mitigation Committee (Sub-Committee of the Examination and Assessment Committee)
[Education Committee] Dr Jacqueline Anne Tasioulas, CL (Chair), 30 Sep 2022; [Senior Tutors’ Committee] Dr Holly Corianda Canuto, CTH, Dr Stuart Martin, M, Dr Michael Joseph Sewell, SE, 30 Sep 2024; [Medical Advisers] Dr Nick Carroll, W, 30 Sep 2022; Dr Sian Coggle, Dr Paul Desmond Flynn, SID, Dr Andrew Fry, PET, Dr Madhavi Vindlacheruvu, 30 Sep 2024; vacancy; [member of the Student Health and Wellbeing Committee] Ms Maria Gloag, 30 Sep 2023; [GB] Dr Sheila Watts, N, 2023; vacancy; [Postgraduate Tutors’ Committee] Prof. Timothy David Wilkinson, JE, 30 Sep 2023; Secretary: Ms Jennifer Green; Assistant Secretary: Ms Alaina Reynolds.

Postgraduate Committee
[Member of the Education Committee] Prof. Loraine Ruth Renata Gelsthorpe, PEM (Chair), 30 Sep 2023; [Senior Tutors’ Committee] Dr Melanie Keene, HO, 30 Sep 2023; Dr Andrew Clague Thompson, Q, 30 Sep 2024; [member of the Academic Standards and Enhancement Committee] Dr Deborah Longbottom, R, 30 Sep 2023; [member of the Postgraduate Admissions Committee] Dr Duncan James Needham, D4R, 30 Sep 2024; [member of the Doctoral Training Programmes Committee] Prof. Loraine Ruth Renata Gelsthorpe, PEM, 30 Sep 2023; [members of the Regent House] Dr Patrick John Barrie, EM, Prof. Matthias Landgraf, 30 Sep 2023; Dr Cameron Andrew Petrie, T, 30 Sep 2024; Dr Sophia Pickford, K, Dr Katherine Powlesland, F; [Cambridge Students’ Union] Ms Amelia Jabry, LC, Ms Anjum Nahar, MUR, 30 Sep 2022; Secretary: Ms Kerri Gardiner.

Committee on the Membership of Committees
The Secretary of the General Board, ex officio; Prof. Kristine Black-Hawkins, 30 Sep 2022; Prof. Ann Alicia Copestake, W, Prof. Christopher John Young, PEM, 2022; Prof. Nigel Peake, EM, 2023; Secretary: Ms Dee Vincent.

Museums Committee
[GB] Prof. Kamal Ahmed Munir, HO (Chair); Prof. Anna Philpott, CL, 2023; Prof. Christopher John Young, PEM, 2024; the Directors and Curators of the Museums and the Botanic Garden ex officio; Secretary: Mr Alistair Bochel.

Postgraduate Admissions Committee
The Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) (Chair); the Chair of the Postgraduate Committee; the Deputy Head of Education Services (Admissions and Participation); the Head of the Postgraduate Admissions Office; [Secretary or Associate Secretary of the Senior Tutors’ Committee] Dr Judith Bunbury, ED, 30 Sep 2023; [Senior Tutors’ Committee] Dr Duncan James Needham, D4R, 30 Sep 2023; Dr Andrew Mark Spencer, CAI, 30 Sep 2023; [Bursars’ Committee] Ms Joanna Cheffins, W, 30 Sep 2023; [Part-Time Studies, M.St. Committee, and ICE Strategic Committee] Dr James Gazzard, W, 30 Sep 2022; [Judge Business School] Ms Carmen Neagoe, 30 Sep 2022; [CSAH] Prof. Richard Andrew William Rex, Q, 30 Sep 2023; [CSBS] Prof. Daniel St Johnston, PET, 30 Sep 2022; [SCSM] Prof. Fiona Mary Gribble, CHU, 30 Sep 2023; [CSHSS] Dr Pieter Jacob van Houten, CHU, 30 Sep 2022; [CSPS] Dr Oliver Shorttle, CL, 30 Sep 2024; [CST] Dr Patrick John Barrie, EM, 30 Sep 2022; [student member] Ms Amelia Jabry, LC, 30 Sep 2022; [X] Ms Helen Pennant, CLH, Dr Katherine Powlesland, F, 30 Sep 2024; Secretary: Ms Jane Wilkinson.
Research Policy Committee
The Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Research and International Partnerships) (Chair); the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Enterprise and Business Relations); the Heads of Schools; [GB on the nomination of the Councils of the Schools] Prof. Jeremy John Baumberg, Prof. David Ron, CHU, 2022; Prof. Sarah Jane Bray, Prof. Matthew Collins, HO, Prof. Máire Ni Mhaonaigh, JN, Prof. Richard Vincent Penty, SID, 2023; [attend in recognition of their positions on the senior committees of major research funding agencies] Prof. John Adrian Pyle, CTH, Dr Ayesha Siddiqi; [Postdoc Academy] vacancy; [X] Prof. Sir John Ashton, Dr Mireia Crispin Ortuzar; the Academic Secretary, the Head of the University Research Office, the Chief Executive of Cambridge Enterprise Ltd, the Executive Director of Development and Alumni Relations and the Director of Communications attend; the Head of Research Funding and the University Librarian also attend by invitation; Secretary: Dr Rhys David Morgan.

University Research Ethics Committee
The Chair of the Human Biology Research Ethics Committee, Prof. Gavin Pettigrew; [a member of a Research Ethics Committee run by the Health Research Authority’s Research Ethics Service] Ms Carolyn Ann Read; [GB] the Chair of the Psychology Research Ethics Committee, Prof. John Suckling (Chair), 2023; [GB (External)] Ms Rebekah Ley, 2022; Dr Sarah Burch, 2023; [GB on the nomination of the Councils of the Schools] Dr Elizabeth Claire Fistein, LC, Prof. Ianthi Tsimpli, F, 2022; Prof. Ulf Buentgen, Dr David Oliver Erdos, TH, Prof. George Malliaras, Prof. Simone Schnell, JE, 2023; [Cambridge Students’ Union] Ms Amelia Jabry, LC, 2022, vacancy; [X]; the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Research and International Partnerships), the Academic Secretary and the Director of Human Resources attend; Secretary: Dr Rhys David Morgan; Assistant Secretary: Dr Sinead Roisin Healy.

Joint Committees of the Council and the General Board

Biomedical Services Governance and Strategy Committee
Prof. Anne Carla Ferguson-Smith, DAR (Chair); Dr Martin Vinnell, W (Secretary); Prof. Anna Philpott, Cl.; Prof. Patrick Henry Maxwell, F, the Chair of the AWERB Standing Committee; [Facilities Operations and Management Committee] Prof. Susan Oianne, CHU; [External members] two vacancies; [X] Prof. Jennifer Nichols, the Welfare Director, the Operations Director and the Facilities Director of the University Biomedical Services attend.

Buildings Committee
[C] Ms Bernadette Conroy, CAI (Chair), 2023; the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Strategy and Planning); [GB] Dr James Robert Bellingham, JE, 2023; Dr Caroline Edmonds, 2024; [C] Regent House member] Prof. Ian Malcolm Leslie, CHR, Dr Martin Vinnell, W, 30 Sep 2022; [C] Mr Graham Edward Orton, 2023; vacancy; Secretary: Dr Nicholas Tamkin.

Careers Service Committee
The Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) (Chair); [[C] Careers Service Syndicate members] Dr Saskia Murk-Jansen, PET, 31 Jul 2022; Dr Allegre Hadida, M, 2024; [member of the General Board] Prof. John Stephen Dennis, SE, 31 Jul 2022; [Senior Tutors’ Union] Mr Massimo Maria Beber, SID, 2022; [Postgraduate Tutors’ Committee] Dr Annette Mahon, LC, 2022; [PdOC] Mr Joshua Daniel Kaggie, 2022; [Cambridge Students’ Union] Mr Zak Coleman, JE, 2022; Ms Anjum Nahar, MUR, 2022; [X] Ms Kate Croucher, Dr Bob Gilworth, Mr Darren McKerrecher; Secretary: the Director of the Careers Service.

Environmental Sustainability Strategy Committee
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Ian Malcolm Leslie, CHR (Chair); [C] Prof. Jason Scott-Warren, CAI, 2022; Ms Emily Farnworth, HH, 30 Sep 2024; Dr Jennifer Schooling, DAR, 2024; [GB] Prof. Simon Griffin, W, Prof. Michael Hector Ramage, SID, 2022; Prof. Ying Jin, R, 2024; [Cambridge Students’ Union] Mr Zak Coleman, JE, Mr Tungsten Tang, G, 2022; Ms Laure-Alizée Le Lannou, HH, Ms Elias Michaut, CL, 2022, the Chair of the Bursars’ Environment and Planning Sub-committee, or her or his deputy; [X] Dr Michael Mauder, Ms Anna Nitch-Smith, Dr Ellen Quigley, JE, Dr Emily Shuckburgh, DAR, the Director of Finance, the Director of Human Resources, the Head of Group Procurement, the Head of Research, the Director of the University Information Services, or their representatives, attend; representatives from Cambridge University Press & Assessment, the Director of Estates Operations, the Deputy Head of Sustainability, and the Head of Sustainable Procurement also attend; Secretary: the Director of Estates; Assistant Secretary: the Head of Sustainability.

Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Committee
Prof. Kamal Ahmed Munir, HO (Chair); [Heads of Schools] Prof. Nigel Peake, EM, Prof. Christopher John Young, PEM, 31 Oct 2022; the Registrary’s deputy, Ms Alice Benton, W; [C] Mr Roger Mosey, SE, 2023; vacancy; [Head of a Non-School Institution] vacancy; [Secretary of School] Mr Ben Warn; [Equality Champions] Prof. Sarah Jean Colvin, JE, Dr Elizabeth Hide, Dr Ali Meghji, Prof. Esra Özyürek, Prof. Andrew John Webber, CHU, Dr Hisham Ziaudddeen; [Cambridge Students’ Union] Ms Tara Choudhary, SID, vacancy; [Representative of postdoc staff group] Dr Sarabeth Buckley, HH; [Bursars’ Committee] Mr Martin Pierce, SE; [X]; Ms Andrea Hudson, the Director of Human Resources, attends; Secretary: vacancy.
Other Committees of the Central Bodies, Joint Committees (continued)

Health and Safety Executive Committee
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. David Anthony Cardwell, *F (Chair); [C] Dr Tamsin O’Connell, *TH, 2022; Prof. Richard Nicholas Sandford, *CLH, 2023; Prof. Mick Mantle, *W, 2024; the Chair of the Consultative Committee for Safety, *PET; [X] Prof. Robert Michael Henderson, *EM, 30 Sep 2024; the Registry, the University Librarian, the Director of the Health, Safety, and Regulated Facilities Division, the Director of Human Resources, the Director of the Estates Division, the Director of Estates Operations, the Secretary of the School of Clinical Medicine, and the Director of Safety Governance and Assurance attend; *Secretary: Ms Dee Vincent.

Human Resources Committee
The Pro-Vice-Chancellor (University Community and Engagement) * (Chair); [members of the Council] Dr Philip Michael Knox, K, 2022; Prof. Anthony Peter Davenport, *CTH, 2023; [GB] Prof. Valerie Gibson, T, 2024; [GB (Heads of Schools or their representatives)] Prof. Richard William Prager, Q, 2022; Prof. Christopher John Young, *PEM, 2024; [GB (Heads of Institutions)] Prof. James Lionel Norman Wood, *W, 2022; Prof. Manali Desai, N, 30 Sep 2023; Dr Jessica Pearsall Gardner, *SE, 2023; [Postdoctoral Matters Committee] Ms Karina Prasad, *CHU, 2023; the Academic Secretary, the Registry; [X] Prof. Julian Rayner, Ms Maggie Semple, Ms Katherine Shirley, 30 Sep 2022; the Assistant Directors of Human Resources, the Director of Communications or a representative, and others as required, attend; *Secretary: the Director of Human Resources.

Information Services Committee
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Andrew David Neely, *SID (Chair); [appointed by the Council after consultation with the General Board] Prof. Graham John Virgo, *DOW, 2022; Prof. Paul Alexander, T, 2024; Dr Ann Kaminski, *ED, 2025; [GB (Heads of Schools or their representatives)] Prof. Richard William Prager, Q, 2022; Prof. Timothy Norman Harper, M, 2024; Prof. Patrick Henry Maxted, T, 2024; [Colleges’ Committee] Dr Thomas Keith Carne, K, 30 Jun 2022; Dr Timothy John Flack, K, 2023; [Library Syndicate] Dr Jessica Pearsall Gardner, *SE, 2022; the Registry; [co-opted registered students] Ms Ben Dalitz, *JN, 2022; vacancy; [X] Dr Keith Turnbull, 2024; *Secretary: Dr Joanna Crawford, *JD.

International Strategy Committee

Planning and Resources Committee
The Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Strategy and Planning) * (Chair); and the other Pro-Vice-Chancellors; the Heads of Schools; the Chair of the Colleges’ Committee, Dr Anthony Nigel Stanley Freeeling, *HH; [appointed by the Colleges] Dr Thomas Keith Carne, K; [C] Prof. Beverley Jane Glover, Q, 30 Sep 2022; the Chair of the Buildings Committee, Ms Bernadette Conroy, *CAI, Prof. Richard Vincent Penty, *SID, 2022; [GB] Dr Jessica Pearsall Gardner, *SE; Dr Nicholas John Holmes, T, 2022; vacancy; [student member] Ms Anjum Nahar, *MUR, 30 Jun 2022; Mr Sam Carling, *CHR, 30 Jun 2023; *Secretary: Dr Nicholas Tamkin.

Estates Strategy Committee (Sub-Committee of the Planning and Resources Committee)
The Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Strategy and Planning) (Chair); the Chair of the Environmental Sustainability Strategy Committee; the Revis Professor of Physic; [GB] two Heads of School appointed by the General Board; [C] Dr Nicholas John Holmes, T, Dr Pieter Jacob van Houten, *CHU, 2022; the Chair of the Buildings Committee, Ms Bernadette Conroy, *CAI; the Registry attends; *Secretary: Dr Nicholas Tamkin.

Prevent and Freedom of Speech, Committee on
The University Prevent Lead (the Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Education) (Chair); [b(i)] the Chief Information Security Officer, the Deputy Director of Academic Centres (Student and Professional Services), Institute of Continuing Education, the Director of Human Resources, the Director of the Health, Safety, and Regulated Facilities Division, the Head of Education Services, the Head of Public Affairs, the Head of the Postdoc Academy, the President (Postgraduate) of Cambridge Students’ Union, the President (Undergraduate) of Cambridge Students’ Union; [b(ii)] the Chair of the Colleges’ Committee, the Head of the Office of Intercollegiate Services, the Secretary of the Senior Tutors’ Committee; [b(iii)] a representative from Cambridge University Press & Assessment, Ms Clare Godwin; [Heads of Schools] Prof. Nigel Peake, *EM, 2022; [C] Council member] Dr Philip Michael Knox, K, 2022; the Senior and Junior Proctors; *Secretary: Dr James Alexander Knapton.

Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Office of, Nominating Committee for
The Vice-Chancellor or his deputy (Chair); [members of the Council in class (a)] vacancy; [members of the Council] Prof. Jason Scott-Warren, *CAI, 2022; Ms Gaenor Anne Bagley, *TH, 28 Feb 2024; [members of the General Board in class (b)] Prof. Timothy Norman Harper, M, Prof. Anna Philpott, *CL, 2022; the Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor attends; *Secretary: the Registry, or deputy.
Other Committees of the Central Bodies, Joint Committees (continued)

Resource Management Committee
The Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Strategy and Planning) (Chair); the Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor, 31 Jul 2024; [Heads of Schools] Prof. Patrick Henry Maxwell, T; Prof. Anna Philpott, CL, 31 Jul 2023; Prof. John Stephen Dennis, SE; Prof. Christopher John Young, PEM, 2023; Prof. Nigel Peake, EM, 2024; Prof. Timothy Norman Harper, M, 30 Sep 2025; [Heads of Non-School Institutions] Prof. Ian Malcolm Leslie, CHR, Mr Luke Syson, T, 2023; [C] Prof. Richard Vincent Penty, SID, 2022; [student member] Ms Anjum Nahar, MUR, 30 Jun 2022; Secretary: Dr Rachel Helen Coupe; Assistant Secretary: Dr Faisal Moolla, Assistant Secretary: Ms Sarah Petrina Tucker.

Space Management and Minor Works Sub-Committee (Sub-Committee of the Resource Management Committee)
Ms Bernadette Conroy, CAI (Chair); the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Strategy and Planning); Prof. John Stephen Dennis, SE; vacancy; Mr Colin High, Mr David Hills, Mr Gary Moss; Dr Nicholas Tamkin, Mr Ben Warn; Secretary: Ms Caroline Hughes.

University Postdoctoral Matters Committee
The Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Research and International Partnerships) (Chair); the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (University Community and Engagement); the Director of the Human Resources Division (or deputy); [C] Prof. Dame Madeleine Atkins, LC, 2025; [GB] vacancy; [Colleges’ Standing Committee] vacancy; [Researcher Development] vacancy; the Director of Finance (or deputy); [GB (nomination of the PdOC Society Committee)] Dr Nino Läubli, 2022; Dr Joshua Batts, DAI, 2023; [X] Ms Jennifer Ceri Blakesley, LC, Ms Nicky Blanning, JN, Dr Meg Tait, Q, 2022; Secretary: vacancy.

University Sports Committee
The Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) (Chair); [C] Prof. Robert Keith Harle, DOW, 2022; Dr Pieter Jacob van Houten, CHU, 2024; [Human Resources Committee] Ms Hazel Elizabeth Turton, 2022; [GB] Prof. Ian Wilson, JE, 30 Sep 2022; Prof. Christopher John Young, PEM, 30 Sep 2023; [Bursars’ Committee] Ms Helen Murley, JN, 30 Sep 2025; [Senior Tutors’ Committee] Dr Jane Greatorex, LC, 30 Sep 2025; [Education Committee] Ms Amelia Jabry, LC, 30 Sep 2022; [Clubs Sub-committee] Mr Thomas Chalklen, CC, 30 Jun 2022; [Men’s Blues Committee] Mr Charlie Marcus, T, 30 Jun 2022; [Women’s Blues Committee] Ms Tabbie Brough, Q, 30 Jun 2022; [X] Dr Samantha Jane Lucy, N, Mr Roger Mosey, SE, Dr Cathy Speed, 2022; Secretary: Ms Karen Pearce, W.

Syndicates
Accommodation
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, The Revd Jeremy Lloyd Caddick, EM (Chair); [C] Ms Maureen Jane Hackett, G, Dr Kanad Mandke, 2022; Ms Karina Prasad, CHU, 2024; [Senior Tutors’ Committee] The Revd Dr Stephen William Peter Hampton, PET, 2024; [Postgraduate Tutors’ Committee] Prof. Timothy David Wilkinson, JE, 2024; [Bursars’ Committee] Mr Alan Fuller, W, 2024; [University and Assistants Joint Board] Ms Theresa Jones, 2022; [Cambridge Students’ Union] Mr Zak Coleman, JE, Ms Anjum Nahar, MUR, 2022; Mx Ben Dalitz, JN, 2022; [X]; [Attends] Ms Joanna Womack, MUR, 2022; Secretary: Ms Nicky Blanning, JN.

Botanic Garden
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Dame Fiona Reynolds, EM (Chair); the Head of the Department of Plant Sciences; [Biol] Prof. Christopher Jonathan Howe, CC, 2024; Prof. Rebecca Kilner, PEM, 2026; [C] Dr Rosamund Ellen Thornton, 2023; Dr Laurie Elizabeth Friday, N, 2024; [GB] Dr Ian John Furner, Prof. Henrik Jönsson, 2023; Prof. David Anthony Coomes, F, 2024; Prof. Kamal Ahmed Munir, HO, 2025; [X] Prof. Jonathan Drori, Ms Barbara Neto-Bradley, CTH, 2022; Mr Donald Peter Hearn, CL, Secretary: Prof. Beverley Jane Glover, Q.

Careers Service
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Philippa Jane Rogerson, CAI (Chair); [C] Dr Allegre Hadida, M, Prof. Joan Lasenby, T, Dr Deborah Longbottom, R, Dr Saskia Murk-Jansen, PET, 2022; [nominated by the Colleges] Mr Gordon Chesterman, ED, Dr Bernhard Fulda, SID, Dr Tom Hynes, JN, Mr Mairi Louise Kilkenny, CTH, Dr Daniela Passolt, PEM, Dr Christopher David Warner, R, 2022; Dr Holly Hedgeland, CLH, Dr Christopher Martin Hicks, CHU, Dr Louise Margaret Joy, HO, 2024; three vacancies; the members of the Careers Service Committee in classes (f), (g), and (h); [X] Dr Vicki Allen, Ms Alice Hilton, Ms Elizabeth Wilkinson, Ms Lynn Wilton, 30 Sep 2022; Mr David Askw, Ms Abi Graham, Mr David Maher, Ms Nicola Wild, 30 Sep 2023; Secretary: the Director of the Careers Service.

Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology
The Head of the Yusuf Hamied Department of Chemistry, Dr James Henry Keeler, SE (Chair); the Heads of the Departments of Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology, and Engineering; [C] Prof. Paul Dupree, M, Dr Andrew York, 2024; [GB] Prof. Stuart Matthew Clarke, JE, 2022; Prof. Sohini Kar-Narayan, CLH, 2024; [CSBS] Prof. Florian Hollfelder, TH, 30 Sep 2024; [CSCM] Dr Kenneth Bruce Seamon, 2023; [CSPS] Prof. Ulrich Felix Keyser, CAI, 2023; [CST] Prof. John Stephen Dennis, SE, 2023; [elected by Professors of the Department] Prof. Sabine Bahn, LC, Prof. Roisin Meabh Owens, N, Prof. Ian Wilson, JE, 2022; [elected by University Officers of the Department] Prof. David Fairen-Jimenez, R, Dr Thomas James Matthams, CHR, Prof. Andrew John Sederman, T, 2022; [X] Dr Shui Tim Lam, T (Observer), Ms Rachael Louise Tuley, W (Secretary), 2022; [student members] Mr Amaury Genovese, CC, Mr Harry Walton, EM, 2022.
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Syndicates (continued)

Fitzwilliam Museum
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Ms Catherine Elizabeth Jane Arnold, ED (Chair); [GB] Prof. Mary Rachel Laven, JE, Mr Roger Mosey, SE, 2022; Ms Sonita Alleyne, JE, Prof. David Anthony Cardwell, F, Prof. Sujit Pradin Sivasundaram, CAI, 2023; Dr Nicolas John Bell, T, Prof. Rosalind Polly Blakesley, PEM, Prof. Christopher John Young, PEM, 2024; the Head of the Department of History of Art, Prof. Alyce Mahon, T, 2024; [X] Dr Carol Attack, Lady Proby, Dr David Saunders, 2022; Secretary: the Director of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Mr Luke Syson, T.

Library
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Graham John Virgo, DOW (Chair); [C] Prof. Holger Babinsky, M, Dr Elizabeth Claire Fistein, LC, 2022; [GB] Prof. Emily Joanna Gowers, JN, Dr Mark Nicholls, JN, Lord Smith of Finbury, PEM, 2022; Dr Sue Jones, 2023; Prof. Caroline Bassett, CC, Mr Masud Khokhar, Prof. Peter Mandler, CAI, 2024; Dr James Robert Bellingham, JE, 2025; [elected by University Officers in the University Library] two vacancies; the Chairs of each of the Sub-syndicates and the Medical Library Policy Advisory Group, if not members in any other class; [X] Prof. Kamal Ahmed Munir, HO, 2022; Ms Kate Elizabeth Carreno, DOW, Mr Christopher Jones, Mr Richard Ovenden, 2023; [co-opted registered students] Ms Zaynab Ahmed, N, Ms Amelia Jabry, LC, 2022; Secretary: the University Librarian, Dr Jessica Gardner, SE.

Press and Assessment
The Vice-Chancellor (Chair); [[C] University Officer] Mr David Parsons, Q, 31 Jul 2025; [C] Dr Toke Skovsgaard Aidit, JE, Prof. Kenneth Andrew Armstrong, SID, Prof. Catherine Jane Clarke, CL, 2022; Sir David Charles Maurice Bell, TH, Prof. Kasia Boddy, F, Dr Angela Breitenbach, K, 2024; Dr Jessica Pearsall Gardner, SE, Mr Ian Pryce, Ms Radhika Radhakrishnan, Mr Jonathan Scott, CTH, 31 Jul 2025; Prof. Amira K. Bennison, M, Prof. Emily Joanna Gowers, JN, Prof. Joan Lasenby, T, Mr Richard John Partington, JN, Prof. Richard William Prager, Q, Prof. Dame Sarah Worthington, T, 2025; Secretary: Mr Peter Andrew Jestyn Phillips, W.

Select Preachers
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy (Chair); the Regius, the Lady Margaret’s, and the Norris-Hulse Professors of Divinity; the Vicar of Great St Mary’s Church; the two Proctors; [C] The Revd Dr Jane Leach, JE, The Revd Dr Robert William McDonald, F, 2022; The Revd Alexandra Mary Barrett, CTH, Dr Amy Louise Daughton, JE, 2023; Secretary: Mr Timothy Nicholas Milner, DAR.

Senate-House
The Vice-Chancellor (Chair); the Registry; the Esquire Bedells; the Proctors; the two Pro-Proctors; [C] Mr Nicholas Charles Denyer, T, Dr Elaine Wilson, HO, 2022; Dr Amy Louise Milton, DOW, Prof. Christine van Ruymbeke, DAR, 2023; Ms Alison Vinnicombe, LC, Dr Joanna Clare Willmott, CC, 2024; Dr Moreed Arbabzadah, PEM, Dr Rupert John Ernest Thompson, SE, 2025; Secretary: Mr Timothy Nicholas Milner, DAR.

Societies
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Dr Duncan James Needham, DAR (Chair); the Junior Proctor, or a deputy; [C] Dr Judith Bunbury, ED, Mr Martin Pierce, SE, 2024; [registered students appointed by the Technical Committee of the Syndicate] Ms Alma Crasmaru, T, Mr Felix-Ekkehard Ritter-Von-Horstig, CTH, Mr Matias Silva, G, 30 Sep 2022; [registered students appointed by the College delegates on the Cambridge Students’ Union Council] Mr Frederick Abu-Bonsrah, M, Ms Caitlin Farrell, PET, 30 Sep 2022; [a sabbatical officer of the Cambridge Students’ Union nominated by the Presidents] vacancy; Secretary: Ms Ceri Benton; Assistant Secretary: Mr Alistair Bochel.

University Theatre
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Dr Mark Dixon Billinge, M (Chair); [Trustees of the ADC appointed by the Council] Dr Richard James Barnes, EM, vacancy; [C] vacancy; [FC] vacancy; [appointed by the Societies Syndicate] Dr Duncan James Needham, DAR, 2024; [Engl] vacancy; the President and the Senior Treasurer of the ADC; [Member (technician)] of the ADC] Mr Lucas Holt, Q, 2023; [Member of the Technical Committee of the Societies Syndicate] vacancy; [appointed by the Cambridge Arts Theatre Trust] Mr Dave Murphy; the Chair of the Executive Committee, ex officio; [X] Mr David Todd-Jones, W; Secretary: vacancy.
Boards

Board of Executive and Professional Education
Prof. Andrew David Neely, *SID* (*Chair*); [**GB**] Dr Jane Davies, *LC*, Ms Cheryl France, Dr James Gazzard, *W*, Ms Lindsay Hooper, *CL*, 2022; Dr Judith Shawcross, 2023; Ms Anna Wood, 2024; vacancy; [**CSAH**] Prof. James William Patrick Campbell, *Q*, 2022; [**CSBS**] Dr Holly Corianda Canuto, *CTH*, or Dr Alexandra Mary Fulton, *G*, 2022; [**CSCM**] Dr Arun Gupta, 2022; [**CSIISS**] Prof. David Ross Howarth, *CL*, 2023; [**CSPS**] Dr Christopher Guy Sandbrook, *DAR*, 2024; [**CST**] Dr Shui Tim Lam, *T*, 2022; [**Colleges’ Committee**] Mr Richard Leather, 2022; Dr Alison Wood, 30 Sep 2024; the Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Education; [X]; *Secretary*: Ms Christine Kinally.

Board of History and Philosophy of Science
The Head of the Department of History and Philosophy of Science; the Professors, Readers and Professors (Grade 11) in that Department; the Librarian and the Secretary of that Department; the Director and Curator of the Whipple Museum of the History of Science; [electected by University Officers of the Department] four vacancies; [**GB**] Dr Neil Dewar, *TH*, Dr Emma Sparry, *CC*, 2022; [X] Dr Mary Augusta Brazelton, *LC*, Dr Helen Anne Curry, *CHU*, Dr Marta Halina, *SE*, Dr Stephen David John, *PEM*, Dr Staffan Muller-Wille, 2022; [student members] Mr Monte Cairns, *PET*, Ms Zhiyu Chen, N, Mr Ahmad Elabbar, *CTH*, 2022; *Chair*: Prof. Simon John Schaffer, *DAR*; *Secretary*: Ms Jane Clare.

Board of Land Economy
The Head of the Department of Land Economy; the Directors of such Research Centres within the Department of Land Economy as approved by the Board of Land Economy; the Professors in the Department of Land Economy; the Secretary of the Degree Committee; [electected by University Officers in the Department of Land Economy and others] Dr Maria Agneta Abreu, *PEM*, Prof. Helen Bao, N, Prof. Shailaja Fennell, *JE*, Dr Özge Oner, Dr Franziska Sielker, Dr Li Wan, 2022; [C] vacancy; [**GB**] Lord Smith of Finsbury, *PEM* (*Chair*), 2022; [**ESG**] Dr Patricia Mia Gray, *G*, 2022; [**Econ**] Prof. Aytek Erdil, K, 2022; [**Law**] Prof. Antje Luise du Bois-Pedain, *M*, 2023; [X] Prof. Philip Arestis, *W*, Prof. John Stuart Landreth McCombie, *DOW*, 2022; [student members] Ms Johanna Barneuther, G, Mr Sam Faheem, SE, Ms Ridita Noboni, F, 2022; *Secretary*: Ms Samantha Louise Wyatt.

Board of Scrutiny
The Proctors; the two Pro-Proctors nominated by the Colleges; [Members elected by the Regent House in class (c)(i)] Mr Gavin John Flynn, *DOW*, 30 Sep 2023; Prof. Richard Michael Mortier, *CHR* (*Chair*), 30 Sep 2025; [Members elected by the Regent House in class (c)(ii)] Mr Graham Peter Allen, *W* (*Secretary*), Dr David James Butterfield, Q, Dr Gillian Clare Carr, *CTH*, 30 Sep 2023; Dr Robert Vincent Levenson Doubleday, *CHR*, Dr Orsola Rath-Spivack, N, Ms Jocelyn Margaret Wyburd, *CL*, 30 Sep 2025.

CU Pension Trustee Ltd
[**FC**] Mr Howard Jacobs (*Chair*), 28 Feb 2024; [**C**] Mr Steve Hutson, 31 Oct 2022; Mr Donald Peter Hearrn, *CL*, 28 Nov 2022; Mr Anthony Louis Odgers, *PEM*, 31 Mar 2023; Ms Vanessa McPhee, 17 Oct 2024; [**UNITE**] Mr Paul Stokes; [**UNISON**] Mr Geoff Cross; [Active members of the CUACPS] Mr Sol Miah, 16 Nov 2023; [Pensioners of the CUACPS] vacancy; *Secretary*: Ms Susan Elizabeth Curry.

Nomination Board (for the offices of Chancellor and High Steward)

Property Board

University and Assistants Joint Board
The Vice-Chancellor or his deputy (*Chair*); [C] Dr Kirsty Anne Allen, W, Dr Peter Alexander Hedges, *CHR*, 2022; Dr Zoe Louise Adams, K, Mr Karl Wilson, 2024; [**GB**] Prof. Steven Connor, *PET*, 30 Sep 2022; Ms Marie Ann Butter, 2023; Ms Hannah Fox, 2024; Ms Sarah Smith, *ED*, 2025; the Registrar, the Director of Finance, the Academic Secretary, the Director of Human Resources (or their deputies); [**UNITE**] Mr Simon Dowe, Ms Theresa Jones, Ms Emily Perdue, Mr William Smith, Mr Paul Stokes; [**UNISON**] Ms Jayne Marion Green, Mr Ivan Williams, Ms Catherine Yearley; *Joint Secretary*: Ms Thuy Niven; *Joint Secretary*: Ms Theresa Jones.

West and North West Cambridge Academic Board
The Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Enterprise and Business Relations (*Chair*); the Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Strategy and Planning; the Vice-Chancellor’s Adviser for Information Systems and Environmental Sustainability, Prof. Ian Malcolm Leslie, *CHR*; [Heads of Schools or their nominees] Dr James Robert Bellingham, *JE*, Prof. John Stephen Dennis, *SE*, Prof. James Lionel Norman Wood, *W*; [Heads of Departments or their nominees] Prof. Michael Andrew Parker, *PET*, Prof. Richard William Prager, Q; the Director of the Maxwell Centre, Prof. Sir Mark Welland, *CTH*; the Director of Estates, Mr Graham Matthews, F; the Academic Secretary; the Head of Academic Planning; [representatives from academic departments at West or North West Cambridge] Prof. Ann Alicia Copestake, W, Prof. James Arthur Elliott, F, Dr James Henry Keeler, *SE*, Prof. Roisin Meabh Owens, N; *Secretary*: Ms Daniela Manca.
Boards of Electors to Professorships

The General Board, after consultation with Faculty Boards and other institutions, under the provisions of Special Ordinance C (vii) B 6, have determined that Boards of Electors to Professorships except for those listed below shall be ad hoc. Membership of an ad hoc Board will be published in the Reporter as the occasion arises.

The Vice-Chancellor is ex officio chair of every ad hoc Board, unless he appoints a deputy to act for him in particular cases in accordance with Statute C III 7.

Civil Law, Regius
The Crown.

English Literature, King Edward VII
The Crown.

History, Regius
The Crown.

Physic, Regius
The Crown.

Advisory Committees for Elections to Professorships

Advisory Committee for the election of the Arthur Goodhart Visiting Professor in Legal Science
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Mr Roger Mosey, SE (Chair); [GB] Prof. Nicola Margaret Padfield, F, 2022; Prof. Albertina Albors-Llorens, JN, Prof. Mark Christopher Elliott, CTH, Prof. Richard Griffith Fentiman, Q, 2023; Prof David Dyzenhaus, Prof. Eilís Veronica Ferran, CTH, Lady Vivien Rose, Prof. Alison Young, R, 2024.

Advisory Committee for the election of the Stephen W. Hawking Professor of Cosmology
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Dame Ann Patricia Dowling, SID (Chair); the Master of Trinity Hall; [C] Prof. Eva Silverstein, Prof. David Spiegel; [GB] Prof. Gary Horowitz, Prof. Fernando Quevedo, CAI, Prof. Harvey Stephen Reall, T; [Math] Prof. Colm-cille Caulfield, CHU, Prof. Ruth Gregory, Prof. Edward Paul Scott Shellard, T.

Advisory Committee for the election of the Pembroke Visiting Professor of International Finance
Lord Smith of Finsbury, PEM (Chair); the Director of Judge Business School; [BM] Prof. Lucio Sarno, 2023; [Pembroke College] Mr Matthew Robert Mellor, PEM; [co-opted external member] Mr Andy Haldane.

Advisory Committee for the election of the Pitt Professor of American History and Institutions
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Gary Lloyd Gerstle, SID (Chair); [GB] Dr Christopher Robert Brooke, HO, Prof. Nicholas Simon Matthew Guyatt, JE, Dr Emma Mackinnon, EM, 30 Sep 2022; Dr Mónica Gabriela Moreno Figueroa, DOW, Prof. Andrew Preston, CL, Dr Rupert Stirling Stasz, SID, 30 Sep 2022.

Appointments Committees

Unified Administrative Service, Standing Appointments Committee
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Michael Richard Edward Proctor, K (Chair); [C] Dr Ruth Lisa Chadwick Charles, N, Prof. Lorraine Ruth Renata Gelshorpe, PEM, Dr Pieter Jacob van Houten, CHU, 2022; two vacancies; [FC] Prof. Manucha Lisboa, JN, 2022; vacancy; [appointed by the Council on the nomination of the General Board] Prof. Beverley Jane Glover, Q, Prof. Jaideep Charles Prabhu, CL, Prof. Christopher John Young, PEM, 2022; two vacancies; the Registrar (or deputy), and the Director of the Division (save for the appointment of a Director) in which the appointment is to be made; [X]; Secretary: Ms Ceri Benton.

University Information Services, Director of the
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Andrew David Neely, SID (Chair); [Information Services Committee] Prof. John Stephen Dennis, SE, Dr Jessica Pearsall Gardner, SE, 2022; vacancy; [C] Ms Alison Allden, Prof. Richard Vincent Penty, SID, 2022; [GB] Prof. Ann Alicia Copestake, W, Prof. Patrick Henry Maxwell, T, 2022; the Registrar.
Councils of the Schools

**Arts and Humanities**

[AHA] Prof. Alyce Mahon, T, 30 Sep 2023; [AMES] Prof. Yaron Peleg, JE, 30 Sep 2022; [CI] Prof. James Ian Warren, CC, 2023; [Div] Prof. James Keltie Aitken, F, 30 Sep 2022; [Eng] Prof. Raphael Thomas Richard Lyne, MUR, 30 Sep 2024; [MMLL] Prof. Ianthi Tsimperi, F, 30 Sep 2023; [Mus] Prof. Katharine Jill Ellis, SE, 30 Sep 2022; [Phil] Prof. Alexander Bird, JX, 30 Sep 2023; the Director of the Centre for Research in the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities; the Director of the Language Centre; [X] Prof. Richard Andrew William Rex, Q, 30 Sep 2022; [student members] Mr Gerard Kornacki, JN, Mr Joe Ross-Biddles, T, 2022; the School Finance Manager, the School Education and Planning Administrator, and Dr Daniel Wunderlich (Research Office) attend; **Chair and Head of School**: Prof. Christopher John Young, PEM, 30 Sep 2023; **Secretary**: Mr Ben Warn.

**Biological Sciences**
The Heads of the Departments of Biochemistry, Genetics, Pathology, Pharmacology, Physiology, Development and Neuroscience, Plant Sciences, Psychology, Veterinary Medicine, and Zoology; the Director of the Wellcome Trust/Cancer Research UK Gurdon Institute; [Biol] Dr David Keith Summers, CAI; [Med] the Regius Professor of Physic; [Vet] vacancy; [member of the General Board] Dr Nicholas John Holmes, T, 2022; [X] Prof. Beverley Jane Glover, Q, Prof. Berthold Gottgens, Prof. Henrik Jönsson, Prof. Anne Elizabeth Willis; [student members] Ms Rachel Blow, T, 30 Sep 2023; [member of the General Board] Dr Jonathan Mark Evans, CTH, 31 Mar 2023; [member of the General Board] Dr Kristin-Anne Rutter, the members in class (f) of the Faculty Board of Clinical Medicine; the Chief Executive of Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Mr Roland Sinker; the Chief Executive of Royal Papworth Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, Mr Stephen Posey; the Chief Executive of Cambridge and Peterborough NHS Foundation Trust, Mr Scott Haldane (Acting Chief Executive); and a representative of the MRC Centre or the MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology in Cambridge, Dr Kevin Moreton, have a right of attendance; **Secretary**: Dr Caroline Edmonds.

**Clinical Medicine**
The Regius Professor of Physic (Chair); the Head of each of the Departments in the Faculty of Clinical Medicine; the Head of each Institute/Unit recognised by the Council of the School within the School of Clinical Medicine; the Chair of the Faculty Board of Clinical Medicine; the Deputy Head of the School of Clinical Medicine; the Clinical Dean in the Clinical School; the Director of Organisational Affairs in the Clinical School; the Director of Graduate Education in the Clinical School; the Head of the School of the Biological Sciences; the Head of the Department of Pathology; [Board of the Eastern Academic Health Science Network] Mr Piers Ricketts; [Board of Cambridge University Health Partners] Dr Kristin-Anne Rutter; the members in class (f) of the Faculty Board of Clinical Medicine; the Chief Executive of Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Mr Roland Sinker; the Chief Executive of Royal Papworth Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, Mr Stephen Posey; the Chief Executive of Cambridge and Peterborough NHS Foundation Trust, Mr Scott Haldane (Acting Chief Executive); and a representative of the MRC Centre or the MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology in Cambridge, Dr Kevin Moreton, have a right of attendance; **Secretary**: Dr Caroline Edmonds.

**Humanities and Social Sciences**
The Heads of the Departments of History and Philosophy of Science and of Land Economy, the Heads of the four Departments within the Faculty of Human, Social, and Political Science; [Econ] Prof. Leonardo Felli, SE, 30 Sep 2024; [Educ] Prof. Susan Lee Robertson, W, 30 Sep 2022; [Hst] Prof. Alexandra Walsham, EM, 30 Sep 2022; [Law] Prof. Mark Christopher Elliott, CTH, 31 Mar 2023; [member of the General Board] Prof. Kristine Black-Hawkins, 30 Sep 2022; [X] Prof. Lorraine Ruth Renata Gelsthorpe, PEM, 30 Sep 2022; [student members] Ms Chantell Asante, M, Mr Christos Nikolau, HO, 2022; **Chair and Head of School**: Prof. Timothy Norman Harper, M, 30 Sep 2024; **Secretary**: Mr Julian Graham Evans, DAR.

**Physical Sciences**

**Technology**
The Heads of the Departments of Engineering and of Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology, the Head of the Department of Computer Science and Technology, the Director of Judge Business School, and the Director of the Cambridge Institute for Sustainability Leadership; [BM] Prof. Stylianos Kavadias, 2022; [Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology Syndicate] Prof. Alexei Lapkin, W, 2022; [CompST] Dr Timothy Martin Jones, CAI, 2022; [Engg] Prof. Rodolphe Sepulchre, SID, 2022; [X] Prof. Holger Babinsky, M, Dr Patrick John Barrie, EM, Prof. Andrew John Flewitt, SID, Prof. Simon John Godsill, CC, Prof. Simon David Guest, TH, Prof. Tim Herbert Warren Minshall, CHU, Prof. Richard Vincent Penty, SID, Mr Arslan Basit Sheikh, DAR, Prof. Michael Sutcliffe, CTH, 2022; [student members] Mr Daniel Wendon-Blixrud, Q, 2022; vacancy; **Chair and Head of School**: Prof. John Stephen Dennis, SE, 30 Aug 2023; **Secretary**: Dr Shui Tim Lam, T.
Faculty Boards and Degree Committees

Faculty Boards

The letters (a) to (e) indicate the classes of members prescribed by Regulation 1 of the General Regulations for the Constitution of the Faculty Boards (Statutes and Ordinances, p. 621).

(a) (i) Heads of Departments within the Faculty; (ii) holders of Professorships or Clinical Professorships assigned to the Faculty or to a Department within the Faculty and of other offices specified in the Schedule to Special Ordinance C (vii) 1 which have been approved by Grace as qualifying their holders for membership in this category of a particular Faculty Board;
(b) members appointed by the Council after consultation with the General Board;
(c) members elected by the Faculty or in accordance with a procedure approved by the Faculty;
(d) members co-opted by the Faculty Board;
(e) representatives of cognate studies and holders of specified offices;
(f) members elected by and from among the students in the Faculty.

Degree Committees

Regulation 1 for Degree Committees (Statutes and Ordinances, p. 627):

‘1. There shall be a Degree Committee for each Faculty, and for each of the institutions specified in Schedule I to these regulations. The constitution of such a Degree Committee shall be determined by the Faculty Board or other comparable authority, provided that:

(a) the minimum numbers of members shall be ten persons and the maximum shall be twenty persons unless the General Board determines otherwise in an individual case;
(b) no person shall be a member of a Degree Committee who is a registered student;
(c) Degree Committees may co-opt one or more members from other Degree Committees; the co-opted members of the Committee shall serve for one year from 1 January following the date of their co-optation or for the remainder of the calendar year in which they are co-opted, as the Faculty Board or comparable authority shall determine.’

Architecture and History of Art

Faculty Board

(a) (i) Prof. James William Patrick Campbell, Q (Co-Chair), 2023; Prof. Alyce Mahon, T (Co-Chair), 2024; (ii) the Director of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Mr Luke Syson, T, Prof. Alan Short, CLH, Prof. Caroline Alexandra van Eck, K, 2022.
(b) Dr Felipe Hernandez, K, 2022; Prof. Emma Fiona Wilson, CC, 2024.
(c) Prof. Alexander John Marr, TH, Dr Nicholas Luca Simeck-Arese, CAI, 2022; Prof. Michael Hector Ramage, SID, 2024; Dr Donal Albert Cooper, JE, Dr Maximilian Sternberg, PEM, 2025.
(d) Dr Laura Slater, PET, Dr Minna Sunikka-Blank, CHU, 2022.
(e) The Director of Kettle’s Yard, the Director of the Hamilton Kerr Institute.
(f) Ms Noor Mazhar, N, 2022; vacancy.
Secretary: Ms Zara Kückelhaus.

Degree Committee

The Degree Committee is the Faculty Board other than the members in class (f); Co-Chair: Prof. James William Patrick Campbell, Q, 2023; Co-Chair: Prof. Alyce Mahon, T, 2024; Secretary: Dr Maximilian Sternberg, PEM, 2022.

Asian and Middle Eastern Studies

Faculty Board

(a) (i) Prof. Yaron Peleg, JE (Co-Chair), 30 Sep 2022; Prof. Barak Kushner, CC (Co-Chair), 30 Sep 2024; (ii) Prof. Khaled Fahmy, K, Prof. Geoffrey Allan Khan, 30 Sep 2022; Prof. Roel Sterckx, CL, 30 Sep 2024.
(b) Dr Michael Chaim Rand, 2022; Dr Laura Moretti, EM, 2023.
(c) Dr Heather Inwood, TH, Prof. Andrew David Marsham, Q, Dr Vincenzo Vergiani, W, 2022; Dr John Harold Nilsson-Wright, DAR, 2023; Prof. Adam Yuet Chau, JN, Dr Miki Kawabata, TH, 2024.
(d) Dr Assef Ashraf, PEM, Dr Brigitte Steger, DOW, 2022.
(e) The Director of the Language Centre; [HSPS] Prof. James Keltie Aitken, F, Dr Hildegard Diemberger, PEM, 2022; [Hist] Dr Rachel Leow, MUR, 2022; [MMLL] Dr Hugo Azerad, M, 2022.
(f) Mr Thomas Joseph Awad, K, Ms Elena Magdalena Pare, CL, Ms Holly Webb, PEM, Ms Jasmine Yun Xie, CHR, Mr Andreas Nabil Younan, K, 2022.
Secretary: Ms Jennifer Goodwin.

Degree Committee

(i) Prof. Yaron Peleg, JE, 30 Sep 2022.
(ii) The Head of the Department of East Asian Studies, the Head of the Department of Middle Eastern Studies.
(iii) Prof. James Edward Montgomery, TH, 30 Sep 2022; Dr Vincenzo Vergiani, W (Chair), 30 Sep 2023; Prof. Adam Yuet Chau, JN, Prof. Khaled Fahmy, K, Prof. Barak Kushner, CC.
(iv) Prof. Geoffrey Allan Khan, Dr Laura Moretti, EM (Secretary), Dr Charis Olszok, N, Dr Brigitte Steger, DOW, 30 Sep 2022.
Faculty Boards and Degree Committees (continued)

Biology

Faculty Board

(a) (i) Prof. Howard Andrew Baylis, Prof. Sarah Jane Bray or Prof. William Henry Colledge, CHU, Prof. Laura Itzhaki, N, Prof. Mark Henry Johnson, K, Prof. Eric Alexander Miska, JN, Prof. Steven Russell, Prof. Alison Gail Smith, CC, Prof. Geoffrey Lilley Smith, EM.

(b) Dr Christine Jane Farr, 2022; Dr De Scadden, DOW, 2023.

(c) Dr Gillian Margaret Fraser, Q, 2022; Prof. David Mark Carrington, Dr Nicholas James Cunniffe, G, Dr Matthew Harper, JE, Dr Nicholas Mundy, 2023; Prof. Stephen Alan Edgley, JN, Prof. Francis Michael Jiggins, EM, Dr Katrina Carol Plaisted-Grant, 2025.

(d) Dr David Robert James Bainbridge, CTH, Prof. Matthias Landgraf, Prof. Anna Philpott, CL, Dr David Keith Summers, CAI (Chair), Dr Penelope Jayne Watson, EM, Dr Timothy Thomas Weil, PEM, 2022.

(e) The Clinical Dean in the Faculty of Clinical Medicine, the Director of the Centre for Family Research, the Directors of Education (MVST and Biological Sciences); [ESG] Prof. Nicholas James Butterfield, SE, 2024; [HSPS] Prof. Marta Beatriz Mirazon Lahr, CL, 2023; [PC] Prof. Sophie Jackson, PET, 2023; [Vet] Prof. Alun Edward Williams, W, 2024.


Secretary: Dr Fiona Russell.

Degree Committee

(i) Prof. Clare Victoria Baker, Dr Stephen Graham, Dr Anthony Philip Jackson, SID, Prof. Jason Rentfrow, F, Prof. Hendrik van Veen, CL, 2022; Prof. Matthias Landgraf, Prof. Uta Paszkowski, JN, Prof. Steven Russell (Chair), 2023.

(ii) Dr Gregory John Davis, MUR, Prof. Jason James Head, Dr Catherine Jill Merrick, Prof. Daniel St Johnston, PET, Prof. Ross Frederick Waller, 2022; Prof. Julia Mary Davies, DAR, Prof. Andrew James Murray, TH, Dr Ritwick Sawarkar, 2023; vacancy.

(iii) Dr David Richard Sargan, JN, 2023.

Secretary: Ms Lesley Dixon.

Business and Management

Faculty Board

(a) (i) Prof. Mauro Federico Guillén, Q; (ii) Prof. Shahzad Muntaz Ansari, ED, Prof. Michael Ian Barrett, CHU, Prof. Paul Tracey, HH, 2022; Prof. Lucio Sarno, 2023.

(b) Dr Holly Corianda Canuto, CTH, 2022; Dr Susan Kirsten Larsen, W, 2023.

(c) Prof. Houyuan Jiang, Prof. Bart Lambrecht, Q, Prof. Jochen Runde, G, 2022; Dr David Chambers, Dr Allegre Hadida, M, 2023; Prof. Jennifer Howard-Grenville, TH, 2024; Prof. Alan David Jagolinzer, Prof. Vincent Mak, M, Dr Karla Sayegh, Prof. Khaled Soufani, CLH, 2025.

(d) Ms Charmain Allen, Prof. Alastair Beresford, Q (Chair), Ms Julie Brown, Ms Erin Hallett, Prof. Stylianos Kavadias, 2022.

(e) The Director of the M.B.A. course, Mr Michael Kitson, CTH.

(f) Ms Nana Ababio, HO, Mr Dazhuang Guo, TH, Ms Lucinda Adeline Lee, PEM, Mr Arslan Basit Sheikh, DAR, 2022.

Secretary: Ms Carmen Neagoe.

Degree Committee

The Degree Committee comprises the members of the Faculty Board holding academic posts and up to four co-opted members; Chair: Prof. Vincent Mak, M; Secretary: Ms Carmen Neagoe.

Classics

Faculty Board

(a) (ii) Prof. Stephen Phelps Oakley, EM, Prof. Robin Grimsey Osborne, K, Prof. Caroline Vout, CHR, 2022; Prof. Simon David Goldhill, K, Prof. James Ian Warren, CC (Chair), 2023.

(b) Prof. Renaud Gagne, PEM, 2022; Dr Nicholas Andrew Shipley Zair, PET, 2023.

(c) Prof. James Peter Timothy Clackson, JE, Dr Ioannis Galanakis, SID, 2022; Dr Alessandro Launaro, CAI, Dr Frisbee Sheffield, DOW, 2023; Dr David James Butterfield, Q, Dr John Robert Patterson, M, 2024; Dr Rebecca Elizabeth Flemming, JE, Dr Myrto Hatzimichali, HO, 2025.

(d) Dr Rosanna Sarah Omitowoju, K, 2022; three vacancies.

(f) Ms Sarah Anderson, F, Ms Cecily Bateman, N, Mr Yaseen Caratela, T, 2022.

Secretary: Mr Nigel Matthew Thompson.

Degree Committee

The Degree Committee is the Faculty Board other than the members in class (f); Chair: Prof. James Ian Warren, CC, 2024; Secretary: Dr Nicholas Andrew Shipley Zair, PET, 2024.
Clinical Medicine

Faculty Board

(a) (i) Prof. Patrick Chinnery, CAI, Prof. John Danesh, JE, Prof. Tamsin Ford, HH, Prof. Fiona Jane Gilbert, Prof. Richard James Gilbertson, JN, Prof. Brian James Patrick Huntly, CAI, Prof. Eamonn Richard Maher, Prof. Andrew McCaskie, Prof. Sir Stephen O’Rahilly, PEM, Prof. David Rowitch, CL, Prof. Gordon Campbell Sinclair Smith, Prof. Kenneth George Campbell Smith, PEM.

(b) Prof. Edward Thomas Bullmore, LC, Prof. Evis Sala, G, 2022.

(c) Prof. Anthony Peter Davenport, CTH, Mr John Latimer, CAI, Dr Ruchira Sinnatamby, MUR, Dr Jonathan Waller, 2022; Dr Paul Desmond Flynn, SID, Dr Jane Wilson, 2024; Dr Jonathan Fuld, Dr Anne Robins, Prof. Charlotte Summers, SE, 2025; vacancy.

(d) Prof. Berthold Gottgens, Dr Juliet Usher-Smith, MUR, Prof. Angela Mary Wood, DAR, 2022.

(ei) The Chair of the Degree Committee, the Clinical Dean, the Director of Graduate Education, the Director of the Institute of Continuing Education, the Professor of Pathology, the Regional Postgraduate Dean, the Regius Professor of Physic (Chair), two Clinical Sub-Deans, Dr Fiona Cooke and Dr Mark Gurnell; [Biol] Dr Holly Corianda Canuto, CTH; [Pathology] Prof. Nicholas Coleman, DOW.

(eii) The Head or Director of each Institute/Unit recognised by the Council of the School within the School of Clinical Medicine: the Cambridge Institute for Medical Research, the Cancer Research UK Cambridge Institute, the MRC Biostatistics Unit, the MRC Cancer Unit, the MRC Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit, the MRC Epidemiology Unit and the MRC Mitochondrial Biology Unit.

(f) Ms Matilde Azeiteiro-De-Almeida-Duarte, LC, Ms Zera Mariyam Bose, N, Mr Patrick Cook, PEM, Ms Sofia Esquibies, Q, 2022.

Secretary: Dr Litsa Maria Biggs.

Joint Degree Committee for the Faculties of Clinical Medicine and Veterinary Medicine

(a) Prof. David Stephen Charnock-Jones, CC, Prof. Paul Pharoah, CAI (Chair), Prof. Maria Spillantini, CL, 2023; Prof. Folma Buss, ED, Prof. Karen Ersche, Prof. Mike Murphy, Prof. John Henry Sinclair, W, 2024; Prof. Jonathan William French Mant, 2025.

(b) Dr William Astle, Dr Kathryn Beardsall, Dr Florian Markowetz, Dr Mark Ralph Wills, W, 2023.

(c) Prof. Cinzia Cantacessi, Dr John Gibson, 2023.

(d) Dr David Richard Sargan, JN, 2022; Dr Barbara Ann Blacklaws, N, Dr Raymond Bujdoso, W, Dr Gareth Pearce, M, 2023.

(e) Prof. Ming-Qing Du, HH, 2023.

Secretary: Ms Elizabeth McIntyre, 2022.

Computer Science and Technology

Faculty Board

(a) (i) Prof. Ann Alicia Copestake, W; (ii) Prof. Marcelo Pablo Fiore, CHR, Prof. Neil David Lawrence, Q, Prof. Pietro Lio, CLH, Prof. Richard Michael Mortier, CHR, 2023.

(b) Dr Jane Davies, LC, Prof. Paul Charles Hewett, CC (Chair), 2023.

(c) Dr Pietro Brooks, T, Prof. Paula Joy Butterly, CAI, Prof. Mateja Jamnik, Dr Timothy Martin Jones, CAI, 2022.

(d) Dr Ilias Leontiadis, Mr Duncan Maidens, 2022.

(e) Ms Caroline Stewart (Secretary).

(f) Mr Konstantin Hemker, Q, Mr Daniel Wendon-Blixrud, Q, 2022.

Degree Committee

The Degree Committee is the Faculty Board other than the members in class (f); [Postgraduate Education Committee] Prof. Simone Teufel, 30 Sep 2022; Chair: Prof. Paul Charles Hewett, CC, 2022; Secretary: Ms Lise Gough.
Divinity

Faculty Board

(a) (ii) Prof. David Ferguson, Prof. Esra Özyürek, Prof. Catherine Jane Crozier Pickstock, EM, Prof. Richard Andrew William Rex, Q, Prof. George Hendrik Van Kooten, CLH.

(b) Dr James Tristan Ward Orr, JN, 2022; Dr Sophie Lunn-Rockliffe, 2023.

(c) Prof. Simon James Gathercole, F, Dr Jonathan Andrew Linebaugh, JE, 2022; Prof. Katharine Julia Dell, CTH, Dr Timothy Winter, W, 2023; Prof. James Keltie Aitken, F (Chair), Prof. Robert Douglas Hedley, CL, 2024; Prof. Nathan MacDonald, JN, Dr Daniel Haskell Weiss, DAR, 2025.

(d) Dr Ankur Barua, T, Dr Hjördis Becker-Lindenthal, JE, Dr Andrew Jason Byers, The Revd Dr Andrew Paul Davison, CC, The Revd Dr Paul Dominiak, The Revd Dr Keith Eyeons, DOW, 2022.

(e) two vacancies.

(f) Mr Tyler Aaron Horton, F, Ms Lucy Amy Lipfriend, CL, Mr Eli Jonah Tapnack, LC, 2022.

Secretary: Dr Peter John Harland, CTH.

Degree Committee

(i) The Chair of the Faculty Board.

(ii) The members of the Faculty Board in classes (a) and (e).

(iii) Dr Ankur Barua, T, Prof. Katharine Julia Dell, CTH, Prof. Robert Douglas Hedley, CL, Dr Sophie Lunn-Rockliffe, Dr Timothy Winter, W, 2022.

(iv) Prof. Simon James Gathercole, F, Dr Jonathan Andrew Linebaugh, JE (Secretary), Dr Justin James Meggitt, W, 2022.

Chair: Prof. George Hendrik Van Kooten, CLH.

Earth Sciences and Geography

Faculty Board

(a) (i) Prof. Richard John Harrison, CTH, Prof. Bhaskar Vira, F; (ii) Prof. Ulf Büntgen, Prof. Sergei Lebedev, Prof. Clive Matthew Martin Oppenheimer, SID, 2023.

(b) Prof. Sarah Anne Radcliffe, CHR, 2022; Dr Sanne Cottaar, 2023.

(c) Prof. Michael Hulme, PEM, Prof. Emma Elizabeth Mawdsley, N, Dr Rachael Rhodes, 2022; Prof. Alexander Jeffrey, EM, Dr Oliver Shorttle, CL, Dr Owen Weller, SID, 2023; Dr David Wallis, CHR, 2024; Prof. Ian Farman, CLH (Chair), Dr Gareth Rees, CHR, Dr Christopher Guy Sandbrook, DAR, 2025.

(d) Prof. Charlotte Lucy Lemanski, Dr Adam Strange (Secretary), 2022.

(e) The Director of the Scott Polar Research Institute; [Biol] vacancy.

(f) Mx Sam Hutton, SE, Ms Christina Meister, LC, 2022.

Degree Committee

The Degree Committee comprises the members of the Faculty Board in classes (a) – (c) and the following ex officio: the Director of the Scott Polar Research Institute and the Director of Graduate Education of the Department of Geography; Chair: Prof. Ian Farnan, CLH, Secretary: Dr Anna Constantas.

Economics

Faculty Board

(a) (i) Prof. Leonardo Felli, SE (Chair), 2027; (ii) Prof. Alexey Onatskiy, CHU, 2022; Prof. Vasco Carvalho, 2024; Prof. Eric Baird French, Prof. Oliver Linton, T, 2025.

(b) Dr Elisa Faraglia, K, 2022; Prof. Siya Iyer, CTH, 2023.

(c) Prof. Aytek Erdil, K, Prof. Robert Andrew Evans, JN, 2022; Dr Noriko Amano-Patino, Prof. Meredith Allison Crowley, JN, Prof. Chryssi Giannitsarou, K, Prof. Sanjeev Goyal, CTH, Dr Kai Liu, Prof. Solomos Nicolaou Solomou, PET, 2024.

(d) Mr Nigel Knight, CHU; two vacancies.

(e) The Professor of Economic History.

(f) Mr Radu Cristea, T, Mr George Gatsios, F, Mr Ioannis Giatsos, CAI, Ms Rebecca Wu, LC, 2022.

Secretary: Dr Susan Wan.

Degree Committee

Dr Tiago Vanderlei de Vasconcelos Cavalcanti, T, Prof. Meredith Allison Crowley, JN (MT), Prof. Robert Andrew Evans, JN (Chair, MT, ET), Prof. Eric Baird French, Dr Eduardo Gallo, M, Prof. Christopher John Harris, K, Dr Kai Liu (LT, ET), Prof. Donald Robertson, PEM (Chair, LT), Dr Melvyn John Weeks, CL, 30 Sep 2022; Secretary: Ms Geraldine Riches, 30 Sep 2022.
Education

Faculty Board

(a) (i) Prof. Susan Lee Robertson, W; (ii) Prof. Karen Coats, HO (Acting Chair), Prof. Pauline Margaret Rose, W, 2022; two vacancies.
(b) Prof. Peter John Clarkson, TH, 2023; vacancy.
(c) Dr Morag Morrison-Helme, HO, 2022; Dr Julie Alderton, Dr Karen Forbes, HO, Dr Daniel Peter James Moulin-Stozech, JE, 2023; Dr Fiona Louise Maine, ED, Mr John-Mark Winstanley, 2024; Dr Sonia Ilie, HH, Dr Rosalind Weir McLellan, HO, 2025.
(d) Ms Angela Louise Cutts, Mr Philip Andrew Gooding, Prof. Andreas Stylianides, HH, 2022; vacancy.
(e) Ms Aditi Chidambaram, W, Ms Alanna Gilmartin, JE, Ms Aaliyah Irabor-York, Q, 2022.
Secretary: Ms Kate Marie-Josephine Allen, SID.

Degree Committee

(i) Ms Laura Aston (Secretary); Prof. Karen Coats, HO, Prof. Hilary Joy Cremin (Chair), Dr Riikka Hofmann, HH, Dr Rosalind Weir McLellan, HO, Prof. Andreas Stylianides, HH, Dr Elaine Wilson, HO, 2022.
(ii) Dr Peter Dudley, Dr Elizabeth Maber, 2022.
(iii) Prof. Shawn Michael Bullock, EM, Dr Rob Jan Gruijters, 2022.

Engineering

Faculty Board

(a) (i) Prof. Richard William Prager, Q; (ii) Prof. Norman Andrew Fleck, PEM, Prof. Tim Herbert Warren Minshall, CHU, 2022; Prof. Andrea Ferrari, Prof. Andrew John Flewitt, SID, 2023.
(b) Dr Jennifer Schooling, DAR, 2022; Prof. Colm Durkan, G, 2023.
(c) Prof. Cesare Alan Hall, K, Prof. Tawfique Hasan, CHU, Dr Timothy Sean O’Leary, Prof. Nedunchezhiyan Swaminathan, R, Prof. Giulia Viggiani, CC, 2022; Dr Ronan Daly, CHU, Prof. Sebastian John Savory, CHU, Prof. Garth Nathan Wells, JE, 2023; Prof. Hugh Edmund Murray Hunt, T, 2024; Dr Kristen MacAskill, 2025.
(d) Dame Polly Courtice, CHU (Chair), Prof. Joan Lasenby, T, Dr Gwen Wyatt-Moon, N, 2022.
(e) The Head of the Department of Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology, the Head of the Department of Computer Science and Technology, the Head of the Department of Materials Science and Metallurgy.
(f) Ms Gabrielle Gilbertson, JE, Mr Aakash Gupta, PEM, Ms Claire Rose Riordan, N, Ms Juliette Rudelle, CTH, 2022.
Acting Secretary: Ms Lotta Kallioinen, PEM.

Degree Committee

(i) Dr Nicholas Robert Atkins, K, Dr Somenath Bakshi, Prof. Gabriele Susanne Kaminski, R, Dr Dongfang Liang, CHU, Prof. Alexander Francis Routh, CAI, Prof. Sumeetpal Singh, CHU, Dr Philip Stanley-Marbell, 30 Jun 2022; Prof. Clemens Friedrich Kaminski, R, Prof. Stuart Ashley Scott, G, Dr James Peter Talbot, PET, Dr Florian Urmetzer, ED, 30 Jun 2023; Prof. Ioannis Brilakis, Prof. Andrea Ferrari, Prof. Robin Stewart Langley, 30 Jun 2024; Dr Rachel Magaret MacDonald (Secretary).
(ii) Dr Claire Lestringant, Dr Ewa Marek, N, Dr Chander Kathir Velu, SE, 30 Jun 2023.
Chair: Prof. Joan Lasenby, T, 30 Jun 2024.

English

Faculty Board

(a) (i) Prof. Elizabeth Ashman Rowe, CLH; (ii) Priyamvada Gopal, CHU, Prof. Rosalind Claire Love, R, 2022; Prof. Peter de Bolla, K, Prof. Raphael Thomas Richard Lyne, MUR (Chair), 2023.
(b) Dr Sarah Haggarty, Q, 2022; Dr Bonnie Lander-Johnson, 2023.
(c) Dr Jessica Lucy Berenbeim, JE, 2022; Dr Philip Michael Knox, K, Prof. Andrew Greg Milne, CC, Dr Sophie Camilla Natalie Read, CHR, 2023; Prof. Michael Dominic Hurley, CTH, Dr Hester Lees-Jeffries, CTH, Dr Erik Niblaeus, 2024; Dr Alexandra da Costa, 2025.
(d) Dr Rebecca Anne Barr, JE, Prof. Sarah Joanne Dillon, CI, Dr Michele Gemelos, MUR, 2022.
(e) [Cl] Prof. Renaud Gagne, PEM, 2024; [MMLL] Dr Marieke Meelen, TH, 2024.
(f) Mx Claire Collins, CC, Mr Harry Devlin, T, Ms Tess Solomon, MUR, Ms Claire Marie Watt, ED, 2022.
Secretary: Ms Marina Ballard.

Degree Committee

Dr Rebecca Anne Barr, JE, Prof. Steven Connor, PET, Dr Sarah Haggarty, Q, Prof. John Francis Kerrigan, JN, 2022; Dr Orietta da Rold, JN, Prof. Sarah Joanne Dillon, CI (Secretary), Prof. Raphael Thomas Richard Lyne, MUR (Chair), Dr Christopher Graham Warnes, JN, 2023; Dr Jennifer Rosemary Bavidge, Prof. Judith Elizabeth Quinn, N, Prof. Paul Russell.
History

Faculty Board

(a) (ii) Prof. Sir Christopher Munro Clark, CTH, 2022; Prof. Peter Mandler, CAI, Prof. Samita Sen, T, Prof. Teresa Josephine Webber, T, 2023; Prof. Paul Warde, PEM, 2024.
(b) Dr Mark Brian Smith, K, 2022; Dr Celia Donert, W, 2023.
(c) Dr Simone Maghenzani, G, Prof. Helen McCarthy, JN, Dr Magnus Jerome Ryan, PET, Prof. Alexandra Walsham, EM (Chair), 2022; Dr Harriet Lyon, CHR, Mr Scott Mandelbrote, PET, Dr Felix Waldmann, CHR, 2023; Prof. Annabel Sarah Brett, CAI, Dr Tom Lambert, SID, 2024.
(d) Prof. Andrew Kerim Arsan, JN, Dr Gabriel Noah Glickman, F, Prof. Mary Rachel Laven, JE, Prof. Carl Stuart Watkins, M, 2022.
(e) The Professor of Ancient History.
(f) Ms Beatrice Coulter, CC, Mr Malachi Gee, CC, Ms Savannah Pine, CHR, Mr Thomas Shanahan, SE, 2022.

Secretary: Dr Elizabeth Haresnape.

Degree Committee

Prof. Eugenio Federico Biagini, SID, Dr Valentina Caldari, CTH, Dr Paul Ross Cavill, PEM, Dr Celia Donert, W, Prof. Saul Herman Dubow, M, Prof. Nicholas Simon Matthew Guyatt, JE, Prof. Helen McCarthy, JN, Dr Emma Mackinnon, EM, Prof. James Craig Muldrew, Q, Prof. Carl Stuart Watkins, M, 30 Sep 2022; Dr Gabriel Noah Glickman, F, 30 Sep 2023; Chair: Prof. Alexandra Walsham, EM, 30 Sep 2022; Secretary: Dr Mark Brian Smith, K, 30 Sep 2022.

Human, Social, and Political Science

Faculty Board

(a) (i) Prof. Manali Desai, N, 2023; Dr Tamsin O’Connell, TH, 2024; Prof. Jude Mary Browne, K, Prof. Sian Lazar, CL, 2025; (ii) Prof. John Robb, PET, 2023; vacancy.
(b) Prof. Arif Mohiuddin Ahmed, CAI, Dr Caroline Goodson, 2022.
(c) Dr Enrico Ryunosuke Crema, F, Dr Liliana Danuta Janik, G, 2022; Dr Christopher Robert Brooke, HO, Prof. David Andrews Sneath, CC (Chair), Dr Rupert Stirling Stasch, SID, 2023; Dr Paul Anderson, DAR, Prof. Esra Özyürek, 2024; two vacancies.
(d) Dr Jeremy Green, JE, Prof. Yael Navaro-Yashin, N, Dr Katherine Emma Spence, EM, 2022.
(e) The Director of the McDonald Institute, the Director of the Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology; [Biol] Prof. Melissa Marie Hines, CHU, 2023; [Econ] vacancy; [Educ] Dr Riikka Hofmann, HH, 2023; [Hst] Prof. Samita Sen, T, 2022.
(f) Mr Joseph Edwards, PEM, Mr Christos Nikolaou, HO, 2022.

Secretary: Ms Marie Ann Butcher.

Degree Committee for the Departments of Archaeology, Social Anthropology and Sociology

(i) Prof. Brendan Joseph Burchell, M, Prof. Renaud Morieux, PEM, Prof. Simon Kenneth Stoddart, M, 2022; Dr Cameron Andrew Petrie, T (Chair), 2023; Prof. Maria Iacovou, Prof. Hazem Kandil, CTH, Prof. Yael Navaro-Yashin, N, Dr Rupert Stirling Stasch, SID.
(ii) Dr Emma Pomeroy, N, 2023.

Secretary: Ms Lara Gisborne.

Degree Committee for the Department of Politics and International Studies

(i) Prof. Jude Mary Browne, K.
(ii) Prof. Adam Raphael Branch, TH, Prof. Shailaja Fennell, JE, Prof. William Hurst, W, Dr Pedro Mendes Loureiro, F, Dr Jessica Patterson, N, Dr Cristina Peñasco, Q, Dr Holly Porter, Prof. Brendan Peter Simms, PET, Dr Sharath Srinivasan, K, Prof. Helen Elizabeth Thompson, CL (Chair), Dr Pieter Jacob van Houten, CHU, Prof. Ayşe Zarakol, EM.

Secretary: Ms Emma Helen King.
Faculty Boards and Degree Committees (continued)

Law

Faculty Board

(a) (i) Prof. Loraine Ruth Renata Gelshorpe, _PEM_; (ii) Prof. Albertina Albers-Llorens, _JN_ (Deputy Chair), Prof. Nicola Margaret Padfield, _F_, 2022; Prof. Kenneth Andrew Armstrong, _SID_, Prof. Mark Christopher Elliott, _CTH_ (Chair), 2023.

(b) Dr Okeogheni Oduvu, _EM_, 2022; Dr Christina Angelopoulos, _N_, 2023.

(c) Prof. Henning Grosse Ruse-Khan, _K_, Dr Hend Hanafy, _CTH_, Dr Felix Steffek, _N_, Dr Sophie Turenne, _MUR_, Dr Rumiana Vladimirova Yotova, _CAI_, 2022; Dr Nicholas David Friedman, _JN_, Dr Bobby Vijay Reddy, _CHU_, Mr David Willis, _SE_, 2023.

(d) Dr Kirsty Hughes, _CL_, Dr Andrew Gareth Sanger, _CC_, Prof. Sandesh Sivakumaran, _ED_, 2022.


Secretary: Ms Laura Clare Smethurst.

Degree Committee

(i) The Chair of the Faculty Board.

(ii) [Appointed by the Committee of Management of the Institute of Criminology] Prof. Barak Ariel, 2022.

(iii) Prof. John William Francis Allison, _Q_, Dr Claire Fenton-Glynn, _JE_, Dr Markus Wilhelm Gehring, _HH_, Dr Surabhi Ranganathan, _K_, Prof. Sandesh Sivakumaran, _ED_ (Chair), Prof. Alison Young, _R_, 2022; Prof. Louise Gullifer, Prof. Matthew Henry Kramer, _CHU_, Dr Lars Roland Vinx, _HH_ (Secretary), 2023; Prof. Kathleen Mary Liddell, 2024.

Mathematics

Faculty Board

(a) (i) Prof. James Norris, _CHU_, 30 Sep 2023; Prof. Colm-cille Caulfield, _CHU_, 30 Sep 2025; (ii) Prof. Ian Grojnowski, 2024; Prof. Benjamin Christopher Allanach, Prof. Richard Samworth, _JN_, 2025.

(b) Dr Adriana Pesci, _DOW_, 2022; Dr Alisa Keating, 2023.

(c) Prof. Roland Bauerschmidt, Prof. Peter Howard Haynes, _Q_ (Chair), Prof. Gordon Ogilvie, _CL_, Dr Ronald Reid-Edwards, _TH_, 2022; Prof. Richard Jozsa, _K_, Dr Stuart Martin, _M_, 2023; Dr Orsola Rath-Spivack, _N_, 2024; Prof. Edward Paul Scott Shellard, _T_, 2025.

(d) Dr Jonathan Mark Evans, _CAI_, Prof. John Ronald Lister, _T_, Prof. Benedikt Loewe, _CHU_, Dr Julia Wolf, _CL_, 2022; vacancy.

(f) Mr Adam Kelly, _CAI_, Mr Aron Thomas, _T_, Mr Julius Villar, _TH_, 2022.

Secretary: Ms Hannah Fox.

Degree Committee

(i) The Chair of the Faculty Board (Chair).

(ii) The Heads of the Departments of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics, and of Pure Mathematics and Mathematical Statistics; the Head of the Statistical Laboratory; the Directors of Graduate Education, Prof. Natalia Berloff, _JE_, and Prof. Thomas Anthony Fisher, _T_.

(iii) Dr Randolf Altmeyer, _DAR_, Dr Jonathan Mark Evans, _CAI_, Prof. Thomas Jaki, Prof. Gordon Ogilvie, _CL_, 2022; Prof. Stephen John Eglen, _M_, 2023.

Secretary: Dr Vivien Margaret Guuar.

Modern and Medieval Languages and Linguistics

Faculty Board

(a) (ii) Dr Stanley Simon Bill, _SID_, Prof. Rodrigo Gabriel Cacho, _CL_, Prof. Sarah Jean Colvin, _JE_, Prof. Martin Paul Vernon Crowley, _Q_, Prof. Ian Gareth Roberts, _DOW_, vacancy.

(b) Dr Anita Mary Bunyan, _CAI_, Dr Isaias Fanlo, 2022.

(c) Dr Laura Claire McMahon, _CAI_, 2022; Dr Stuart Davis, _G_, Dr Kirsty McDougall, 2023; Ms Claudia Domenici, _G_, Prof. Elia Geoffrey Kantaris, _CTH_ (Co-Chair), Prof. Anna-Leena Korhonen, Dr Leila Mukhida, _TH_, Mr Felipe Schuery, _M_, 2024; Prof. Ianthi Tsimpli, _F_ (Co-Chair), 2025.

(d) Dr Bryan Cameron, _SE_, Ms Hélène Fernandes, Ms Anna-Lena Künkler, _K_, Dr John Duncan Leigh, _F_, Dr Jenny Susan Mander, _N_, 2022; vacancy.

(e) The Director of the Language Centre; [AMES] Mr Aishwarj Kumar, 2022; [Engl] Prof. Paul Russell, 2022.

(f) Ms Amy Rachel Brook, _MUR_, Mr Aden Solway, _CTH_, 2022.

Secretary: Ms Rachel Elizabeth Plunkett.

Degree Committee

Prof. Pierpaolo Antonello, _JN_, Prof. Mark Gianni Chinca, _T_ (LT, ET), Dr Mary Franklin-Brown, _CHR_, Prof. Louise Margaret Haywood, _TH_, Prof. Katarzyna Malgorzata Jaszczolt, _N_, Dr Laura Claire McMahon, _CAI_, Prof. Brechtje Maria Bowine Post, _JE_, Dr Rebecca Reich, _JE_, Prof. John David Rhodes, _CC_ (LT, ET), Dr Martin Alexander Ruehl, _Q_ (MT), Prof. Emma Fiona Wilson, _CC_, 30 Sep 2022; Chair: Prof. Elia Geoffrey Kantaris, _CTH_; Secretary: Dr John Duncan Leigh, _F_.

---
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SECRETARY: Mr Aden Solway, 2022.
Music

Faculty Board
(a) (ii) Prof. Susan Kathleen Rankin, EM, 2022; Prof. Katharine Jill Ellis, SE (Chair), 2025.
(c) Prof. Samuel James Barrett, PEM, Dr Stefano Castelvecchi, JN, Dr Martin William Ennis, G, Dr Peter McMurray, Q, Dr Bettina Gisela Varwig, EM, Prof. Benjamin Walton, JE, 2025.
(d) Dr Peter Michael Harrison, CHU, Dr Alan Howard, SE, Dr Marco Ladd, Prof. David John Trippett, CHR, 2022.
(f) Ms Alexandra Leonzini, CL, Ms Shadi Seifouri, R, 2022.
Secretary: Mr Alex Charles Bartlett Drury.

Degree Committee
The Degree Committee is the Faculty Board other than the members in class (f); Chair: Prof. Katharine Jill Ellis, SE, 30 Sep 2022; Secretary: Prof. Susan Kathleen Rankin, EM, 30 Sep 2022.

Philosophy

Faculty Board
(a) (ii) Prof. Rae Langton, N, Prof. Michael David Potter, F, 2022; Prof. Alexander Bird, JN (Chair), 2026.
(b) Prof. Arif Mohiuddin Ahmed, CAI, Prof. Clare Elizabeth Chambers, JE, 2022.
(c) Dr Julia Borcherding, T, Dr Jessie Munton, 2022; Dr Angela Breitenbach, K, Prof. Richard James Holton, PET, Prof. Alexander Duncan Oliver, CAI, 2024; Dr Sarah Jane Fine, CC, 2025.
(d) Dr Neil Dewar, TH, Prof. John Marenbon, T, 2022; vacancy.
(e) [CI] Dr Myrto Hatzimichali, HO, 2022; [Department of Psychology] Dr Gregory John Davis, MUR, 2022; [HPS] Prof. Hasok Chang, CLH, 2022.
(f) Mr Paul Heller, PET, Mr Gerard Kornacki, JN, Ms Isabella Solomon, TH, 2022.
Secretary: Ms Heather Sanderson.

Degree Committee
The Degree Committee is the Faculty Board other than the members in class (f) and up to two co-opted members; Chair: Prof. Alexander Bird, JN, 2026; Secretary: Prof. Michael David Potter, F, 2022.

Physics and Chemistry

Faculty Board
(a) (i) Dr James Henry Keeler, SE, Prof. Richard Gerard McMahon, CLH, Prof. Michael Andrew Parker, PET, 30 Sep 2022; Prof. Ruth Elizabeth Cameron, LC, Prof. Jason Joseph William Alexander Robinson, JN, 30 Sep 2024; (ii) vacancy.
(b) Prof. Sophie Jackson, PET, 2022; Dr Tijmen Euser, 2023.
(c) Prof. Serena Michelle Best, JN, Prof. Friedrich Malte Grosche, T, Dr William Nolan, R, Prof. David Robert Spring, T, 2022; Prof. Ulrich Felix Keyser, CAI, Prof. Ulrich Schneider, 2023; Prof. Paul Charles Hewett, CC, 2024; Prof. Catherine Jane Clarke, CL, 2025.
(d) Prof. Caterina Ducati, T (Chair), Dr Howard Richard Neil Jones, Q, Ms Angela Macharia (Secretary), 2022.
(f) Mx Sam Hutton, SE, 2022; vacancy.

Degree Committee
The Degree Committee is the Faculty Board other than the members in class (f); Chair: Prof. Caterina Ducati, T; Secretary: Ms Marie Dixon.
Veterinary Medicine

Faculty Board

(a) (i) Prof. James Lionel Norman Wood, W; (ii) Prof. Matthew James Allen, G, Prof. Clare Elizabeth Bryant, Q, 2022; Prof. Julian Parkhill, Prof. Alun Edward Williams, W, 2023.
(b) Dr Barbara Ann Blacklaws, N, Prof. Rebecca Fitzgerald, T (Chair), 2022.
(c) Prof. Cinzia Cantacessi, 2023; Prof. Jane Margaret Dobson, Prof. Alexander William Tucker, PEM, Dr Penelope Jayne Watson, EM, 2025.
(d) Dr Nicola Betty Holdstock, CL, Dr Gareth Pearce, M, Dr Olivier Louis Joseph Restif, R, Dr Timothy Lee Williams, F, 2022.
(e) The Director of Education (Biological Sciences) in the Faculty of Biology; [Biol] Dr David Robert James Bainbridge, CTH, Dr Nicholas Mundy, 2022; [Med] vacancy.

Secretary: Ms Judith Ann Drinkwater, G,

Degree Committee

Joint Degree Committee (see listing under Clinical Medicine).

Degree Committee for the Department of History and Philosophy of Science

The Board of History and Philosophy of Science other than the members in class (h); Chair: Prof. Hasok Chang, CLH, 2022; Secretary: Ms Jane Clare.

Degree Committee for the Department of Land Economy

The Head of the Department; the Director of the Graduate Programme (Chair and Secretary); the Director of the Ph.D. Programme; the Directors of the M.Phils. in Environmental Policy, Planning, Growth, and Regeneration, and Real Estate Finance; [Board of Land Economy] Dr Johan Larsson, R, Dr Ozge Oner, 30 Sep 2022; [Econ] vacancy; [ESG] Dr Patricia Mia Gray, G, 30 Sep 2022; [Law] Dr Markus Wilhelm Gehring, HH, 30 Sep 2022; [X].

Committees

ADC Theatre, Executive Committee

[FC] Dr Mark Dixon Billinge, M (Chair), 2022; [C] Ms Diane Gaskin; [University Theatre Syndicate member in class (c)] vacancy; [University Theatre Syndicate members in class (g)] the Senior Treasurer of the ADC, Dr Richard Barnes, EM; the President of the ADC, Mr Jonathan Black, M, 2023; [University Theatre Syndicate member in class (h)] Mr Lucas Holt, Q, 2023; [X] Dr Sarah Cain, CC, Mr David Todd-Jones, W; Secretary: the Manager of the ADC Theatre, Mr Jamie Edward Jack Rycroft, CC, 2022.

Archaeology and Anthropology, Museum of, Committee of Management

The Head of the Department of Social Anthropology, or a deputy (Chair); the Curator and Director of the Museum; the Head of the Department of Archaeology, or a deputy; [CSHSS (University Officer in the Department of Social Anthropology)] Dr Rupert Stirling Stasch, SID, 2025; the President of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, Dr Robert Wiseman; [CSHSS] Dr Melissa Tay Calaresu, CAI, Prof. Sunit Pradin Sivasundaram, CAI, 2025; [registered students] Ms Amy Bigwood, SE, Mr Alexander McCulloch, DAR, 2022; [X] Ms Beverley Elizabeth Housden, Mr Tony Phillips, Dr Gaye Sculthorpe, Dr Laura Van Broekhoven, 2022; Secretary: Ms Wendy Brown.

Arts, Social Sciences, and Humanities, Management Committee for the Centre for Research

The Director of the Centre, Prof. Steven Connor, PET (Secretary), 30 Sep 2022; the Deputy Director of the Centre; the Head of the School of Arts and Humanities, the Head of the School of the Humanities and Social Sciences; [GB [CSAH]] Prof. Caroline Bassett, CC, 2023; Prof. Louise Margaret Haywood, TH, Prof. Caroline Vout, CHR, 2025; [GB [CSHSS]] Prof. David Ross Howarth, CL, 2023; Prof. Timothy Lewens, CL (Chair), 2024; Prof. Sriya Iyer, CTH, 2025; [X] Dr William H. Janeway, PEM, Ms Bridget Kendall, PET, 2022.

Business Research, Centre for, Advisory Board

The Director of the Centre; the Assistant Director of Centre, Mr Michael Kitson, CTH; [GB] Dame Kate Barker (Chair), Prof. Catherine Sarah Barnard, T, Dr Frederique Dahan, 2022; Prof. Ha-Joon Chang, W, Ms Gill Dix, Mr Tom Goodwin, Prof. Morten Hvid, Prof. Iain MacNeil, Mr Simon Marsh, Prof. John Naughton, W, Prof. Jackie O’Reilly, Prof. Jennifer Rubin, Ms Isabelle Schoemann, Ms Isabel Taylor, Ms Janet Williamson, 2024; Secretary: Ms Stephanie Saunders.

Business Research, Centre for, Committee of Management

The Director and Assistant Directors of the Centre; [GB] Prof. Philippa Jane Rogerson, CAI (Chair), 2025; the Executive Director of Research in the Faculty of Economics; the Director of Judge Business School; the Heads of the Departments of Geography and Land Economy; the Chairs of the Faculty Boards of Economics, Engineering, Human, Social, and Political Science, and Law, or in each case the elected representative of the Board; [X]; Secretary: Ms Stephanie Saunders.
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Special No. 5

Committees (continued)

Cambridge Admissions Office, Management Group
Dr Samantha Jane Lucy, the Director of Admissions for the Colleges, N; Mr Michael George Nicholson, the Director of Admissions and Participation; [Senior Tutors’ Committee] Dr Stuart Martin, M (Chair); [Bursars’ Committee] Dr Andrew Cates, PEM, Mr Steven John Morris, M, Secretary: vacancy.

Cambridge Institute for Sustainability Leadership: Management Board
[GB] Prof. John Stephen Dennis, SE (Chair); [CST] Prof. Richard William Prager, Q; the Director of the Institute, Ms Clare Shine (Secretary); [GB] Prof. Michael Hugh Kenny, F, Prof. Andrew David Neely, SID, Prof. William James Sutherland, CTH, Prof. Nicholas John Wareham, W, Prof. Christopher John Young, PEMU, 2022; Prof. Bhaskar Vira, F, 31 May 2023; [X] Ms Catherine Elizabeth Jane Arnold, ED, Prof. Mauro Federico Guillen, Q, Dr Emily Shuckburgh, DAR, 2023.

Childcare for Students, Standing Joint Committee on
[C] Dr Tori McKee, HH (Chair), 2024; [Senior Tutors’ Committee] vacancy; [Bursars’ Committee] Ms Sarah Bonnett, SID; [Postgraduate Tutors’ Committee] Dr Melanie Keene, HO; the Welfare and Community Officer, the Women’s Officer, and the President (Postgraduate) of Cambridge Students’ Union; Secretary: Ms Susan Ruth Davis.

Classical Archaeology, Committee of the Museum of
[GB] Dr Nigel Spivey, EM, 2023; Dr Alessandro Launaro, CAI, Dr Hannah Willey, MUR, 2024; [CI] Dr Ioannis Galanakis, SID, Dr Jody Patrick Joy, Dr Frisbee Sheffield, DOW, 2023; the Director of the Museum attends; Secretary: the Curator of the Museum.

Colleges Fund Committee
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Richard Vincent Penty, SID (Chair); [FC] Mr David Ball, CL, 2023; [C] Mr Jonathan Spence, Q, 2024; [appointed by the Colleges] Ms Sonita Alleyne, JE, Dr Mohammed El-Erian, Q, 04 Oct 2027; Secretary: the Director of Finance.

Continuing Education, Institute of, Strategic Committee
[GB] Prof. Graham John Virgo, DOW (Chair), 30 Sep 2022; [GB] Prof. James William Patrick Campbell, Q, Dr Gillian Margaret Fraser, Q, Prof. Susan Lee Robertson, W, Prof. Chris John Edward Watson, HH, 30 Sep 2022; Prof. Vincent Mak, M, 30 Sep 2023; Dr Deborah Longbottom, R, 30 Sep 2025; the Director of Continuing Education, Dr James Gazzard, W (Secretary); [elected by members of the Institute] Dr Lydia Hamlett, MUR, 30 Sep 2022; Dr Alexander David Carter, F, 30 Sep 2024; vacancy; [X] Prof. Corinne Boz, Ms Sarah Omrod.

Criminology, Institute of, Committee of Management
The Director of the Institute; the Wolfson Professor of Criminology; the Chair of the Faculty Board of Law (Chair); [BM] Prof. Houyuan Jiang, 2025; [HSPS] Prof. Claire Helene Hughes, N, 2022; [Institute of Continuing Education] vacancy; [Law] Prof. Antje Luise du Bois-Pedain, M, 2023; [appointed by the Head of the Department of Psychiatry] vacancy; [elected by University Officers in the Institute] Prof. Benjamin Crewe, Prof. Per-Olof Helge Wikström, G, 2022; Dr Justice Tankebe, ED, Dr Kyle Treiber, 2023; the Librarian of the Institute, Mr Stuart Stone; [X] Mr Robin Moore, Sir Denis O’Conor, Mr Phil Wheatley, 2022; [student representatives] Ms Rachel Decruz, CTH, Ms Ariadni Fischer, M, Mr Nicholas Goldrosen, EM, Ms Sydney Hitchcock, K, Ms Madison Pelletier, PET, Ms Emily Quin, CTH, Ms Tarrah Rothwell, HH, Ms Iga Szlendak, N, 30 Sep 2022; Secretary: Ms Fiona Harrison.

Development, Joint Committee on
The Vice-Chancellor and the Chair of the Colleges’ Standing Committee (Co-Chairs); [C] appointments pending; [Colleges’ Standing Committee] Mr Christopher Ewbank, JN, Ms Fran Malaree, CHU, Mr Paul Charles Warren, CL, 2022; vacancy; the Executive Director of Development and Alumni Relations; Secretary: vacancy.

External Members of the Council, Nominating Committee for
[JC] Nomination of the Proctors and Deputy Proctors from among current or former members of the Council in class (e) Ms Gaenor Anne Bagley, TH (Chair); the Vice Chancellor; [Elected by the Regent House, Council member in class (a), (b), or (c)] Prof. Fiona Eve Karet, DAR, 30 Sep 2023; Dr Pieter Jacob van Houten, CHU, 30 Sep 2025; [Elected by the Regent House, member of the Senate] Dr Richard Anthony, JE, Dr Susanna Mary Avery-Quash, PET, 30 Sep 2023; Prof. Anthony Richard Green, Q, Dr Louise Margaret Joy, HO, 30 Sep 2025; Secretary: the Registrar.

Family Research, Centre for, Committee of Management
The Director of the Centre, Prof. Pasco Fearon, 2026; the Deputy Director of the Centre, Prof. Claire Helene Hughes, N, 2025; [GB] Mr Roger Mosey, SE (Chair), 2023; [Biol] Prof. Jude Mary Browne, K, Prof. Paul Ramchandani, W, 2024; Prof. Mark Henry Johnson, K, 2025; [X] Ms Anastasia de Waal, Ms Mavis Maclean, 2022; Secretary: Ms Abigail Clare Scott.
Committees (continued)

Foundation Year Management Committee


Hamilton Kerr Institute, Advisory Council (Sub-Committee of the Fitzwilliam Museum Syndicate)

Dr David Saunders (Chair); the Director of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Mr Luke Syson, T; [GB] Prof. Mary Rachel Laven, JE, 2023; Dr Donal Albert Cooper, JE, 31 Jul 2024; [Fitzwilliam Museum Syndicate] Dr Marika Spring, 2022; Prof. Sarah Brown, Ms Jane Eagan, Ms Rebecca Hellen, Prof. Marcos Martinon-Torres, Ms Julia Nagle, 05 Jul 2025; [X]; Secretary: the Director of the Institute, Prof. Erma Hermens.

Islamic Studies, HRH Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Centre of, Committee of Management

Prof. Christopher John Young, PEM (Chair); [representative of the Department of Middle Eastern Studies] Prof. Christine van Ruymbek, DAR; the Director of the Centre, Prof. Khaled Fahmy, K; [GB] Prof. Yaron Peleg, JE, vacancy; [class (o)] Ms Nauf Al Rawaf, HRH Princess Lamia bint Majed; [X].

Kettle’s Yard Committee

The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Ms Bridget Kendall, PET (Chair); [FC] vacancy; [Fitzwilliam Museum Syndicate] Ms Sabine Jaccaud, Ms Antoinette Jackson, 2022; [GB] Ms Malavika Anderson, 2022; Ms Nichola Steele-Williams, F, 2023; the Director of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Mr Luke Syson, T; the Chair of the Music Sub-Committee, Ms Marjolein Allen; the Head of the Department of History of Art, Prof. Alyce Mahon, T; [registered student appointed by the General Board] vacancy; [X] Ms Helen Harwood, Mr Favaad Iqbal, Ms Rachel Kent, 2022; Secretary: Ms Daniela Riva Rossi.

Language Centre, Committee of Management


Lauterbach Research Centre for International Law, Committee of Management

The Chair of the Faculty Board of Law (Chair); the Whewell Professor of International Law and Director of the Centre, Prof. Eyal Benvenisti, JE (Secretary), 2023; Prof. Sandesh Sivakumar, Co-Deputy Director of the Centre, ED, 31 Aug 2024; [GB] Dr Surabhi Ranganathan, Co-Deputy Director of the Centre, K, 30 Sep 2023; [HSPS] Prof. Marc Weller, HH, 2023; [Law] Dr Andrew Gareth Sanger, CC, 2022; Prof. Lorand Alexander Bartels, TH, Dr Rumiana Vladimirova Yotova, CAI, 2023; [X] Prof. Henning Grosse Ruse-Khan, K, 30 Sep 2022.

Loan Fund I Committee

The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Dr Stuart Martin, M (Chair); [FC] Dr Robert Edward Hunt, CHR, Dr Jacqueline Anne Tasioulas, CL, 2022; [C] Ms Joanna Cheffins, W, Dr Duncan James Needham, DAR, 2023; Secretary: Ms Susan Elizabeth Curryer.

McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research, Committee of Management

The Disney Professor of Archaeology and the Director of the Institute (Secretary); the George Pitt-Rivers Professor of Archaeological Science; the Deputy Director of the Institute; the Head of the Department of Archaeology, or her or his nominee; [GB] Prof. Ulf Buengten, 2022; [HSPS] Prof. Martin John Millett, F (Chair), Prof. John Robb, PET, 2023; [D. M. C. McDonald Foundation] Dr Patricia Marsh, M, 2023; vacancy; [X].

M.Chir. Committee

The Head of the Department of Surgery, or a deputy (Chair); the Professor of Surgery; [Med] Mr Raaj Kumar Prasadom (Secretary), 2022; [Med] Prof. Manohar Bance, CLH, Prof. Vincent Jeyaseelan Gnanapragasam, Prof. Michael Lennard Nicholson, CTH, 2022; two vacancies; [appointed as practising surgeons] Dr Anita Balakrishnan, Ms Sarah Louise Benyon, Mr Patrick Coughlin, Ms Nicola Fearnhead, 2022; vacancy.
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M.D. Committee
The Regius Professor of Physic (or a deputy); the Assessor to the Regius Professor of Physic, Dr Christopher Michael Colquhoun Allen (Secretary); [Med] Prof. Daniela de Angelis, Prof. Mark Lewis Evans, Prof. Paul Charles Fletcher, CL, Prof. Ziad Mallat, Prof. Paul Pharoah, CAI, Prof. Richard Nicholas Sandford, CLH (Chair), Prof. Stephen Sawer, Prof. Chris John Edward Watson, HH, 2022; [X] Mr Michael Allison, Prof. Vincent Jeyaseelan Gnanapragasam, Dr John William Grant, EM, Dr Deepak Jodon, Dr Vasilis Kosmoliaptis, W', 2022.

Medical and Veterinary Student Progress Panel
The Clinical Dean in the Clinical School (Chair); the Director of Education (MVST) in the Faculty of Biology; the Director of Teaching in the Veterinary School; the Clinical Sub-Dean, West Suffolk Hospital; [Senior Tutors’ Committee] Prof. Geoffrey Thomas Parks, JE, Dr Michael Joseph Sewell, SE, 2022; Dr Guy Williams, DOW, 2024; [Biol] Prof. Paul Schofield, R, 2023; [Med] Dr Fiona Justine Cooke, G, 2022; [Vet] Dr Nicola Betty Holdstock, CL, 2024; Joint Secretary: Ms Judith Ann Drinkwater, G, Joint Secretary: Ms Alison Louise Martin.

Medical Education Committee
The Regius Professor of Physic (Chair); the Director of Education (MVST) in the Faculty of Biology; the Clinical Dean in the Faculty of Clinical Medicine; the Chair of the Council of the School of the Biological Sciences; the Chair of the Faculty Board of Biology; [Senior Tutors’ Committee] Prof. Robert Michael Henderson, EM, 2022; Dr Holly Corianda Canuto, CTH, 2023; [member of the Faculty Board of Biology in class (j)] vacancy; [Med] Dr Jessica White, HH, [member of the Faculty Board of Clinical Medicine in class (j)] vacancy; Secretary: Dr Fiona Russell.

Military Education Committee
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Simon Gregory, HO (Chair); [C] Dr Elaine Wilson, HO, 2022; Mr Philip Isaac, K, Mr Matthew Norman Hawkshaw Moss, HO, Baroness Smith of Newnham, R, 2024; [Senior Tutors’ Committee] Dr Jane Greatorex, LC, Dr Michael Joseph Sewell, SE, 2023; [appointed by the Ministry of Defence (Air Force)] vacancy; [appointed by the Ministry of Defence (Army)] Ms Faye Coleridge; [appointed by the Ministry of Defence (Navy)] Cdr Steve Mclaughlin; the Commanding Officer, or in his absence, the Adjutant, of the Officers Training Corps; the Commanding Officer, or in his absence, the Adjutant, of the Air Squadron; the Commanding Officer, or in his absence, the Coxswain, of the Royal Naval Unit; the Secretary of the Careers Service Syndicate; [appointed by Anglia Ruskin University] Ms Suparna Ghose; [appointed by the University of East Anglia] Dr Chris Fox, Dr Jon Sharp; [appointed by the University of Essex] Mr David Everiss, the Chief Executive of the East Anglian Reserve Forces and Cadets Association; [X] Cdre John William Robert Harris, JN, Sir Peter Norriss; Secretary: Dr Marianna Kaimaki.

Natural Sciences Tripos, Committee of Management
[CSBS] Dr David Keith Summers, CAI, 2022; [CSPS] Dr Oliver Shorttle, CL, 2024; [Biol] Dr Hannah Clarke, Dr Alexandra Mary Fulton, G, Dr Nicholas John Holmes, T (Chair), 2022; Dr Katrina Carol Plaisted-Grant, 2023; Dr Timothy Thomas Weil, PEM, 2025; [CSPS] Dr Jessica Hazel Gwynne, CTH, 2022; Dr Sally Ruth Boss, CHU, Prof. Alexander Charles Copley, R, Prof. Ulrich Schneider, 2024; [Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology Syndicate] Dr Patrick John Barrie, EM, 2022; [HPS] Dr Helen Anne Curry, CHU, 2023; the Chairs of Examiners for the Natural Sciences Tripos, Prof. Neil Greenlees, CL, and Dr William Nolan, R; [registered students] Mr Sam Hutton, SE, Ms Vianca Shah, R, 2022; [X] Dr Nicholas James Cunniffe, G, Prof. Harvey Stephen Reall, T, 2022; Secretary: Ms Leanne Louise Wilson.

Newton, Isaac, Institute, Committee of Management
The Director of the Institute; the Deputy Director of the Institute (Secretary); the Chair of the Scientific Steering Committee; the Heads of the Departments of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics and of Pure Mathematics and Mathematical Statistics; [GB] Dr Ewan Kirk (Chair), 2022; the Head of the School of the Physical Sciences or deputy; [appointed by EPSRC] Dr Katie Blaney, 2024; [GB] Prof. Miguel Anjos, Dr Nira Chamberlain, Prof. Mark Chaplain, Prof. John Greenlees, Prof. Marion Scott, 2025; [X] Dr Niall MacKay, 2022.

Newton, Isaac, Institute, Scientific Steering Committee
The Director of the Institute (Secretary); [GB] Prof. Aleksandar Mijatovic, Prof. Carola-Bibiane Schönlieb, JE, Prof. John Shawe-Taylor, 2022; Prof. Mary Rees, 02 Jan 2023; Prof. Ken Brown, Prof. Robin Henderson, Prof. Helen Wilson (Chair), 2023; Prof. Andrea Bertozzi, Dr Kristin Lauter, Prof. Sara Lombardo, 2024; Prof. Nick Barton, 2025; [X] Prof. Susanne Ditlevsen, 2024; the Deputy Director of the Institute and the Scientific Director of the International Centre for Mathematical Sciences have the right to attend (if not appointed as members).

Press & Assessment Board
[i] [C] Mr Andrew Jordan, Mr Orlando Machado, Ms Radhika Radhakrishnan, 16 Sep 2024; Ms Susan Taylor Martin, JN, 21 Dec 2024; Mr Jonathan Scott, CHU, 2024; Sir David Charles Maurice Bell, TH, 31 May 2025; the Chair of the Academic Publishing Committee, Prof. Kenneth Armstrong, SD, the Chair of the ELT and Education Publishing Committee, Prof. Chris Kennedy, the Chair of the Online Education Committee, Prof. Richard William Prager, Q; [ii] [C] Mr Richard John Partington, JN, 31 May 2025; the Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor (or such other Pro-Vice-Chancellor as the Vice-Chancellor shall designate); the Chief Financial Officer of the University, Mr Anthony Louis Odgers, PEM (Chair); the Chief Executive of Cambridge University Press & Assessment, Mr Peter Andrew Jestyn Phillips, W; Secretary: Mr David Parsons, Q; Assistant Secretary: Mr Kevin Taylor, CAI.
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Review of Decisions of University Bodies: Panel of Reviewers

[C] Prof. Serena Michelle Best, JN, The Revd Jeremy Lloyd Caddick, EM, Prof. Mark Gianni Chinca, T, Prof. Simon Conway-Morris, JN, Dr Marina Frasca-Spada, CC, Prof. Beverley Jane Glover, Q, Dr Rosemary Elizabeth Horrox, F, Prof. Houyuan Jiang, Dr Jane Deanne McLarty, W, Dr Rachael Padman, N, 31 Jul 2022; Prof. Gerard Francis Gilmore, K, Dr David Arthur Good, K, Dr Ross Michael Wilson, EM, 2022; Dr Judith Bunbury, ED, Dr Jose Hernandez-Lobato, W, Dr Sylvana Tomassi, JN, Dr Ana Toribio, W, Dr Florian Urmetzer, ED, 31 Mar 2023.

Review of Examination Results: Panel of Examination Review Officers

Prof. Catherine Sarah Barnard, T, Dr Judith Bunbury, ED, Prof. Paula Joy Buttery, CAI, Prof. Mark Gianni Chinca, T, Prof. Simon Conway-Morris, JN, Dr Marina Frasca-Spada, CC, Prof. Beverley Jane Glover, Q, Dr Rosemary Elizabeth Horrox, F, Prof. Lauren Kassell, PEM, Prof. Pietro Lio, CLH, Dr Rachael Padman, N, Mr Richard John Partington, JN, Dr Ruchira Sinnattamy, MUR, Prof. Andreas Stylianides, HH, Dr Sylvana Tomassi, JN, Dr Ana Toribio, W, Dr Florian Urmetzer, ED, Prof. Ian Wilson, JE, Dr Ross Michael Wilson, EM.

Review of Examination Results: Panel of Reviewers

[C] Prof. Serena Michelle Best, JN, Prof. Mark Gianni Chinca, T, Prof. Simon Conway-Morris, JN, Prof. Ian Ralph McKenzie Cross, W, Prof. Beverley Jane Glover, Q, Dr Rosemary Elizabeth Horrox, F, Prof. Lauren Kassell, PEM, Prof. Andreas Stylianides, HH, 30 Sep 2022; Dr Judith Bunbury, ED, Dr Jose Hernandez-Lobato, W, Dr Sylvana Tomassi, JN, Dr Ana Toribio, W, Dr Florian Urmetzer, ED, 31 Mar 2023.

Review of Student Complaints: Panel of Reviewers

[C] Prof. Serena Michelle Best, JN, The Revd Jeremy Lloyd Caddick, EM, Prof. Simon Conway-Morris, JN, Prof. Lorraine Ruth Renata Gelsthorpe, PEM, Prof. Beverley Jane Glover, Q, Dr David Arthur Good, K, Prof. Christopher Jonathan Howe, CC, Prof. Ian Richard James, DOW, Dr Jane Deanne McLarty, W, Mr Richard John Partington, JN, 30 Sep 2022; Dr Ross Michael Wilson, EM, 30 Dec 2022; Dr Judith Bunbury, ED, Dr Jose Hernandez-Lobato, W, Dr Sylvana Tomassi, JN, Dr Ana Toribio, W, Dr Florian Urmetzer, ED, 31 Mar 2023; Dr Rosemary Elizabeth Horrox, F, 30 Sep 2023.

Russian and East European Studies, Cambridge Committee for

[GB] Dr Stanley Simon Bill, SID (Chair); Prof. Emma Kathrine Widdis, T, Dr Harald Bernhard Wydra, CTH, 2022; [AMES] Prof. Imre Istvan Galambos, R, 2022; [ESG] Dr Gareth Rees, CHR, 2022; [Econ] vacancy; [HSPS] Prof. Uradyin Erden Bulag, SE, Prof. Brendan Peter Simms, PET, 2022; [Hst] Dr Mark Brian Smith, K, 2022; [Library Syndicate] Ms Mel Bach (Secretary), 2022; [MMLL] Dr Olenka Pevny, F, 2022; [X].

Safety, Consultative Committee for

The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Richard Thomas Phillips, CL (Chair); [C] vacancy; [CSAH] vacancy; [CSBS] Mr Mark John Elsdon, 2022; [CSHSS] Dr Tamsin O’Connell, TH, 2024; [CSPS] Prof. Stuart Bruce Dalziel, CLH, 2024; [CST] Dr Richard Roebeck, 2022; [Med] Dr Kefferd Tibbles, 2022; [appointed in class (d)] Mr William Smith, vacancy; [appointed by the Joint Union Safety Committee] Mr Roberto Canales Candela; [Sub-committee representatives] Ms Andrea Eccles, Dr Androulla Gilliland, Dr Margaret Evelyn Glendenning, Mr Jonathan Harding, Mr Ronan O’Hara, Ms Lisabeth Ann Yates; the President (Postgraduate) and the Welfare and Community Officer of Cambridge Students’ Union; [SHE Forum] Dr Margaret Evelyn Glendenning, vacancy; the Director of the Estates Division or a deputy; the Director of the Human Resources Division; [X]; the following shall attend: the Occupational Health Manager, the University Security Adviser and members of the Health, Safety, and Regulated Facilities Division as required; Secretary: the Director of the Health, Safety, and Regulated Facilities Division.

Sub-committee on Accessibility

[CSAH] Mr Jeremy Hughes; [CSBS] Mr Mark John Elsdon; [CSCM] Prof. Alison Margaret Dunning; [CShSS] Ms Lain Gisborne; [CSPS] Dr David Gerald Lyness; [CST] vacancy; [student members] Mx Ben Dallitz, JN, Ms Anna Ward, EM; [Disability Advisers] Mr Darran Bryant, Mr Jonathan Harding (Secretary), Ms Deb Taylor, Ms Kirsty Wayland, Dr Hisham Ziauddien; the Director of the Health, Safety, and Regulated Facilities Division (Chair); [Estates Division] Mr Colin High, Ms Garry Reed; [UIS] Ms Jessica Comber-Chaney, Dr Nicholas Mattin; [HR – Equality and Diversity] vacancy; [University of Cambridge Libraries] Mr Patrick Dowson, Ms Elizabeth Anne Tilley, CTH, [Cambridge Museums] Ms Joanna McPhee; [Institute of Continuing Education] Ms Zoe Burton; [PRC] Dr Nicholas Tamkin; [appointed by the Joint Union Safety Committee] Mr William Smith.

Sub-committee for Biological Safety

[CSBS] Dr Colin Michael Crump, R, Dr Andrew Grant, JE, 2023; [CShSS] Dr Tamsin O’Connell, TH, 2023; [CSPS] Mr Timothy James Fitzmaurice, 2023; [CST] Dr Graham Christie, PET, 2023; [Med] Prof. Susan Ozanne, CHU, Dr Mark Ralph Wills, W (Chair), 2023; [appointed by the Joint Union Safety Committee] vacancy; the President (Postgraduate) of Cambridge Students’ Union or their representative and a member of the Cambridge Students’ Union; the Director of the Health, Safety, and Regulated Facilities Division; [Safety Officers] Dr Androulla Gilliland (Secretary); the School of the Biological Sciences Safety Officer; the School of Clinical Medicine Safety Officer; a representative from the Estates Division; the Occupational Health Manager; a Consultant Occupational Physician; a UBS Deputy Director appointed by the Establishment Licence Holder in consultation with the Secretary; a Named Veterinary Surgeon/UBS Welfare Director; [X].
Sub-Committee for Chemical Safety

[Appointed by the Consultative Committee for Safety] vacancy; [CSBS] vacancy; [CSPS] Prof. Andrew Wheatley, F, 2025; [CST] vacancy; [Med] Dr John Skidmore, 2024; a Consultant Occupational Physician; the Director of the Health, Safety, and Regulated Facilities Division; the Director of the Safety Governance and Assurance (Safety Office); [Safety Advisers] Ms Anya Howe (Secretary); the Department of Chemistry Safety Office; the Schools Safety Advisers (Biological Sciences and Clinical Medicine); [Health, Safety, and Regulated Facilities Division] Dr Margaret Evelyn Glendenning (Chair); [appointed by the Joint Union Safety Committee] two vacancies; [student member] vacancy; [X].

Sub-Committee for Estate Safety

[CSAH] vacancy; [CSBS] vacancy; [CSCM] Dr Miguel Constancia, K; [CHUSS] vacancy; [CSPS] Prof. John Ellis, CAI, 2024; [CST] Mr Martin Joseph McDonnell; [Non-School Institutions] Mr Simon Halliday, Mr Ian Hardwick; the Director of the Health, Safety, and Regulated Facilities Division (Chair); [Assistant Directors of Safety] Ms Andrea Eccles, Dr Androulla Gilliland, Dr Margaret Evelyn Glendenning; [Safety Advisers] Ms Alison Elizabeth Gower, the Schools Safety Advisers (Biological Sciences and Clinical Medicine); [Estates Division] Mr Richard John Robert Griffin, Mr David Hills, Mr Timothy Glyn Jones, Mr Steve Matthews, Mr Gary Moss, Mr Ronan O’Hara (Secretary), Mr Thomas James Walston, DOW; [Estate Facilities Compliance Safety Managers] Ms Joanna Louise Chamberlain, Ms Niloufar Getman; [University Insurance Office] Ms Nicola Susan Routh.

Sub-Committee for Ionising and Non-Ionising Radiations

[Med] Dr Istvan Boros, 2022; the School Safety Officer; [Vet] Dr Barbara Ann Blacklaws, N (Chair), 2022; [CSPS] Dr Xavier Moya, 2025; [CSBS] Prof. Ian Robert Henderson, CAI, 2025; the School Safety Officer; [CST] Dr Sam Stranks, 2024; [Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust (Addenbrooke’s)] Mr Graham Whish; [appointed by the Joint Union Safety Committee] Mr William Smith; [postgraduate student member] vacancy; the Director of the Health, Safety, and Regulated Facilities Division; the Head of Radiation Protection (Secretary); the University Assistant Radiation Protection Officer; a Consultant Occupational Physician; [X] a representative from the Estates Division; other University Officers/Advisers as appropriate.

Sub-Committee for Physical Safety

The University Chemical Safety Adviser; [CSBS] Mr Mark John Elsdon; [CSPS] Prof. John Ellis, CAI; [CST] Dr Pietro Brooks, T; [Med] Prof. Adrian Carpenter, T; [appointed by the Joint Union Safety Committee] Mr William Smith; [Safety Advisers] Ms Andrea Eccles (Secretary), Ms Anne-Marie Farmer, CHU, Ms Alison Elizabeth Gower, Dr Martin Vinnell, W; a representative from the Estates Division; the Occupational Health Manager; full-time Safety Officers from Departments/Schools; [X] Mr Simon Halliday, Mr Gary Steele (Chair), Prof. Richard Eric Turner, CAI.

Sainsbury Laboratory: Board of Managers

[GB] Prof. Raymond Ethan Goldstein, CHU (Chair), 2022; Prof. Julian Michael Hibberd, EM, 2023; Prof. Anna Philpott, CL, 2024; Prof. Anne Carla Ferguson-Smith, DAR, 2025; [Gatsby Charitable Foundation] Prof. Dominique Bergmann, 2022; Prof. Vicki Chandler, Dr Anne Ephrussi, Prof. Sir Paul Nurse, Prof. Carsten Peterson, 2023; Dr Roger Freedman, Prof. Detlef Weigel, 2024; the Director of the Laboratory, Prof. Henrik Jönsson; [appointed in class (d)] Prof. Elliott Meyerowitz, T, 2022; Dr James Locke, 2024; Secretary: Dr Anne Crozat.

Scott Polar Research Institute, Advisory Committee

[CSPS] Prof. Richard John Harrison, CTH (Chair); the Director of the Institute (Secretary); the Director of the British Antarctic Survey; the Hydrographer of the Navy; the Head of the Polar Regions Section of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office; the High Commissioner for Canada or his appointee; [GB] Dr Jonathan Craig, 2022; vacancy; [Royal Society] Prof. Eric Wolff, DAR, 2023; [Royal Geographical Society] Prof. Heather Viles, 2023; [X].

Scott Polar Research Institute, Committee of Management

The Chair of the Council of the School of the Physical Sciences (Chair); the Director of the Institute (Secretary); the Head of the Department of Geography; [CSPS] Prof. Andrew William Woods, JN, 2022; Dr Emily Shuckburgh, DAR, 2024; [GB] Prof. Elizabeth Mary Harper, CAI, 2022; Prof. Simon John Schaffer, DAR, 2023; [X].

Senior Tutors’ Committee

Prof. Catherine Sarah Barnard, T, Dr Penny Barton, HO, Mr Massimo Maria Beber, SID, Dr Judith Bunbury, ED (Secretary), Dr Holly Corianda Canuto, CTH, Dr Paul Chirico, F, Dr Marina Frasca-Spada, CC (Chair), Dr Alexandra Mary Fulton, G, Dr Michele Gemelos, MUR, Dr Jane Greatorex, LC, The Revd Dr Stephen William Peter Hampton, PET, Dr Holly Hedgeland, CLH, Prof. Robert Michael Henderson, EM, Dr Robert Edward Hunt, CHR, Dr Clare Jackson, TH, Dr Susan Kirsten Larsen, W, Dr Stuart Martin, M (Secretary), Prof. Robert John Mayhew, PEM, Dr Tori McKee, HH, Dr Rita Elaine Monson, CHU, Dr Duncan James Needham, DAR, Mr Richard John Partington, JN, Dr Michael Joseph Sewell, SE, Dr Andrew Mark Spencer, C, Dr Jacqueline Anne Tasioulas, CL, Prof. Liba Taub, N, Dr Andrew Clogue Thompson, Q, Dr Guy Williams, DOW, Dr David Woodman, R, Dr Timothy John Flack, K, Prof. Geoffrey Thomas Parks, JE, 30 Sep 2022. Dr Matthew Russell (Executive Secretary); the President (Postgraduate) and the President (Undergraduate) of Cambridge Students’ Union; the Vice-Chancellor, the Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Education, the Director of Admissions for the Colleges, a Head of House nominated by the Colleges’ Committee, the Secretary of the Bursars’ Committee and the Head of Education Services attend.
Committees (continued)

Student Complaints: Panel of Complaint Officers
[C] Prof. Paula Joy Buttery, CAI; Prof. James William Patrick Campbell, Q; Prof. Martin John Dixon, Q; Dr Marina Frasca-Spada, CC; Dr Helen Haugh, Prof. Houyuan Jiang, Prof. Pietro Lio, CLH; Dr Sylvana Tomaselli, JN; further appointments pending.

Study Capability Assessment Committee: Standing Panels
[Panel (a)] Prof. Loraine Ruth Renata Gelsthorpe, PEM; Prof. Christopher Jonathan Howe, CC; Prof. Neil Gareth Jones, M, 30 Sep 2022; [Panel (b)] Prof. Geoffrey Thomas Parks, JE; Dr Guy Williams, DOW, 30 Sep 2022; [Panel (c)] Dr Fiona Justine Cooke, G; Dr Fiona Cornish, Dr Richard Goronwy Davies, CL; Dr Diarmuid Rodney O’Donnell, SE, 30 Sep 2022.

Undergraduate Admissions Committee
Prof. Graham John Virgo, DOW (Joint Chair); [Secretary or Associate Secretary of the Senior Tutors’ Committee] Dr Stuart Martin, M (Joint Chair); Dr Samantha Jane Lucy, the Director of Admissions for the Colleges, N; [Senior Tutors’ Committee] Dr Timothy John Flack, K; Dr Marina Frasca-Spada, CC; Dr Andrew Mark Spencer, CAI, 30 Sep 2022; [Admissions Forum] Dr Michael Sutherland, CC; Dr Emily Jane Tomlinson, CHR; [Bursars’ Committee] Dr Andrew Cates, PEM, 30 Sep 2022; [C] Dr Andrew Sanchez, W, 30 Sep 2022; [appointed by the Council on the nomination of the General Board] Dr Patrick John Barrie, EM; Dr Jessica Hazel Gwynne, CTH, Dr Nicholas John Holmes, T; Prof. Richard Andrew William Rex, Q; Dr Paul Oliver Wilkinson, EM, 30 Sep 2022; Prof. Aytek Erdil, K, 2024; Ms Zaynab Ahmed, the Access, Education and Participation Officer (UG), Cambridge Students’ Union, N; [Colleges’ Standing Committee] Lord Smith of Finsbury, PEM, 30 Sep 2022; [X]; Secretary: Mr Michael George Nicholson; Administrative Secretary: Ms Fiona Elizabeth Hall.

University Technology Referees: Panel

Veterinary Education Committee
The Head of the Department of Veterinary Medicine, or a person appointed by the Head (Chair); Dr Holly Canuto, Director of Education (MVST) in the Faculty of Biology, CTH; the Secretary of the Faculty Board of Veterinary Medicine (Secretary); [Biol] Dr Adrian Paul Kelly, W; Dr David Keith Summers, CAI, 2022; Dr David Robert James Bainbridge, CTH, Dr Nicholas Mundy, 2023; [Vet] Prof. Jane Margaret Dobson, 2022; Dr Penelope Jayne Watson, EM, Prof. Alun Edward Williams, W, 2024; Dr Barbara Ann Blacklaws, N, 2025; [Senior Tutors’ Committee] Dr Holly Corianda Canuto, CTH; [members of the Faculty Board of Veterinary Medicine in class (f)] Ms Susannah Rachel Simpson, R, vacancy; [X] Ms Rosie Bevan, M; Mr Rudi Bruijn-Yard, DOW; Ms Niamh Cassilles, G; Ms Hannah Lagorio-Price, SE, Ms Emily Moon, LC; Ms Meytar Ronel, TH; Mr Daniel Silverthorne, DOW; Ms Elizabeth Joy Stephenson, G; Mr Ryan Walker, JN.

Wellcome Trust/Cancer Research UK Gurdon Institute, Committee of Management
The Director of the Institute, Prof. Julie Ahhringer (Secretary); Dr Emma Louise Rawlins; Prof. Steve Jackson, JN; Prof. Ben Simons, JN; [Cancer Research UK] Dr Ian Walker, 2024; [Wellcome Trust] Prof. Sarah Jane Bray, Prof. Greg Hannon, T, 2025; [GB] Prof. Anna Philpott, CL (Chair), 31 Jul 2022; Prof. Julian Rayner, 2025; [Biol] Prof. Anne Carla Ferguson-Smith, DAR; Prof. Anne Elizabeth Willis, 2025; [Med] Prof. Richard James Gilbertson, JN, 2025; [X].
**Trustees, Managers, Awarders, of Funds, Scholarships, Studentships, Prizes, etc.**

*2009 Computer Laboratory Research Students Fund: Management Committee*

A Deputy Head of Department (acting on behalf of the Head of Department); the Director of Postgraduate Education; the Chair of the Ph.D. Applications Panel; **Secretary**: Ms Lise Gough.

**Adams Prize: Adjudicators**

[Math] Prof. Anthony James Scholl, 30 Sep 2022; Prof. Emmanuel Breuillard (*Chair*), 30 Sep 2024; [St John’s College Council] Prof. Richard Samworth, *JN*, 30 Sep 2022; Prof. Sir John Ball, 30 Sep 2023; [Royal Society] Prof. Christl Donnelly, 30 Sep 2022; **Secretary**: the Secretary of the Faculty Board of Mathematics.

**Alwaleed Bin Talal, HRH Prince, Fund: Committee of Managers**
The Chair of the Council of the School of Arts and Humanities (*Chair*); the Chair of the Council of the School of the Humanities and Social Sciences; the Chair of the Faculty Board of Asian and Middle Eastern Studies; the Head of the Department of Middle Eastern Studies; the Director of the HRH Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Centre of Islamic Studies.

**Ap Rees, Tom, Fund: Managers**
The Head of the Department of Plant Sciences; [Biol] Prof. Julia Mary Davies, *DAR*, 2022; Dr Samuel Fraser Brockington, 2025.

**Arcadia Conservation Fund: Managers**


**Architecture, Department of, Design Teaching Fund: Managers**

**Architecture, Visiting Professorships of, Fund: Managers**
The Head of the Department of Architecture; the Head of the School of Arts and Humanities; [AHA] Prof. Michael Hector Ramage, *SID*, Dr Frank Edwin Salmon, *JN*, Dr Minna Sunikka-Blank, *CHU*, 2023.

**Armstrong, W. D., Fund: Managers**
The Head of the School of Technology; the Head of the School of Clinical Medicine; the Head of the Department of Engineering; the Head of the Department of Medicine; the Head of the Department of Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology; [CSCM] Prof. Andrew McCaskie, 2022.

**Ashby Fellowship Fund: Managers**
The Head of the Department of Engineering, or her or his nominee (*Chair*); [Engg] Prof. Michael Sutcliffe, the Head of Division C of the Department of Engineering, *CHU*, Prof. Norman Andrew Fleck, *PEM*.

**Ashby Scholarship Fund: Electors**


**Aston, F. W., Fund: Managers**
The Head of the Department of Physics (*Chair*); [PC] the Chair of the Faculty Board of Physics and Chemistry, the Director of Postgraduate Education (Physics), 29 Mar 2023.

**Autism Research Trust Fund: Managers**

**Babbage Fund for Policy and Practice: Managers**
The Head of the School of Technology (*Chair*); the Head of the Department of Engineering; the Head of the Division of Manufacturing and Management within the Department of Engineering; [GB] Prof. Andrew David Neely, *SID*, 2022.

**Bailey, Edward, Study of Religion Fund: Managers**
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Simon James Gathercole, *F* (*Chair*); the Chair of the Faculty Board of Divinity; [member of the Faculty Board of Divinity] Prof. Esra Özyürek; [Div] Ms Catherine Bailey, 2024; vacancy.

**Baird, James, Fund: Managers**

**Balfour Fund: Managers**

Balfour-Browne Fund: Managers

Barnes, Claire, Fund for Marine Biology: Managers
The Head of the Department of Zoology (Chair); [Biol] Dr William Andrew Foster, CL, Prof. Andrea Manica, CL.

Bell, Abbots, and Barnes Exhibitions: Awarders
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Dr Stuart Martin, M; [C] Dr Christina Skott, M, 2022; Dr Stephanie Katharine Lindsay Ellington, LC, Dr Robert Edward Hunt, CHR (Secretary), Dr Jacqueline Anne Tasioulas, CL, 2023.

Bennett Fund for Public Policy and Bennett Institute for Public Policy Fund: Managers
The Head of the School of the Humanities and Social Sciences (Chair); the Chair of the Faculty of Human, Social, and Political Science; the Head of the Department of Politics and International Studies.

Blackman, F. F., Memorial Fund: Managers
Prof. Alison Gail Smith, serving in place of the Regius Professor of Botany, CC, 2023; [Biol] Dr Sebastian Eves-van den Akker, K, 2023.

Bles, Dr E. J., Fund: Managers
The Charles Darwin Professor of Animal Embryology; the Sir William Dunn Professor of Biochemistry; the Director of the Wellcome Trust/Cancer Research UK Gurdon Institute; the Regius Professor of Botany; the Professors of Physiology and Zoology.

Bluegnome Molecular Genetic Pathology Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Pathology, or her or his deputy; the Head of the Division of Cellular and Molecular Pathology, Prof. Nicholas Coleman, DOW; [Biol] Prof. John Doorbar, HH, 2022; Dr Anton James Enright, TH, Prof. Eamonn Richard Maher, 2025.

Bouhon, Isabelle, Fund: Managers
The Head of the School of Clinical Medicine; [CSCM] Prof. Sanjay Sinha, 2022; Dr Gabrielle Brons, Prof. Ludovic Vallier, ED, 2024; [CSBS] Prof. Thora Karadottir, 2022.

BP Foundation Fund for Earth Sciences: Managers
The Head of the Department of Earth Sciences; the Head of the School of the Physical Sciences; [BP] Prof. Marie Edmonds, Q, 2023; [ESG] Prof. Michael James Bickle, Q, Prof. James Jackson, Q, 2023.

BP Institute Fund: Managers
[GB] Prof. Abir Al-Tabbaa, SID, Mr Dominic Emery, 2022; Dr John Salkeld, 2025; the Heads of the Departments of Earth Sciences, of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics, of Engineering, of Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology, and of the Yusuf Hamied Department of Chemistry, or their representatives; the BP Professor of Petroleum Science; [CSPS] Prof. Nigel Peake, EM, 2022; [CST] Prof. John Stephen Dennis, SE, 2022; [X].

Broodbank Fund: Managers
The Heads of the Departments of Biochemistry, Plant Sciences, and Physiology, Development, and Neuroscience; [Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council] vacancy; [C] Prof. Alexander Webb, CHU, 2024; Secretary: Ms Catherine Elizabeth Butler.

Brooks Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Plant Sciences, the Professors assigned to the Department, the Directors of the Sub-departments; [Biol] Prof. Beverley Jane Glover, Q, 2022; vacancy.

Browne Medals, Montagu Butler and Porson Prize: Examiners
[CI] Dr Rebecca Laemmle, PEM, Prof. Stephen Phelps Oakley, EM, Dr Charles Weiss, CL, 31 Mar 2023.

Browne Memorial Fund: Managers
[C] Prof. Amira K. Bennison, M, 2023; Prof. Khaled Fahmy, K, 2024; [appointed by the Head of the Department of Middle Eastern Studies] Dr Paul Anderson, DAR, Prof. Andrew David Marsham, Q, Prof. Christine van Ruymbeke, DAR, 2022.

Bunning, Harry, Fellowship Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Veterinary Medicine; [Biol] two vacancies; [Vet] Dr Nicholas Henry Bexfield, EM, Prof. Jane Margaret Dobson.
Burney Prize and Studentship and Gregg Bury Prize: Adjudicators

Butterfield Studentship: Awarders
The Regius Professor of Clinical Biochemistry; [Med] Prof. Fiona Mary Gribble, CHU, 2022.

Cambridge Endowment for Research in Finance: Managers
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Mauro Federico Guillén, Q (Chair); [BM] Prof. Gishan Romesh Dissanaike, HH, Prof. Raghavendra Rau, 2022; Ms Cindy Levy, Dr Victoria Saporta, Prof. Lucio Sarno, 2023; Prof. Simon Gervais, Prof. Turalay Kene, Prof. Bart Lambrecht, Q, 2024; Ms Tracey McDermott, 2025; Dr William H. Janeway, PEM.

Cambridge University Medical School Charitable Fund for Public Health: Managers
The Regius Professor of Physic (Chair); Prof. Carol Elspeth Goodeve Brayne, DAR; [CSCM] Dr Paul Cosford; [X] Prof. John Danesh, JE, Prof. Sylvia Therese Richardson, EM, Prof. Nicholas John Wareham, W, Dr Ronald Leslie Zimmern, HH.

Canney, Rosalie, Fund: Managers
The Regius Professor of Physic; the Head of the Department of Psychology; [GB] Prof. Edward Thomas Bullmore, LC.

Carus Prizes: Examiners

Cashin, Douglas, Fund: Managers
The Faculty Board of Classics.

Chadwick, H. M., Fund: Committee of Managers
[Engl] Prof. Elizabeth Ashman Rowe, CLH (Chair), 2022; Prof. Máire Ni Mhaonaigh, JN, Prof. Paul Russell, 2025; [HSPS] Dr Katherine Emma Spence, EM, 2025; [AMES] vacancy; [GB] Prof. Peter Sarris, T, Dr Jonathan Tenney, JE, 2025; Secretary: Ms Victoria Aldred.

Chadwick, John, Greek and Latin Research Fund: Managers
The Professor of Comparative Philology; [CI] Prof. Stephen Phelps Oakley, EM, Prof. Timothy John Guy Whitmarsh, JN, 2022.

Chakravarty, Avik, Memorial Fund for Physics: Managers
The Head of the Department of Physics (Chair); [PC] the Chair of the Faculty Board of Physics and Chemistry, the Director of Postgraduate Education (Physics).

Chamber Music Fund: Managers
The Professor of Music; [Mus] Prof. Samuel James Barrett, PEM, Prof. Katharine Jill Ellis, SE, 2022.

Chan, Grace and Thomas C. H., Scholarship Fund: Managers
The Chair of the Council of the School of Arts and Humanities, or her or his nominee; the Chair of the Council of the School of the Humanities and Social Sciences, or her or his nominee; the Secretary of the General Board, or her or his nominee.

Chancellor’s Medals: Awarders

Classics
The Chair of Examiners for Part II of the Classical Tripos; [CI] Dr Myrto Hatzimichali, HO, Dr Torsten Meissner PEM, Prof. Stephen Phelps Oakley, EM, 2022.

English
The King Edward VII Professor of English Literature; [appointed by the General Board on the nomination of the Council] two vacancies.

Chaucer Reading Prize: Adjudicators
[Engl] Dr Alexandra da Costa, Dr Orietta da Rold, JN, 2024.

Children’s Kidney Care Fund: Managers
The Regius Professor of Physic; the Clinical Dean in the Clinical School; [Med] Prof. Menna Ruth Clatworthy, PEM, Mr Neil Featherstone, Prof. David Rowitch, CL, 2022; Secretary: the Secretary of the Faculty Board of Clinical Medicine.
Chong Hua Fund for Chinese Development: Managers
The Chair of the Faculty Board of Human, Social and Political Science (Chair); the Chong Hua Professor of Chinese Development; the Head of the Department of Politics and International Studies; the Head of the School of the Humanities and Social Sciences; [Chong Hua Educational Foundation] vacancy.

Chuan Lyu Fellowship and Senior Visiting Scholarship Fund: Managers
[Appointed by the Head of the Department of East Asian Studies] Prof. Adam Yuet Chau, JV, Prof. Imre Istvan Galambos, R, Dr Heather Inwood, TH, Prof. Hans Johan Jacob van de Ven, CTH, 2022; [Chuan Lyu Foundation] Dr Hwalin Lee.

Churchill Professorship of Mathematics for Operational Research Fund
The Director of the Statistical Laboratory; the Head of the Department of Pure Mathematics and Mathematical Statistics; the Churchill Professor of Mathematics for Operational Research.

Clarke, David L., Fund: Managers
[HSPS] Prof. Cyprian Broodbank (Chair), 2022; [appointed by the Head of the Department of Archaeology] Dr Elizabeth DeMarrais, CHU, 2022; [Peterhouse] Prof. John Robb, PET, 2024.

Clemoes Reading Prize: Adjudicators
[Department of Anglo-Saxon, Norse, and Celtic] Dr Alison Clare Bonner, HH, Prof. Richard William Dance, CTH, Prof. Rosalind Claire Love, R, Dr Rory Naismith, CC, Dr Erik Niblaeus, Prof. Máire Ni Mhaonaigh, JN, Prof. Judith Elizabeth Quinn, N, Prof. Elizabeth Ashman Rowe, CLH, Prof. Paul Russell.

Clerk Maxwell Memorial Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Physics (Chair); [PC] the Chair of the Faculty Board of Physics and Chemistry, the Director of Postgraduate Education (Physics), 29 Mar 2023.

Corfield Fund for Mathematics: Managers
[Math] Prof. Carola-Bibiane Schönlieb, JE, Prof. Ivan Smith, CAI, 30 Sep 2022; Prof. James Norris, CHU, 30 Sep 2023.

Cory Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Plant Sciences (Chair); the Director of the Finance Division (or a deputy); [C] Mr Michael John Allen, CHU, 2024; Prof. David Cebon, Q, 2026; [Biol] Prof. Howard Griffiths, CL, 2024; Dr Kate Maxwell, 2026; Secretary: the Director of the Botanic Garden.

Cottrell, Sir Alan, Professorship of Materials Science Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Materials Science and Metallurgy; the Sir Alan Cottrell Professor of Materials Science; [PC] vacancy.

Coward, Sir Alan, Professorship of Materials Science Fund: Managers

Crane’s Charity: Distributors
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Mr Alan Peter Bookbinder, DOW (Chair); the Master of Gonville and Caius College; the Regius Professors of Divinity, Civil Law, and Physic; the Chief Apothecary.

Crausaz Wordsworth Fund: Managers
The Faculty Board of Philosophy.

Crighton, David, Fund: Managers
The Head of DAMTP, Prof. Colm-cille Caulfield, CHU (Chair), 30 Sep 2025; the Professor of Applied Mathematics (1964); [appointed by the Head of the Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics] Prof. Richard Kerswell, EM; [Math] Dr Paul Hammond, 2024.

Crosse Studentship: Electors
The Regius Professor of Divinity, the Lady Margaret’s Professor of Divinity, the Norris-Hulse Professor of Divinity; [Div] Prof. James Keltie Aitken, F, The Revd Dr Andrew Paul Davison, CC, Dr Philippa Hoskin, CC.

Cuthbert Prize for Humanities in Medicine: Adjudicators
[Med] Dr Richard Darnton, Dr Ruchira Sinnatamby, MUR.

Daglish, Robert, Fund: Managers
[MMLL] Dr Elena Filimonova, SE, Prof. Emma Kathrine Widdis, T, Dr Ksenia Zanon, CHR, 2022.
De Mourgues, Odette, Fund and Studentship: Electors
The Drapers Professor of French; [MMLL] Prof. Mark Robert Darlow, 2022; vacancy.

De Rothschild, Sir Evelyn, Fund for Finance: Managers
The Director of Judge Business School; the Sir Evelyn de Rothschild Professor of Finance; [BM] Ms Julie Brown.

Debenham Scholars Fund: Managers
The Director of the Scott Polar Research Institute; [ESG] Dr Gareth Rees, CHR, Prof. Ian Craig Willis, CTH, 2023.

DeepMind Fund for Machine Learning: Managers
The Head of the School of Technology (Chair); the Head of the Department of Computer Science and Technology; [CompST] Dr Timothy Martin Jones, CAI.

Desai, Harry, Fund: Managers
The General Board.

Desai, Harry, Education Fund: Managers
The Faculty Board of Education or delegated committee.

Dolby, Ray, Funds: Managers
The Head of the School of the Physical Sciences (Chair); the Head of the Department of Physics; the Jacksonian Professor of Natural Philosophy.

Dyson Fund for Fluid Mechanics: Managers
The Head of the Department of Engineering (Chair); the Dyson Professor of Fluid Mechanics; the Head of the School of Technology; [Engineer] Prof. Holger Babinsky, M.

Egyptology Endowment (Thompson Bequest) Fund: Managers
The Chair of the Faculty Board of Human, Social and Political Science (Chair); the Head of the Department of Archaeology, or deputy; [HSPS] Dr Hratch Papazian, Dr Katherine Emma Spence, EM; the Head of the School of the Humanities and Social Sciences.

El-Erian Fund for Economics and Policy: Managers
The Head of the School of Technology or a duly appointed deputy (Chair); the Head of the School of the Humanities and Social Sciences or a duly appointed deputy; [CST] Prof. Mauro Federico Guillén, Q, Prof. Tim Herbert Warren Minshall, CHU, 2025; the El-Erian Professor of Behavioural Economics and Policy; [Queens' College] Prof. Martin John Dixon, Q; [appointed by the Vice-Chancellor] Dr Mohammed El-Erian, Q; Secretary: Ms Charmain Allen.

Elmore, Frank Edward, Fund: Managers
The Regius Professor of Physic (Chair); [Biology] Prof. Anne Elizabeth Willis, 2024; Dr Walid Khaled, M, Dr Helen Ruth Mott, CAI, 2025.

Entwistle, Keith, Memorial Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Veterinary Medicine; the Secretary of the Department of Veterinary Medicine; the Professor of Veterinary Clinical Studies; the President and Secretary of the Cambridge University Veterinary Society.

Estate Management Development Fund: Managers
The Chair of the Board of Land Economy; the Head of the Department of Land Economy; [GB] Prof. Andreas Kontoleon, D4R, 2022; [Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors] Ms Emma Fletcher, Mr Dominic O’Reilly (Chair), 2024; Secretary: Ms Samantha Louise Wyatt.

Evans Fund Advisory Committee
Prof. Sian Lazar, serving in place of the William Wyse Professor of Social Anthropology, CL; the Disney Professor of Archaeology; [GB] Prof. Sujit Pradin Sivasundaram, CAI, 2024; [HSPS] Dr Rupert Stirling Stasch, SJD, Prof. Nicholas Jeremy Thomas, T, 2024.

Evans Prizes: Examiners
[Div] Prof. James Keltie Aitken, F, Dr James Nicholas Benedict Carleton Paget, PET, 30 Sep 2022.

Evans, Eric, Fund: Managers
The Director of Sport, Mr Nick Brooking, SE (Secretary); [University Sports Committee] Prof. Joan Lasenby, T, Dr John Little, CTH, 2022.
Evolution Education Trust Darwin Correspondence Fund: Managers

The University Librarian; the Head of the Department of History and Philosophy of Science; [Library Syndicate] Prof. James Andrew Secord, CHR, 2022; [Evolution Education Trust] Mr Michael Magnay, 2022.

Faulkes, Martin C., Bell Fund: Managers

The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Dr Claire Yvonne Barlow, N (Chair); the University Bellringer, Dr Frank Haydon King, CHU; [The Parish of Great St Mary’s] Mr Thomas Staten Culver, CHU.

Fitzpatrick Fund: Managers

The Head of the Department of Physics (Chair); [PC] the Chair of the Faculty Board of Physics and Chemistry, the Director of Postgraduate Education (Physics), 29 Mar 2023.

Fortes Fund: Managers

Prof. Sian Lazar, serving in place of the William Wyse Professor of Social Anthropology, CL; [HSPS] Dr Perveez Mody, K, 2022.

Foster, Michael, Studentship: Electors


Gadow, Hans, Memorial Fund: Managers

The Head of the Department of Zoology; [Biol] Dr Nicholas Mundy, 2022; Prof. Rebecca Kilner, PEm, 2024.

Garden, Isbel Fletcher, Fund: Managers

The Head of the Department of Archaeology, or her or his deputy; the Director of the Institute of Astronomy; [HSPS] Dr Katherine Emma Spence, EM, 2022; [PC] vacancy.

Gardiner, John Stanley, Studentships: Managers

[Biol] Prof. Walter Federle, JE, 2022; Prof. Howard Andrew Baylis, Prof. Christopher David Jiggins, JN, 2024.

Gardiner, Robert, Memorial Scholarships: Electors

The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Dr Anita Mary Bunyan, CAI (Chair); [C] two vacancies; [GB] Dr William O’Reilly, TH, Dr Alwyn Scally, DAR, 2022.

Gatty, Oliver, Studentship: Electors

The Head of the Department of Biochemistry; the Director of the Wellcome Trust/Cancer Research UK Gurdon Institute; [CSBS] vacancy; [CSPS] Prof. Eugene Terentjev, Q, 2022.

Geiger, Russell R., Professorship Endowment Fund: Managers

The Head of the Department of Plant Sciences (Chair); the Head of the School of the Biological Sciences, or her or his deputy; [Biol] Prof. Ian Robert Henderson, CAI, 2025.

Gender Studies Fund: Managers

[CSCA] Prof. Robin Grimsey Osborne, K (Chair), 2023; [CSBS] Prof. Susan Esther Golombok, 2022; [CSCM] Prof. Carol Elspeth Goodeve Brayne, DAR, 2022; [CSHSS] Prof. Ulinka Rublack, JN, 2022; [CSPS] Prof. Matthew Gandy, K, 2025; [CST] Prof. Mateja Jammik, 2023; the Head of the Department of Politics and International Studies; the Frankopan Director of the Centre for Gender Studies; the Deputy Director of the Centre for Gender Studies; [GB] Prof. Anne Philips, 2024; [X].

Genomics and Bioinformatics Support Fund: Managers

The Managers of the Bluegnome Molecular Genetic Pathology Fund.

Genzyme Fund for Clinical Neurosciences: Managers


German Endowment Fund: Managers

[MMLL] Prof. Sarah Jean Colvin, JE, Dr Sheila Watts, N, Prof. Andrew John Webber, CHU, Prof. Joachim Whaley, CAI, 2022.

Gerstenberg, Arnold, Studentship: Managers

[Phil] Dr Jeremy Nicholas Butterfield, T, Prof. Michael David Potter, F, 2022; [HPS] Prof. Anna Alexandrova, K, Prof. Timothy Lewens, CL (Chair), 2022; [PC] Dr Siddharth Saxena, JE, 2023; [Biol] Dr Robert Duschinsky, SID, 2026.
Trustees, Managers, Awarders, of Funds, Scholarships, Studentships, Prizes, etc. (continued)

**Gibson, Geoffrey Moorhouse, Professorship of Chemistry Fund: Managers**
The Head of the Yusuf Hamied Department of Chemistry (or the Deputy Head of the Department if appropriate) (Chair); the Geoffrey Moorhouse Gibson Professor of Chemistry; [Trinity College] Prof. Sir Shankar Balasubramanian, T.

**Gibson Spanish Scholarship: Electors**
[MMLL] Prof. Rodrigo Gabriel Cacho, CL, Dr Angeles Carreres, SE, Prof. Bradley Scott Epps, K, Dr Maria Noriega-Sanchez, SfD, 2022.

**Girdler Fund: Managers**
The Head of the Department of Earth Sciences; [appointed by the Departmental Committee of the Department of Earth Sciences] Prof. James Jackson, Q, Dr John Frederick Rudge, T, Prof. Nicholas Jeremiah White, EM, 2022.

**Gladstone Memorial Prize: Adjudicators**
[Econ] Prof. Solomos Nicolaou Solomou, PET, 30 Apr 2023; [HSPS] Prof. Christopher Bickerton, Q, 30 Apr 2023; [Hist] Prof. Sir Christopher Munro Clark, CTH.

**Gnodde Goldman Sachs Fund for Neuroinformatics: Managers**
The Head of the School of Clinical Medicine; the Head of the Department of Psychiatry; [Med] vacancy.

**Graham-Smith Fund: Managers**
The Professor of Pathology; the Secretary of the School of the Biological Sciences.

**Granta Design Fund for Engineering: Managers**
The Head of the Department of Engineering or a duly appointed deputy; [Engg] Prof. Michael Sutcliffe, the Head of Division C of the Department of Engineering, CTH, Prof. Norman Andrew Fleck, PEM.

**Green, D. H., Fund: Managers**
The Schröder Professor of German; [class (b)] Prof. Andrew John Webber, CHU (Chair), Prof. Joachim Whaley, CAI, Prof. Christopher John Young, PEM, 2022; [MMLL] Prof. Mark Gianni Chinca, T, Dr Sheila Watts, N, 2022; vacancy.

**Gregson, Mark, Fund: Managers**
The Head of the Department of Archaeology, or her or his deputy; [HSPS] Dr Katherine Emma Spence, EM, 2022; Dr Elizabeth DeMarrais, CHU, 2023.

**Gresham Prize: Adjudicators**

**Grimshaw-Parkinson Fund: Managers**
The Regius Professor of Physic, Prof. Patrick Henry Maxwell, T; [appointed by the Vice-Chancellor] Prof. Sanjay Sinha; the President of the British Cardiac Society or a deputy; [Med] Prof. Mary Christine Deaton, W, 2023; Prof. Martin Richard Bennett, 2024; Prof. Hugh Stephen Markus, CL, Prof. Kenneth George Campbell Smith, PEM.

**Grindle, G. C., Fund: Managers**

**Grosvenor Fund: Managers**
The Head of the Department of Land Economy (Chair); [GB] two vacancies; the Grosvenor Professor of Real Estate Finance; [X].

**Hamied, Yusuf, 1702 Chemistry Fund: Managers**
The Head of the Yusuf Hamied Department of Chemistry (Chair); the Yusuf Hamied 1702 Professor of Chemistry; [GB] Dr Jon Salkeld.

**Hamied, Yusuf, Chemistry Fund: Managers**
The Head of the School of the Physical Sciences (Chair); the Head of the Yusuf Hamied Department of Chemistry; [GB] Prof. Melinda Jane Duer, R, Prof. Angelos Michaelides, DAR, Prof. Alison Gail Smith, CC.

**Hamilton Prize: Examiners**
Trustees, Managers, Awarders, of Funds, Scholarships, Studentships, Prizes, etc. (continued)

Harding Distinguished Postgraduate Scholars Programme Fund: Advisory Committee
The Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Education (Chair); the Master of St Catharine’s College; [appointed by the Vice-Chancellor] Prof. Cyprian Broodbank, Prof. Ann Alicia Copestake, W, Prof. Sir Richard Friend, JN, Prof. Sir Stephen O’Rahilly, PEM, Prof. Daniel St Johnston, PET, Prof. Sir Mark Welland, CTH, Prof. Christopher John Young, PEM; Secretary: Ms Gabrielle Uncles.

Harding Lectureships in Physics Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Physics (Chair); [PC] vacancy.

Hare Prize: Adjudicators
[Cl] Prof. Emily Joanna Gowers, JN, Prof. Neil Purcell, 31 Mar 2023; vacancy.

Harkness Scholarship and Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Earth Sciences; [ESG] Prof. Nicholas Rawlinson, DOW, Dr John Frederick Rudge, T, Prof. Luke Cameron Skinner, M, 2022.

Harness Prize: Adjudicators

Hartwell Fund for Islamic Studies: Managers
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Ms Bridget Kendall, PET (Chair); the Chair of the Faculty Board of Divinity; [member of the Faculty Board of Divinity] Prof. George Hendrik Van Kooten, CLH, 2022; [appointed by the Faculty Board of Divinity on the nomination of Hartwell plc] Prof. Sophie Gilliat-Ray, Dr Timothy Winter, W, 2025.

Harvey, William, Fund: Managers
The Regius Professor of Physic; the Clinical Dean; [Med] Dr Mark Stephen Lillicrap, R, 2025; vacancy; Secretary: the Secretary of the Faculty Board of Clinical Medicine.

Hatton Philosophy of Life Sciences Fund: Committee of Management
The Head of the Department of History and Philosophy of Science (Chair); the Chair of the Board of History and Philosophy of Science, or a deputy; the Secretary of the Department of History and Philosophy of Science; the Director and Curator of the Whipple Museum of the History of Science; [HPS] Dr Mary Augusta Brazelton, LC, Dr Marta Halina, SE, Dr Staffan Muller-Wille, 2022.

Hatton Philosophy of Public Health Fund: Managers
The Managers of the Hatton Philosophy of Life Sciences Fund.

Hatton Professorship of Climate Law Fund: Managers
The Chair of the Board of Land Economy; the Head of the Department of Land Economy; the Chair of the Faculty Board of Law; [Board of Land Economy] vacancy.

Hawking, Stephen, Studentships: Electors
The Head of the Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics; the Director of the Centre of Theoretical Cosmology; and those Managers who are University Teaching Officers in the Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics.

Hawking, Stephen, Trust Fund: Board of Managers
The Head of the Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics (Chair); the Professor of Mathematical Physics (1967); [Math] Prof. Fernando Quevedo, CAI, Prof. Harvey Stephen Reall, T, 2022; [X] Prof. Ulrich Sperhake, 2022; [GB] three vacancies; Secretary: the Director of the Centre for Theoretical Cosmology.

Henderson, John and Margaret, Memorial Prize: Adjudicators
[Med] Dr Joanna Hampton, CTH, Dr Jane Wilson, 2022.

Hickman, John, Prize in Equine Studies: Managers
The Head of the Department of Veterinary Medicine; and the Deputy Head of that Department; the University Equine Surgeon; the University Lecturer in Equine Medicine.

Hill, Professor Dame Elizabeth, Fund: Managers
Trustees, Managers, Awarders, of Funds, Scholarships, Studentships, Prizes, etc. (continued)

Ho, P. C., Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Physics (Chair); [CSPS] the Director of Postgraduate Education (Physics), the Head of the School of the Physical Sciences, 29 Mar 2023; Secretary: the Departmental Administrator (Physics).

Holgate Pollard, Winifred Georgina, Memorial Prize Fund: Managers
[GB] Dr Claire Yvonne Barlow, N (Chair), Prof. Judith Elizabeth Quinn, N, Dr David Keith Summers, CAI.

Hood, Ivy Rose, Memorial Bursary Fund: Managers
[Strategic Committee for the Institute of Continuing Education] Prof. Corinne Boz, Dr James Gazzard, W (Chair).

Hughes Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Earth Sciences; [appointed by the Departmental Committee of the Department of Earth Sciences] Prof. Michael James Bickle, Q, Prof. Nicholas James Butterfield, SE, Prof. Marie Edmonds, Q, Dr Alexander George Liu, G, 2022.

Hulsean Preachership and Lectureship: Electors
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy (Chair), the Masters of Trinity and St John’s Colleges; the Professors of Divinity.

Ibn Battutah Fund: Managers
The Head of the School of Arts and Humanities or her or his deputy; the Head of the School of the Humanities and Social Sciences or her or his deputy; the Secretary of the General Board, or her or his nominee.

Interdisciplinary Research in the Arts, Social Sciences, and Humanities Fund (and Crausaz Wordsworth Fellowships): Managers
The Head of the School of Arts and Humanities; the Head of the School of the Humanities and Social Sciences; the Director of the Centre for Research in the Arts, Social Sciences, and Humanities, Prof. Steven Connor, PET, 30 Sep 2022.

James, David, Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Pharmacology; [Biol] Dr Matthew Harper, JE, 2023; Prof. Graham Ladds, JN, 2025.

Janeway Fund for Economics: Managers
The Head of the School of the Humanities and Social Sciences (Chair); the Chair of the Faculty Board of Economics; [Econ] Prof. Christopher John Harris, K, vacancy; [appointed by the Vice-Chancellor] Dr William H. Janeway, PEM.

Jebb Studentships and Scholarships: Electors
The King Edward VII Professor of English Literature; [GB] Prof. Ingo Gildenhard, K (Chair), 2025; [Cl] Dr Nicholas Andrew Shipley Zair, PET, 2025; [MMLL] Prof. Michael Moriarty, PET, 2024; [Senior Tutors’ Committee] Dr Michael Joseph Sewell, SE, 2024.

Jeremie Prizes: Examiners

Septuagint
[Div] Prof. James Keltie Aitken, F, Dr James Nicholas Benedict Carleton Paget, PET, 30 Sep 2023.

Hellenistic
[Div] Prof. James Keltie Aitken, F, Dr James Nicholas Benedict Carleton Paget, PET, 30 Sep 2023.

Johns, C. H. W., Memorial Fund and Studentship: Managers
Prof. Geoffrey Allan Khan, 2022; Prof. Augusta McMahon, N, Dr Tamsin O’Connell, TH, Dr Hratch Papazian, Dr Jonathan Tenney, JE, 2024.

Jowett Fund: Managers
The Regius Professor of Physic; the Professor of Pathology; the Professor of Veterinary Science; the Professor of Veterinary Clinical Studies; the Head of the Department of Veterinary Medicine.

KAUST Fund for Biological Sciences: Managers
The Head of the School of the Biological Sciences; [CSBS] Prof. Kathryn Lilley, JE, Prof. Steven Russell, 2022.

Kavli Institute Fund: Managers
[GB] Prof. Jo Dunkley, 2023; Prof. Risa Wechsler, 2024; the Head of the School of the Physical Sciences; [CSPS] Prof. David Buscher, PEM, Prof. Catherine Jane Clarke, CL, 2023.
Kaye Prize: Adjudicators

Keith, Alexander James, Fund and Studentships: Electors
[Biol] Prof. Alison Gail Smith, CC, 2022; Prof. Sir David Baulcombe, T, Prof. Steven Russell.

Kettle’s Yard Travel Fund (formerly Brancusi Travel Fund): Awarders
The Professor of Architecture; [AHA] Dr Frank Edwin Salmon, JN, Dr Maximilian Sternberg, PEM, 2022.

Keynes Fund for Applied Economics: Managers
The Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Research and International Partnerships) (Chair); the Chair of the Faculty Board of Economics; [Econ] Dr Toke Skovsgaard Aidt, JE, 2024; Prof. Sriya Iyer, CTH, 2025; [appointed by the General Board on the nomination of the donor] Mr Jeremy Hosking, CTH, [class (e)] Dr William H. Janeway, PEM, [GB] Prof. Lin Peng, 2026; [X] Prof. Amil Dasgupta, 2026.

Keynes, J. M., Fellowships Fund: Managers
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Richard Vincent Penty, SID (Chair); [BM] Prof. Gishan Romesh Dissanaike, HH, 2025; [Econ] Prof. Alexey Onatskiy, CHU, 2022; [Law] Prof. Simon Francis Deakin, PET, 2025; [Math] Dr Michael Tehranchi, T, 2025; [GB] Dr Qun Harris, 2023; Prof. Laura Diaz-Anadon, Prof. Jose Alexandre Scheinkman, 2025; Dr William H. Janeway, PEM, Secretary: Mr Julian Graham Evans, DAR.

Lake, Philip, Fund I: Managers
The Head of the Department of Earth Sciences; [ESG] Prof. Nicholas James Butterfield, SE, Prof. Marie Edmonds, Q, 2022.

Lake, Philip, Fund II: Managers
The Head of the Department of Geography; [ESG] Prof. Charlotte Lucy Lemanski, Dr Gareth Rees, CHR, 2022.

Lee, Dr S. T., Public Policy Lecture Fund: Managers
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Diane Coyle, CHU (Chair); [C] Prof. Anna Alexandrova, K, Prof. Mete Atature, JN, Prof. Anne Carla Ferguson-Smith, DAR, Prof. Neil David Lawrence, Q, 2024; Secretary: Dr Robert Vincent Leveson Doubleday, CHR.

Le Bas Prize: Examiners
Lee, Jerry. Fund for Experimental Criminology: Managers
The Director of the Institute of Criminology (Chair), the Wolfson Professor of Criminology; [appointed by the Committee of Management of the Institute of Criminology] Dr Peter Neyroud, W, Prof. Lawrence William Sherman, D4R, Dr Heather Jane Strang, IC.

LEGO Professorship of Play in Education, Development, and Learning Endowment Fund: Managers
The Head of the Faculty of Education (Chair); the Head of the School of the Humanities and Social Sciences; [Educ] Ms Kate Marie-Josephine Allen, SID, Mr Philip Andrew Gooding.

Leigh, Kennedy. Fund for Modern Hebrew: Managers
The Regius Professor of Hebrew; [appointed by the Head of the Department of Middle Eastern Studies] Prof. Yaron Peleg, JE, Dr Michael Chaim Rand, 2022.

Leventis, A. G. Fund for Greek Culture: Managers
The Chair of the Faculty Board of Classics; the A. G. Leventis Professor of Greek Culture; [CI] Prof. Richard Lawrence Hunter, T, 2023.

Levy, Benn W, Fund: Managers
The Sir William Dunn Professor of Biochemistry (Chair); [Med] vacancy; [Vet] Dr David Richard Sargan, JN, 2024; [Biol] Prof. Christopher Jonathan Howe, CC, 2023; Prof. David Mark Carrington, 2024; [PC] Prof. Goncalo Lopes-Bernardes, TH, 2024.

Lewin Memorial Fund: Electors
The Regius Professor of Physic; Mr Robert McFarlane, 2022; [Med] Prof. Peter Hutchinson, R, 2023.

Lewis, William Vaughan. Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Geography; [ESG] Prof. Michael Hulme, PEM, Prof. Charlotte Lucy Lemanski, Dr Gareth Rees, CHR, 2022.

Lightfoot Scholarship: Electors
The Dixie Professor of Ecclesiastical History; [Div] Prof. Richard Andrew William Rex, Q, 2025; [Hst] Dr Paul Ross Cavill, PEM, Prof. Carl Stuart Watkins, M, 2023.

Linnett, John Wilfrid. Visiting Professorship of Chemistry Fund: Managers
The Professor of Chemistry (1968); the Professor of Physical Chemistry (1920); the Head of the Yusuf Hamied Department of Chemistry (if not the holder of one of those Professorships); the Master of Sidney Sussex College; [appointed by Sidney Sussex College] Prof. Alan Lindsay Greer, SID.

Lipton, Peter. Fund and Lectureship: Managers
The Head of the Department of History and Philosophy of Science; the Chair or Secretary of the Board of History and Philosophy of Science (as appropriate); the Secretary of the Department of History and Philosophy of Science; the Director and Curator of the Whipple Museum of the History of Science; [HPS] Dr Mary Augusta Brazelton, LC, Dr Marta Halina, SE, Dr Staffan Muller-Wille, 2022.

Loewe, Michael. Fund for Classical and Literary Chinese Studies: Managers
The Head of the Department of East Asian Studies; and the teaching officers in Chinese in the Department.

Lucas, Hedley. Steel Theological Studentships, Wordsworth Fund and Studentships: Electors
The Regius Professor of Divinity (Chair); [Div] The Revd Dr Helen Dawes, The Revd Dr Michael Volland, 2023.

MAVA Fondation Fund for Conservation Leadership: Committee of Management
The Director of the University of Cambridge Conservation Research Institute; the Moran Professor of Conservation and Development; the Head of the Department of Geography; the Director of the M.Phil. in Conservation Leadership; [GB] Ms Melanie Heath, 2022.

McArthur, Ellen. Fund: Managers

McDonald, D. M., Grants and Award Funds: Advisory Committee
The Disney Professor of Archaeology, or her or his deputy; the Director of the Institute (if not the Disney Professor); the George Pitt-Rivers Professor of Archaeological Science; the Deputy Director of the Institute, Dr Matthew Ivor Davies (Chair); [GB] Dr Liliana Danuta Janik, G, 2023; [HSPS] Dr Amélie Beaudet, Dr Jonathan Tenney, JE, 2024; [appointed by the General Board in class (g)] Dr Caroline Goodson, 2023; [D. M. C. McDonald Foundation] Dr Patricia Marsh, M, 2022; vacancy.
McLatchie Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Physics (Chair); [PC] the Chair of the Faculty Board of Physics and Chemistry, the Director of Postgraduate Education (Physics), 29 Mar 2023.

McNair, Arnold, Scholarships: Electors
The Whewell Professor of International Law, or deputy; [Law] Dr Andrew Gareth Sanger, CC, Dr Rumiana Vladimirova Yotova, CAI, 2022.

Maitland, Frederic William, Memorial Fund: Managers
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Robin Grimsey Osborne, K (Chair); [C] Prof. Annabel Sarah Brett, CAI, 2023; Dr Surabhi Ranganathan, K, 2025; [Hst] Dr Clare Jackson, TH, 30 Sep 2023; Dr Christopher Briggs, SE, 2025; [Law] Prof. David John Ibbetson, CLH, 2022; Prof. Neil Gareth Jones, M (Secretary), 2023.

Maitland, Peregrine, Studentship: Electors
The Professors of Divinity; [Div] vacancy.

Marketing, Strategy, and Innovation, Sandra Dawson Visiting Professorship of, Fund: Managers
The Director of Judge Business School; [BM] Prof. Dame Sandra June Noble Dawson, SID, 30 Sep 2023; Mr Massimo Maria Beber, SID, Prof. Paul Tracey, HH, 2025, Secretary: Ms Julie Brown.

Marks, John, and Mulberry Trust Fund: Managers
The Chair of the Faculty Board of Divinity (Chair); the Regius Professor of Divinity; the Head of the School of Arts and Humanities; [Div] Prof. Robert Douglas Hedley, CL.

Marr Memorial Fund: Awarders
The Head of the Department of Earth Sciences; [ESG] Prof. Sally Anne Gibson, Prof. Alexander Piotrowski, MUR, 2023.

Marshall, Sir Arthur, Visiting Professorship of Urban Design Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Architecture; [AHA] Ms Ingrid Iniga Schroder, TH, 2022; Mr Robert Marshall, Prof. Emily Kwok Mei So, M, 2025; [Jesus College] Ms Sonita Alleyne, JE, 2025.

MathWorks Studentship: Electors

Measures, Ethel, Fellowship in Veterinary Medicine Fund: Managers
The Chair of the Faculty Board of Veterinary Medicine; the Head of the Department of Veterinary Medicine; the Dean of the Veterinary School; the Director of Research in the Department of Veterinary Medicine; the Hospital Superintendent in the Department of Veterinary Medicine.

Medical Libraries Fund: Managers
The Regius Professor of Physic; [Med] two vacancies.

Mellon Fellowship Fund: Managers
The Regius Professor of History; the Paul Mellon Professor of American History; the Chair of the Faculty Board of History; the Pitt Professor of American History and Institutions (if appropriate); [Hst] three vacancies.

Members’ Prizes: Examiners
[Cl] Dr David James Butterfield, Q, Dr Rupert John Ernest Thompson, SE, Prof. James Ian Warren, CC, 2022; [Engl] the Faculty Board of English; [Hst] the Faculty Board of History.

Middlebrook, Diane, and Carl Djerassi Fund: Managers
The Committee of Management of the Gender Studies Fund.

Middleton, T. H., Fund: Managers
The Chair of the Degree Committee for the Faculty of Biology; the Regius Professor of Botany; [Biol] Prof. Alison Gail Smith, CC, 2022; Secretary: the Secretary of the Degree Committee.

Mills, William, Library Acquisitions Fund: Managers
The Director and Librarian of the Scott Polar Research Institute; [appointed by the Committee of Management of the Institute] Prof. Richard Charles Powell, F, 2024.
Mitchell, Professor Joseph, Cancer Research Fund: Managers
The Regius Professor of Physic; [Med] Prof. Rebecca Fitzgerald, T, Dr Hugo Ford, 2022; [Biol] vacancy; [GB] Prof. Brian James Patrick Huntly, CAI, Prof. Evis Sala, G, 2023; Secretary: the Secretary of the Faculty Board of Clinical Medicine.

Modern Greek Fund: Managers

Modern Hebrew Studies Fund: Managers
The Regius Professor of Hebrew; [appointed by the Head of the Department of Middle Eastern Studies] Dr Aaron Douglas Hornkohl, G, Prof. Yaron Peleg, JE, 2022.

Morgan Sindall Prize: Adjudicators
The Head of the Department of Architecture; [GB] Prof. Alan Short, CLH, Dr Maximilian Sternberg, PEM, 2022.

Mosley, Mary Euphrasia, Fund: Managers
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Charlotte Lucy Lemanski (Chair), 2025; [C] Dr Siddharth Saxena, JE, 2022; Prof. Shailaja Fennell, JE, 2025; two vacancies.

Mott Fund for Physics of the Environment: Managers
The Head of the Department of Physics (Chair), 29 Mar 2023; the Chair of the Faculty Board of Physics and Chemistry, 29 Mar 2023; [GB] Prof. Ulrich Felix Keyser, CAI, 29 Mar 2023.

Mott Publication Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Physics (Chair); [PC] the Chair of the Faculty Board of Physics and Chemistry, the Director of Postgraduate Education (Physics), 29 Mar 2023.

Mulvey, Thomas, Egyptology Fund: Committee
Dr Hratch Papazian, 2024; [HSPS] Dr Katherine Emma Spence, EM, 2022; Prof. Augusta McMahon, N, Dr Tamsin O’Connell, TH, Dr Jonathan Tenney, JE, 2024.

Munby Fellowship: Electors
The University Librarian’s deputy, Dr Mark Edward Purcell, PEM, 2022; [Library Syndicate] Dr Orietta da Rold, JN (Chair), Dr Iza Hussin, PEM, Mr Giles Mandelbrote, Dr John Harold Nilsson-Wright, DAR, Dr Jill Whitelock, 2022.

Musgrave, Edith Mary Pratt, Fund: Managers
[Biol] Prof. Howard Andrew Baylis, 2022; Prof. Christopher David Jiggins, JN, 2024; Prof. Walter Federle, JE, 2025.

Napier, W. P., Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Physics (Chair); [PC] the Chair of the Faculty Board of Physics and Chemistry, the Director of Postgraduate Education (Physics), 29 Mar 2023.

Napier Shaw Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Physics (Chair); [PC] the Chair of the Faculty Board of Physics and Chemistry, the Director of Postgraduate Education (Physics), 29 Mar 2023.

The Head of the Department of East Asian Studies; the Joseph Needham Professor of Chinese History, Science, and Civilization; [AMES] Prof. Imre Istvan Galambos, R, 2022.

Newton, Isaac, Studentships: Electors
[C] Prof. Paul Charles Hewett, CC, 2024; Prof. Christopher Allim Haniff, DOW, 2026; [Math] Prof. Gordon Ogilvie, CL, 2026; [PC] Prof. Catherine Jane Clarke, CL, Dr Eloy de Lera Acedo, 2026.

Norman, Richard, Scholarship Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Engineering (Chair); the Deputy Head of Department with responsibility for postgraduate studies; [Engg] Prof. Andrew John Flewitt, SID.

Norrisian Prize: Examiners
The Norris-Hulse Professor of Divinity; [Div] Prof. Robert Douglas Hedley, CL, Dr James Tristan Ward Orr, JN, 2022.

Norton, Sara, Prize: Adjudicators
Oldham, Charles, Shakespeare Scholarship: Examiners  

Ong, Michelle, History Undergraduate Travel Fund: Managers  
[Hst] Dr Robert Lee, SE, Prof. Renaud Morieux, PEM, Dr Gabriela Ramos, N, Dr Mira Siegelberg, K, Dr Emma Spary, CC, Prof. Carl Stuart Watkins, M, 2022.

Oppenheimer, Ernest, Fund: Committee of Management  
[GB] Prof. Eugene Terentjev, Q (Chair), 2022; Prof. Stephan Hofmann, PET, Prof. Tuomas Knowles, JN, 2022; [CSPS] Prof. Rachel Angharad Oliver, R, 2022; Prof. Pietro Cicuta, CC, 2024; [CSBS] Dr Paul Steven Miller, 2022; Dr Helen Ruth Mott, CAI, 2024; [CST] Prof. Alexander Francis Routh, CAI, 2022; Secretary: Dr James Robert Bellingham, JE; Acting Secretary: Ms Georgina Elizabeth Fuller.

PHSA Engage Mutual Health Fund: Managers  
The Head of the Department of Medicine; [CSCM] Prof. John Henry Sinclair, W, 2022; [GB] Prof. Patrick Henry Maxwell, T, 2022; [X].

Parke-Davis Exchange Fellowship Fund: Managers  
The Regius Professor of Physic (Chair); the Head of the Department of Pharmacology; [Biol] Dr David Keith Summers, CAI, 2023; [Med] vacancy; Warner-Lambert Company vacancy; Secretary: the Secretary of the School of the Biological Sciences.

Parry, Tesni, Memorial Fund: Managers  
The Head of the Department of Haematology (Chair); [Head of Department of Pathology] Prof. Ming-Qing Du, HH; [Head of Department of Haematology] Prof. Berthold Gottgens; [Med] Prof. Anthony Richard Green, Q; Ms Enfys Morris Chapman or her representative.

Pathology, Department of, Centenary Fund: Managers  
The Head of the Department of Pathology; [Biol] Prof. Nicholas Coleman, DOW, 2022; Dr Katerina Artavanis-Tsakonas, 2024; Secretary: the Secretary of the School of the Biological Sciences.

Pembroke International Finance Fund: Managers  
The Director of Judge Business School; [BM] Prof. Lucio Sarno, 2023; vacancy; [Pembroke College] vacancy.

Perkins, Michael, Fund: Managers  
The Head of the Department of Zoology; [Biol] Dr Elia Benito-Gutierrez, Dr Torsten Krude, DAR, 2023.

Perrera-Saussine de Ezcurra, Dr Amanda, Law Prize Fund: Managers  
The Faculty Board of Law.

Philosophical Magazine Fund: Managers  
The Head of the Department of Physics (Chair); [PC] the Chair of the Faculty Board of Physics and Chemistry, the Director of Postgraduate Education (Physics), 29 Mar 2023.

Philosophy Postgraduate Students Fund: Managers  
The Faculty Board of Philosophy.

Pigott Fund for Postgraduate Studentships in Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences: Managers  
Prof. Christopher John Young, PEM; Prof. Kristine Black-Hawkins; Prof. Loraine Ruth Renata Gelsthorp, PEM (Chair); Ms Sally-Ann Gannon.

Pike, Alexander, Prize: Adjudicators  

Pinsent-Darwin Fund: Managers  
The Regius Professor of Physic (Chair); the Professor of Pathology; the Professor of Experimental Psychology; the Professor of Psychiatry; Prof. Sir Simon Baron-Cohen, T; [Biol] Prof. Angela Roberts, G, 2023; [Med] Prof. Patrick Chinnery, CAI, 2023; vacancy; [appointed by the Managers] Prof. Paul Charles Fletcher, CL, Prof. Barbara Sahakian, CLH, 2022.

Polish Endowment Fund for Polish Studies: Managers  
[MMLL] three vacancies.
Political Thought Fund: Managers
The Faculty Board of History.

Polonsky-Coexist Fund for Jewish Studies: Committee of Management
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Christopher John Young, PEM (Chair); the Chair of the Faculty Board of Divinity; [Div] Dr Ankur Barua, T, Prof. George Hendrik Van Kooten, CLH.

Porter, Harry, Footlights Fund: Managers
The Senior Treasurer of the Footlights Dramatic Club, Mr Nick Allen, SID; the Junior Proctor; the Chair of the Theatre Syndicate, Dr Mark Dixon Billinge, M, [X].

Potter, David and Elaine, Fund for Governance and Human Rights: Managers
The Faculty Board of Human, Social, and Political Science.

Pressland, A. J., Fund
The Committee of Management of the Language Centre.

Pretty, Gwynaeth, Research Fund and Studentship: Managers
The Professor of Pathology; the Regius Professor of Physic (Chair); the Sir William Dunn Professor of Biochemistry; the Mistress of Girton College; [C] Prof. Heike Laman, CL, 2022.

Prince Philip Scholarships Fund: Managers
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Philippa Jane Rogerson, CAI (Chair); [C] Prof. Christopher Li-Hur Huang, MUR, Dr Stuart Martin, M, 2025; [Friends of Cambridge University in Hong Kong] Dr Louis Cheung, two vacancies.

Prior, Edward S., Prize: Awarders
[AHA] Dr Irit Katz Feigis, Dr Maximilian Sternberg, PEM, Dr Minna Sunikka-Blank, CHU, 2022.

Qualcomm European Research Studentship Fund: Managers
The Council of the School of Technology.

Quick, Frederick James, Fund: Managers
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Richard James Gilbertson, JN (Chair); [GB] Prof. Alfonso Martinez-Arias, 2022; Prof. John Michael Edwardson, CHR, 2023; Prof. Julian Michael Hibberd, EM, 2027; [Biol] Prof. Howard Andrew Baylis, 2022; Prof. Gerard Evan, CHR, 2024; Prof. Sir David Baulcombe, T, 2027.

Ra Jong-Yil Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of East Asian Studies and the teaching officers in the Department.

Ramsay, J. Arthur, Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Zoology; [appointed by the Head of the Department of Zoology] Dr Torsten Krude, DAR, Dr Timothy Thomas Weil, PEM, 2023.

Rausing Fund for History and Philosophy of Science: Managers
The Managers of the Raymond and Edith Williamson Fund.

Rausing, Sigrid, Fund for the Anthropology of Inner Asia: Managers
The Head of the School of the Humanities and Social Sciences (or nominated deputy); the Chair of the Faculty Board of Human, Social and Political Science; the Head of the Department of Social Anthropology.

Recchia Fund: Managers
[Biol] Prof. William Henry Colledge, CHU, Ms Lesley Dixon, Dr Michael David Godfrey, CHU, Prof. Matthias Landgraf (Chair), Dr Fiona Russell.

Richards Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Social Anthropology, or her or his deputy; [HSPS] Dr Rupert Stirling Stasch, SID, 2023; Dr Natalia Buitron, JE, 2024.

Rivers Lectureship Fund: Managers
Prof. Sian Lazar, serving in place of the William Wyse Professor of Social Anthropology, CL (Chair); [HSPS] Prof. Joel Lee Robbins, T, 2024; [St John’s College Council] Dr Helen Elizabeth Watson, JN, 2023; [officer in the Department of Social Anthropology] Dr Rupert Stirling Stasch, SID, 2022.
Roberts, B. B., Fund: Managers
The Director of the Scott Polar Research Institute; [Scott Polar Research Institute Committee] Dr Michael Trevor Bravo, DOW, Prof. Poul Christoffersen, 2023.

Rose Book-Collecting Prize: Adjudicators

Rose, Holland, Studentship: Electors
[Hst] The Vere Harmsworth Professor of Imperial and Naval History (Chair); the Smuts Professor of Commonwealth History; Prof. Paul Warde, PEM, 2022; [X].

Sackler Fund for Astronomy: Managers
The Director of the Institute of Astronomy; [PC] Prof. Gordon Ogilvie, CL, Prof. Mark Charles Wyatt, 2022; a representative of the Sackler Foundation.

Sackler, Raymond and Beverly, Fund for the Physics of Medicine: Managers
The Head of the Department of Physics; the Herchel Smith Professor of Physics of Medicine; [CSCM] Prof. Patrick Henry Maxwell, T; [GB] Prof. Ewa Paluch, T, 2022; Prof. Pietro Cicuta, CC, 2023; Secretary: the Departmental Administrator (Physics).

Sainsbury, Jessica, Anthropology of Amazonia Fund: Managers
The Head of the School of the Humanities and Social Sciences (or nominated deputy); the Chair of the Faculty Board of Human, Social and Political Science; the Head of the Department of Social Anthropology.

Sanger, Dr F., Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Biochemistry; the Administrative Officer of the Department of Biochemistry; the Chair of the Postgraduate Committee in the Department.

Scandinavian Studies Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Anglo-Saxon, Norse, and Celtic (Chair); [GB] Prof. Maire Ni Mhaonaigh, JN, Prof. Judith Elizabeth Quinn, N, 2024; Dr Erik Niblaeus, 2025; [MMLL] Dr Olenka Pevny, F, 2023; Dr Sheila Watts, N, 2024; [Engl] Prof. Rosalind Claire Love, R, 2024.

Schiff Foundation Fund: Managers
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Jason Joseph William Alexander Robinson, JN (Chair); Prof. Sian Elizabeth Dutton, JE; Prof. Joan Lasenby, T; [C] Prof. John Stephen Dennis, SE, 2024; [GB] Prof. Sohini Kar-Narayan, CLH, 2026.

Schlumberger Complex Physical Systems Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics (Chair); [GB] Prof. Julia Rose Gog, Q, Prof. Francois Nedelec, Dr David White, 2023; the Schlumberger Professor of Complex Physical Systems; [Math] Prof. Natalia Berloff, JE, 2023; [X].

Schröder Fund
The Director of the German and Dutch Section (Chair); the Schröder Professor of German; the Chair of the Faculty Board of Modern and Medieval Languages and Linguistics; the Head of the School of Arts and Humanities, or a nominated deputy.

Scott, Captain, Fund: Managers
The Director of the Scott Polar Research Institute; [Scott Polar Research Institute Committee] Prof. Ian Craig Willis, CTH, 2022; Dr Michael Trevor Bravo, DOW, 31 May 2023.

Scott Polar Research Institute Endowment Fund II: Managers
The Director of the Scott Polar Research Institute (Chair); the Librarian of the Institute; the Head of the School of the Physical Sciences.

Scott Polar Scholarship Fund
The Director of the Scott Polar Research Institute; [ESG] Prof. Richard Charles Powell, F, Dr Gareth Rees, CHR, 2024.

Seatonian Prize: Examiners
Sedgwick Prize: Examiners
The Woodwardian Professor of Geology; [ESG] Prof. Nicholas James Butterfield, SE, Prof. Alexander Charles Copley, R, 2024.

Seeley, John Robert, Lectureship in Political Thought: Managers
The Managers of the Political Thought Fund.

Seraphim, Alkis, Fund and Lectureship: Electors
The Sir William Dunn Professor of Biochemistry; [Department of Biochemistry] Prof. Luca Pellegrini, 2023.

SF Express Fund: Managers
[Engg] Prof. Duncan Campbell McFarlane, JN, Prof. Tim Herbert Warren Minshall, CHU, Prof. Richard William Prager, Q (Chair).

Sheild, Marmaduke, Fund: Managers
The Chair of the Faculty Board of Biology; the Chair of the Faculty Board of Clinical Medicine; [Biol] Prof. Jeffrey Wayne Dalley, CTH, Prof. Lorraine Komisarjefsky Tyler, CL, 2022; [Med] Prof. Andrew McCaskie, 2022; Dr Paul Oliver Wilkinson, EM, 2023; Secretary: the Secretary of the School of the Biological Sciences.

Sheild, Marmaduke, Scholarship: Awarders
The Regius Professor of Physic; the Head of the Department of Physiology, Development, and Neuroscience or a member of the academic staff of the Department appointed by the Head of the Department; [Biol] Dr Cecilia Brassett, M.

Shell Fund for Chemical Engineering: Managers
The Head of the Department of Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology (Chair); the Secretary of the Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology Syndicate (Secretary); [appointed by Shell] Dr Neal Matthew Morgan; [Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology Syndicate] Prof. Stuart Matthew Clarke, JE, Dr Thomas James Matthams, CHR, 2023.

Sims Fund: Managers
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Nigel Peake, EM (Chair); [Math] Prof. Thomas Anthony Fisher, T, 2022; Prof. Christopher Edward Thomas, CHR, 2024; [Med] two vacancies; [PC] Prof. Ulrich Felix Keyser, CAl, 29 Mar 2023; Prof. Hugo Bronstein, PEM, 2024.

Singh, Manmohan, Bursary Fund: Managers
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Nidhi Singal, HH (Chair); [C] Prof. Bhaskar Vira, F, 2025; two vacancies.

Slater, Charles, Fund: Managers
The Chair of the Faculty Board of Biology; the Chair of the Faculty Board of Clinical Medicine; [Biol] Prof. Jeffrey Wayne Dalley, CTH, Prof. Lorraine Komisarjefsky Tyler, CL, 2022; [Med] Prof. Andrew McCaskie, Dr Paul Oliver Wilkinson, EM, 2023; [Vet] vacancy; Secretary: the Secretary of the School of the Biological Sciences.

Slater, Eliot, Prize: Adjudicators
The Professor of Psychiatry; [Med] Dr Graham Keith Murray, Dr Valerie Voon, 2022.

Smart, Frank, Studentship: Electors
The Master of Gonville and Caius College; Prof. Howard Griffiths, serving in place of the Regius Professor of Botany, CL; [Biol] Prof. Alison Gail Smith, CC, 2022.

Smith, Herchel, Fellowship Fund: Managers
[CSBS] Prof. Howard Andrew Baylis; [CSPS] Prof. Nigel Peake, EM; [GB] Prof. Sarah Jane Bray, Prof. Anne Carla Ferguson-Smith, DAR (Chair); Secretary: Ms Paulina Pieprzyca.

Smith, Herchel, Medicinal Chemistry Fellowship and Studentship Fund: Managers
[CSCM] The Regius Professor of Physic; [CSPS] Dr James Henry Keeler, SE, 2023; the Herchel Smith Professor of Medicinal Chemistry.

Smith, Herchel, Molecular Genetics Fund: Managers
[CSBS] The Herchel Smith Professor of Molecular Genetics; the Chair of the Council of the School of the Biological Sciences; the Head of the Department of Genetics (Chair).
Trustees, Managers, Awarders, of Funds, Scholarships, Studentships, Prizes, etc. (continued)

Smith, Herchel, Research Studentship and Research Fellowship Fund: Managers
[GB] Prof. Graham John Virgo, DOW (Chair), 2026; [CSBS] Prof. Andrea Hilary Brand, JE, Prof. Ben Simons, JN, 2024; [CSPS] Prof. Christopher Hunter, EM, Prof. Jussi Taipale, 2024; Secretary: Ms Paulina Pieprzyca.

Smuts Memorial Fund: Managers
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy; [C] Prof. Samita Sen, T, 2023; vacancy; [GB] Prof. Trevor Robert Seaward Allan, PEM, Prof. Paul Lane (Chair), 2022; [AMES] vacancy; [Econ] vacancy; [Engl] Dr Chana Morgenstern, N, 2023; [HSPS] Prof. Manali Desai, N, 2022; [Hist] Dr Shruti Kapila, CC, 2023; [Law] Dr Stelios Tofaris, G, 2024; [ESG] Prof. Emma Elizabeth Mawdsley, N, 2023; [X] Prof. Saul Herman Dubow, M; Secretary: Ms Lucy Gager.

Snelson, Sir Edward, Fund: Managers
The General Board.

Soudavar, Ali Reza and Mohamed, Fund for Persian Studies: Managers
[Appointed by the Head of the Department of Middle Eastern Studies] Prof. Yaron Peleg, JE, Prof. Christine van Ruymbeke, DAR, 2022; Dr Assef Ashraf, PEM, 2023.

Soudavar, Ali Reza and Mohamed, Lectureship Fund: Managers
[Appointed by the Head of the Department of Middle Eastern Studies] Prof. Yaron Peleg, JE, Prof. Christine van Ruymbeke, DAR, 2022; Dr Assef Ashraf, PEM, 2023.

Soulby, D. E. B., Fund: Managers
The Heads of the Departments of Earth Sciences and Plant Sciences.

Spärck Needham Fund: Managers
The Fitzwilliam Museum Syndicate.

Squire Law Library Appeal Fund: Managers
The Chair of the Faculty Board of Law; [Law] the Academic Secretary, Faculty of Law; the University Librarian; the Squire Law Librarian.

Squire Scholarships in Law: Managers
[Law] Dr Sinéad Cecilia Agnew, N, 2022; Prof. Albertina Albors-Llorens, JN, Prof. Mark Christopher Elliott, CTH, Dr Andrew Gareth Sanger, CC.

Stanton Lecturer in the Philosophy of Religion: Electors
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy (Chair); [GB] The Revd Dr Michael Charles Banner, T, 2025; [Div] Prof. Robert Douglas Hedley, CL, Prof. Catherine Jane Crozier Pickstock, EM, 2023; Dr James Tristan Ward Orr, JN, 2024; [Phil] Prof. Rae Langton, N; Secretary: Dr Peter John Harland, CTH.

Stephen, Leslie, Lectureship: Electors
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Dr Daniel Tyler, TH (Chair); the Master of Trinity Hall; the Knightbridge Professor of Philosophy; the Regius Professor of History; the King Edward VII Professor of English Literature.

Stewart, John, of Rannoch Scholarships: Examiners
Greek and Latin
The Examiners for Part IB of the Classical Tripos.

Hebrew
Prof. Geoffrey Allan Khan, Prof. Yaron Peleg, JE, 2022.

Sacred Music
Prof. Samuel James Barrett, PEM, Prof. Katharine Jill Ellis, SE, 2022.

Sultan Qaboos Fund for Abrahamic Faiths and Shared Values: Managers
The Chair of the Faculty Board of Divinity (Chair); the Sultan Qaboos Professor of Abrahamic Faiths and Shared Values; [CSAH] Prof. Christopher John Young, PEM; [His Majesty Sultan Qaboos Bin Said’s nominee] Dr Al Adawi; [Div] Prof. Catherine Jane Crozier Pickstock, EM.

Tata Steel Fund for Metallurgy: Managers
The Head of the Department of Materials Science and Metallurgy; the Tata Steel Professor of Metallurgy; [PC] Prof. John Stephen Dennis, SE, 2022.
Trustees, Managers, Awarders, of Funds, Scholarships, Studentships, Prizes, etc. (continued)

Taylor, C. T., Fund and Studentships: Managers
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Paul Charles Hewett, CC (Chair); [C] Ms Kerri Gardiner, Prof. Joan Lasenby, T, Dr David Keith Summers, CAI, 30 Sep 2022.

Taylor, Dr John C., Professorship of Innovation Fund: Managers
The Head of the School of Technology; the Head of the Department of Engineering; the Head of the Division of Manufacturing and Management within the Department of Engineering.

Theoretical Cosmology, Centre for: Scientific Advisory Board
[GB] Prof. Ruth Gregory, Prof. Thomas Hertog (Chair), Prof. Lord Rees of Ludlow, T, Prof. Andrew Strominger, 2024; Secretary: the Director of the Centre for Theoretical Cosmology, Prof. Edward Paul Scott Shellard, T.

Thomas, Henry Arthur, Travel Exhibitions: Awarders
[CI] Mr Nicholas Charles Denyer, T, Prof. Stephen Phelps Oakley, EM, Dr Nigel Spivey, EM, 2022.

Thomson, Sir J. J., Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Physics (Chair); [PC] the Chair of the Faculty Board of Physics and Chemistry, the Director of Postgraduate Education (Physics), 29 Mar 2023.

Tiarks German Scholarship: Electors
The Managers of the German Endowment Fund.

Todd, Alexander, Visiting Professorship of Chemistry Fund: Managers
The Professor of Chemistry (1968); the Professor of Chemistry (1970); the Unilever Professor of Molecular Sciences Informatics (1999); the Yusuf Hamied 1702 Professor of Chemistry; the Herchel Smith Professor of Organic Chemistry (1988); the Professor of Physical Chemistry (1920); the Director of the Melville Laboratory for Polymer Synthesis; the Head of the Yusuf Hamied Department of Chemistry.

Trend, J. B., Fund: Managers
The Electors to the Gibson Spanish Scholarship.

Trevelyan Fund and Lectureship: Electors
The Regius Professor of History; the Chair of the Faculty Board of History; [Hst] three vacancies.

Trophoblast Research Fund: Board of Managers
Prof. Francesco Colucci, K, 2023; [CSBS] Prof. Kathy Niakan, Dr Peter Rugg-Gunn, 2024; Prof. Gordon Campbell Sinclair Smith, Dr Erica Danielle Watson, N, 2025.

Trophoblast Research, Centre for: Scientific Advisory Board
[CSBS] Prof. Theresa Powell, Prof. Hubert Schorle, 2022; Prof. Hilary Critchley (Chair), 2024; Dr Annettee Nakimuli, Prof. Yoel Sadovsky, 2025; Secretary: the Director of the Centre.

Trower, Nigel, Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Veterinary Medicine; [Vet] Dr Nicholas Henry Bexfield, EM, Prof. Jane Margaret Dobson, Prof. Alun Edward Williams, W.

Tudor Studentships in Financial Econometrics: Managers
[Econ] Prof. Donald Robertson, PEM, 2022; Prof. Aytek Erdil, K, Dr Eduardo Gallo, M, 2022.

Tyrwhitt’s Hebrew Scholarships and Mason Prize: Electors

Ukrainian Studies Funds: Managers

Ullendorff, Edward, Semitic Philology Lecture Fund: Managers
The Regius Professor of Hebrew; [appointed by the Head of the Department of Middle Eastern Studies] Prof. Yaron Peleg, JE, Dr Michael Chaim Rand, 2022.

Van Geest Foundation Fund: Managers
The Chair of the John van Geest Centre for Brain Repair; the Head of the Department of Clinical Neurosciences; [Med] Prof. Patrick Henry Maxwell, T, 2024; [X].
Van Geest Foundation Fund for Brain Repair and Neuroscience: Managers
The Head of the School of Clinical Medicine; the Head of the Department of Clinical Neurosciences; [CSCM] Prof. Roger Alistair Barker, SID, 2022.

Ver Heyden de Lancey Fund: Managers

Vergottis, George and Marie, Fund: Managers
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Prof. Loraine Ruth Renata Gelsthorpe, PEM (Chair); [C] Prof. Dame Ann Patricia Dowling, SID, Dr Natalia Mora-Sitija, DOW, Prof. Caroline Vout, CHR, 30 Sep 2024.

Versus Arthritis Professorship of Rheumatology Fund: Managers
The Head of the School of Clinical Medicine; the Head of the Department of Medicine; [CSCM] Prof. Menna Ruth Clatworthy, PEM; [appointed by the Vice-Chancellor] Prof. Lucy Rachel Wedderburn, N.

Vice-Chancellor’s Endowment Fund: Managers
The Vice-Chancellor; Prof. David Anthony Cardwell, F; [member of the Council in class (e) appointed by the Council] Mr Mark Lewisohn, CHR, 2022; the Registrary.

Viking Polar Marine Geoscience Fund: Managers
The Head of the School of the Physical Sciences; the Head of the Department of Geography; the Director of the Scott Polar Research Institute.

von Hirsch, Andreas, Fund for Penal Theory and Ethics
The Chair of the Management Committee of the Institute of Criminology; the Director of the Institute of Criminology; the Wolfson Professor of Criminology.

Wakefield Fund and Scholarships: Managers
The Director of the Institute of Criminology; [appointed by the Committee of Management of the Institute] Dr Caroline Lanskey, N, 2022; Prof. Mark Christopher Elliott, CTH, 2024; vacancy; Ms Anita Kovacs attends.

Waldmann Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Pathology; the Professor of Immunology; [Biol] Prof. Ian Goodfellow, Prof. Gillian Griffiths, K, Prof. Herman Waldmann, 2022.

Walters Kundert Chemistry Funds: Managers
The Head of the Yusuf Hamied Department of Chemistry; the Geoffrey Moorhouse Gibson Professor of Chemistry; the Professor of Physical Chemistry (1920); the Professor of Chemistry (1968); the Yusuf Hamied 1702 Professor of Chemistry.

Ward Oppenheimer, Jennifer, Deep History and Archaeology of Africa Fund: Managers
The Head of the School of the Humanities and Social Sciences (Chair); the Head of the Department of Archaeology; [HSPS] vacancy.

Weis-Fogh, Hanne and Torkel, Fund: Managers

Whewell Scholarships: Electors
The Whewell Professor of International Law, or deputy (Chair); [Law] Prof. Lorand Alexander Bartels, TH, Prof. Sandesh Sivakumaran, ED, 31 Mar 2023.

Whipple Museum of the History of Science Conservation Fund: Managers
The Board of History and Philosophy of Science.

Whitmore, Tim, Zoology Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of Zoology; [appointed by the Head of the Department of Zoology] Prof. Andrew Paul Balmford, CL, 2023; Dr Lynn Dicks, SE, 2024.

Whittington, H. B. and Dorothy A., Fund: Managers
The Woodwardian Professor of Geology; the Director of the Sedgwick Museum for Earth Sciences; [appointed by the Head of the Department of Earth Sciences] Prof. Richard John Harrison, CTH.

Whittle, Peter, Fund: Managers
The Churchill Professor of Mathematics for Operational Research; the Professor of Mathematical Statistics; the Director of the Statistical Laboratory.
Whittle Lab Studentship Fund: Electors
The University teaching officers at the Whittle Laboratory.

Williams, Professor Sir David, Fund: Managers
[Law] Dr Kirsty Hughes, CL, Prof. Alison Young, R, 2022; Prof. Mark Christopher Elliott, CTH (Chair), 2023.

Williams, Sir David, Professorship of Public Law Fund: Managers
The Chair of the Faculty Board of Law (Chair); the Head of the School of the Humanities and Social Sciences, or her or his deputy; [appointed by the Council of Robinson College] Sir Richard Heaton, R.

Williams, George, Prize: Adjudicators
[Div] Dr James Tristan Ward Orr, JN, Prof. Catherine Jane Crozier Pickstock, EM.

Williamson, Frederick, Memorial Fund: Managers
The Curator of the Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology (Secretary); [HPS] Dr Hildegard Diemberger, PEM (Chair), Dr Rupert Stirling Stasch, SID, 2022; [AMES] Dr Vincenzo Vergiani, W, 2022; [Emmanuel College] vacancy.

Williamson, Raymond and Edith, Fund: Managers
The Head of the Department of History and Philosophy of Science; the Chair of the Board of History and Philosophy of Science; the Secretary of the Department of History and Philosophy of Science; the Curator of the Whipple Museum; [HPS] Dr Mary Augusta Brazelton, LC, Dr Marta Halina, SE, Dr Staffan Muller-Wille, 2022.

Wilson, Edward, Memorial Fund (I): Managers
The Director of the Scott Polar Research Institute; [appointed by the Committee of Management of the Institute] Dr Gareth Rees, CHR, 2022; Dr Michael Trevor Bravo, DOW, 2024.

Wilson, Edward, Memorial Fund (II): Managers
The Director of the Scott Polar Research Institute; [appointed by the Committee of Management of the Institute] Ms Charlotte Connelly, HH, Prof. Richard Charles Powell, F, 2024.

Winbolt, John, Prize: Awarders

Winchester Reading Prizes: Examiners
[Engl] Dr Tania Demetriou, SID, 2024; vacancy.

Winton Fund and Programme for the Physics of Sustainability: Managers
The Head of the Department of Physics; the Director of the Winton Programme; the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Research and International Partnerships); [CSPS] Dr Hermann Hauser, 2026; [appointed by the General Board on the nomination of the donor] Mr David Harding, 2026.

Winton Studentships: Electors
The Managers of the Winton Fund for the Physics of Sustainability.

Winton Fund for the Public Understanding of Risk: Managers
The Head of the Department of Pure Mathematics and Mathematical Statistics; the Director of the Statistical Laboratory; the Harding Professor of Statistics in Public Life.

Woolley Fund: Managers
The Director of the Institute of Astronomy (Chair); [PC] two vacancies.

Yazdani, Ghulam, Essay Prize Fund: Managers
[AMES] Prof. Yaron Peleg, JE, Dr Cameron Andrew Petrie, T, Dr Vincenzo Vergiani, W, 2024.

Young, Thomas, Medal: Awarders
Dr Hratch Papazian, 2024; [HPS] Dr Katherine Emma Spence, EM, 2022; Prof. Augusta McMahon, N, Dr Tamsin O’Connell, TH, Dr Jonathan Tenney, JE, 2024.

Zayed, Sheikh, Fund: Managers
The Vice-Chancellor’s deputy, Ms Bridget Kendall, PET (Chair); the Chair of the Faculty Board of Divinity; [member of the Faculty Board of Divinity] Prof. George Hendrik Van Kooten, CLH; [appointed by Trustees of the Sheikh Zayed Foundation] Dr Mashuq Ally, vacancy.
Representatives of the Colleges for Election of Members of the Finance Committee

Christ’s College  Mr Michael Parsons, CHR.
Churchill College  Ms Tamsin Melanie James, CHU.
Clare College  Mr David Ball, CL, 30 Sep 2022.
Clare Hall  Mr Ian Strachan, CLH.
Corpus Christi College  Ms Jenny Raine, CC.
Darwin College  Mr John Tannatt Dix, DAR.
Downing College  Mr Gavin John Flynn, DOW.
Emmanuel College  Dr Michael John Gross, EM.
Fitzwilliam College  Mr Rod Cantrill, F.
Girton College  Mr James Anderson, G.
Gonville and Caius College  Mr Robert Gardiner, CAI.
Homerton College  Ms Deborah Griffin, HO, 30 Sep 2022.
Hughes Hall  Mr Jonathan Newby, HH.
Jesus College  Dr Richard Anthony, JE.
King’s College  Dr Thomas Keith Carne, K, 30 Sep 2022.
Lucy Cavendish College  Ms Lesley Margaret Thompson, LC.
Magdalene College  Mr Steven John Morris, M.
Murray Edwards College  Mr Robert John Hopwood, MUR.
Newnham College  Mr Christopher Lawrence, N.
Pembroke College  Dr Andrew Cates, PEM.
Peterhouse  Mr Ian Nicholas Molyneux Wright, PET.
Queens’ College  Mr Jonathan Spence, Q.
Robinson College  Ms Fiona Brockbank, R.
St Catharine’s College  Ms Nicola Robert, CTH.
St Edmund’s College  Mr Graham Watson, ED.
St John’s College  Mr Christopher Ewbank, JN.
Selwyn College  Mr Martin Pierce, SE.
Sidney Sussex College  Ms Sarah Bonnett, SJD.
Trinity College  Mr Richard Turnill, T.
Trinity Hall  Mr Timothy James Harvey-Samuel, TH.
Wolfson College  Ms Joanna Cheffins, W.
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNIVERSITY

1. Representative Governors, etc.

Aberystwyth University: Advisory Board for the Woodrow Wilson Chair of International Politics (University of Oxford appoints alternatively) vacancy.

Aston in Birmingham, University of (Member of Convocation) vacancy.

British Institution Fund vacancy.

Cambridge in America, Board of: Directors The Vice-Chancellor, or his deputy; the Executive Director of Development and Alumni Relations, Ms Alison Traub; Prof. David Rowitch, CL, 2022.

Cambridge:

Cambridge Access Validation Agency Mr Tom Levinson, F.

Cambridge and District Citizens Advice Bureau, Representative Governors Dr Patricia Mia Gray, G, 2023.

Cambridge, Church Schools of Dr Thomas Keith Carne, K, Ms Patricia Pritchard, HO, 2024.

Cambridge, Museum of Mr Mathew Lowe, 2022.

Cambridge Society Ms Anne Mary Lonsdale, MUR, Dr Donald William Buchanan MacDonald, W.

Cambridge and District Citizens Advice Bureau, Representative Governors Dr Patricia Mia Gray, G, 2023.

Cambridge, University of, Primary School: Governing Body The Head of the Faculty of Education of the University (Chair); the Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Education; Ms Amy Weatherup, T, 30 Jun 2022; Dr Martin Vinnell, W, 28 Feb 2023; Ms Penelope Colman, HO, 30 Apr 2023; Dr Kirsty Anne Allen, W, 30 Jun 2024; Ms Claire Vane, N, 2025.

Clare College: Assessors to the Visitor Prof. David John Ibbetson, CLH, 13 Feb 2025; vacancy.

Conservators of the River Cam Mr Giles Greenfield, DAR, Mr Steven John Morris, M, 2024; vacancy.

Edward Storey, Foundation of Dr Antony Warren, 2022; Ms Joanna Womack, MUR, 31 Oct 2024; Ms Ruth Bond, 31 Mar 2025; Ms Carol Lyon, 2025.

Storey’s Field Community Trust: Trustees Ms Lily Bacon, ED, Ms Mary Parsons, Prof. Jeremy Keith Morris Sanders, SE.

Cambridgeshire:

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough NHS Foundation Trust Dr Diana Frances Wood, ED, 2023.

Cambridgeshire County Council County Advisory Group for Archives and Local Studies Ms Jacqueline Cox, DAR, 30 Jun 2022.

Cheshunt Foundation two vacancies.

Coexist House Trust: Trustees Dr Timothy Winter, W, 2025.

Commonwealth Universities, Association of The Vice-Chancellor, ex officio.

Convocation of Canterbury vacancy.

East Anglian Committee for Postgraduate Medical and Dental Education The Regius Professor of Physic, ex officio.

Eastern Arts Board Mr David Duncan Robinson, M.

General Synod of the Church of England vacancy.

Gino Watkins Memorial Fund Dr Lorraine Craig.

Haslingfield United Charities Prof. Christopher John Burgoyne, EM.

Henry Fund: Trustees Prof. The Lord Eatwell, Q, Dame Fiona Reynolds, EM, Lord Smith of Finsbury, PEM.

Japan Foundation Endowment Committee (Appointment alternates with SOAS) vacancy.

Marine Biological Association Prof. Alison Gail Smith, CC.

Moulton Harrox Educational Foundation vacancy.

Papworth Hospital NHS Foundation Trust Dr Caroline Edmonds, 30 Sep 2022.

Percy Sladen Memorial Fund Dr Edmund Tanner, CAI, 30 Nov 2024.

Royal College of Art (Member of the Court) vacancy.

Thomas Wall Trust vacancy.

Universities’ China Committee The Vice-Chancellor, ex officio.

Westcott House: Trustees Prof. Nathan MacDonald, JN, Prof. Katherine Jane Crozier Pickstock, EM, 28 Feb 2025.

Westminster College Dr Giles Edward Waller, PET, 28 Feb 2025.

West Norfolk and King’s Lynn Girls’ Schools’ Trust vacancy.
Representatives of the University, 2022

2. Representative Trustees Associated with the University

(for schemes to provide awards for overseas students, etc.)

Cambridge Commonwealth, European and International Trust: Trustees

Gates Cambridge Trust: Trustees
The Vice-Chancellor (*Chair*), 30 Sep 2022; Mr Timothy James Harvey-Samuel, *TH*, 31 Jul 2022; Prof. Dame Sally Davies, *T*, Prof. Bhaskar Vira, *F*, 30 Sep 2022; Dr Julia Fan Li, *JN*, 30 Sep 2023; Prof. Usha Claire Goswami, *JN*, Lord Woolley of Woodford, *HO*, 30 Sep 2024; [Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation] Prof. Mary Sue Coleman, 30 Sep 2022; Ms Amy K. Carter, 02 Mar 2025.
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